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THE ROLE OF RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION IN HIGH POVERTY ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS THAT ARE BEATING THE ODDS

Alina J. Fortenberry, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2018

The Michigan Department of Education has identified schools that are beating the odds
as either schools that perform better than expected based on risk factors of race, ethnicity, low
socioeconomics or/and English Language Learner populations, and/or also as schools performing
above their comparison group of the most demographically similar schools in the state. Many
districts in the state are attempting to incorporate multi-tiered systems of support with a
Response to Intervention (RTI) Framework, as the academic component for assisting students in
accomplishing skills needed to help them meet grade level expectations.
The purpose of this study is to describe and interpret how the RTI process, and elements
outside of the RTI process, helped four high-poverty elementary schools in Michigan beat the
odds. This qualitative case study seeks to explore and understand how high-poverty schools’ beat
the odds as identified through the Michigan Department of Education. The study involve
interviews with three staff members per school, including the principal and two other educators
who were familiar with the RTI process at each school, specifically teachers, literacy coaches,
and a psychologist.
Overall, participants describe how they implemented their basic RTI components using
an integrated data collection assessment system to inform decision at each tier of service
delivery. Additionally, participants describe their tiers of academic intervention instruction

support, and how the problem-solving method within RTI is used to assist teachers and students
with improving teaching and learning. Other elements outside of the basic RTI components were
found to help schools in my study beat the odds. One outside element was that of having a laser
focus on reading instruction, particularly implementing the workshop model for reading,
focusing on the five reading components of phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency
and comprehension. Within the reading workshop, students received one-on-one reading support
at their personal independent reading levels allowing for more student engagement and a higher
motivation to read.
Another outside element that helped students beat the odds is the transformational
leadership qualities of the school principals and other educational leaders within the schools.
School administrators created a school-wide culture of support and direction for teachers and
students, while teachers created an atmosphere of support and direction within their classrooms
for students. The passion and commitment revealed from participants during the interviews also
assisted in enhancing students’ ability to beat the odds.
This study will add to current literature pertaining to the RTI Framework regarding using
basic RTI components, as well as elements beyond these basic components that may be
necessary to accelerate the learning of students in poverty, helping them beat the odds.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
During this time of school reform, educators are being held accountable for the
academic achievement of all students including those who are minority and poor. This is
of major concern to educators in high poverty schools since their schools serve many
economically disadvantaged students who are at risk for school failure (Bryan, 2005).
High poverty school districts encounter a growing number of problems including high
truancy, low graduation rates, and achievement levels lower than those of their peers who
are in low poverty settings (Gottfried & Johnson, 2014).
In the United States, there has been a large gap in achievement between poor and
economically advantaged students, and many studies have shown how poverty negatively
affects student achievement. For example, McCall, Hauser, Cronin, Kingsbury and
Houser (2006) studied the achievement gap from a wide variety of school districts across
the United States and found that achievement gaps existed between low and high poverty
schools.
In a similar matter, according to the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) economically advantaged students had higher NAEP scores than students in
poverty, on average, on both reading and math assessments. Sandy and Duncan (2010)
used data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience for Youth
to examine high poverty schools’ achievement gap and found that approximately 75% of
the gap in the achievement was due to the large concentrations of disadvantaged students
in urban schools. Dissolved further, 36% of the achievement gap was connected to
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The disparity data is so clear that in the Abbott v. Burke (1990) ruling, which
examined whether children in high poverty school districts received sufficient funding to
educate poor students, it was concluded that a thorough and efficient education requires a
level of education that enables all students to function as citizens and workers in society,
which meant in poor districts something more must be added.
Adding to concerns regarding the achievement gap between poor and
economically advantaged students is the disproportionate representation of poor students
in special education programs, which has been a concern for decades (Zhang,
Katsiyannis, Ju, & Roberts, 2012). To determine disproportionality in special education,
Zhang et al. (2012) noted that the number of minority and English Language Learners
(ELL) served under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA 2004) is
compared with how that group is represented in the overall population of school-age
students in the United States. Minorities composed 43.6% of the total school–aged
population during the fall of 2010 yet were 51.4% of all students receiving services under
IDEA or Section 504 (Zhang et al., 2012).
In another study on the disproportionality of overrepresentation of minority
students in special education, Herzik (2015) found that African American students made
up 16% of the U.S. school enrollment but accounted for more than 30% of the students
classified with specific learning disabilities.
These percentages of poor minority students in special education are
disproportionate when comparing the total population of non-minority students and
minorities by race and ethnic groups. According to Skiba et al. (2008), poverty and
culture are among factors that have contributed to a disproportionate number of minority
students in special education. The problem of disproportionate placement of minority
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students in special education continues to be documented at a national level and in many
states and local education agencies (Gravois & Rosenfield, 2006).
Gravios and Rosenfield (2006) noted three major themes have developed in the
educational literature over the past two decades, generating hypotheses about the
influences on the observed patterns of disproportionality in special education. The themes
are (a) cultural variables that affect the initial referral of poor minority students for
special education, (b) bias in the assessment procedures used in determining the
eligibility of minority students for special education services, and (c) effectiveness of
instruction and intervention in addressing the academic and behavioral needs of at-risk
students prior to consideration for specialized services. Despite much research on these
areas, not enough is known about the effectiveness of additional supports provided to
students to address these issues, especially students in high poverty environments who
are often minority and poor before the formal special education referral process begins.
Statement of the Problem
IDEA (2004) mandates states to have policies and procedures in place to prevent
inappropriate over identification by race, ethnicity, and economic status of students with
disabilities, yet the disproportionate representation of poor and minority students in
special education still exists (Wiley, Brigham, Kauffman, & Bogan, 2013). Federal law
requires a student to have a severe discrepancy between achievement and intellectual
ability in a specific area for them to be identified as having a severe learning disability
(SLD), and thus become eligible for special education services. Reauthorization of IDEA
in 2004 provided states the option of discontinuing the use of IQ-achievement formulas
and using a Response to Intervention (RTI) criteria as part of the special education
identification process. The Act also encouraged the use of early intervention in the
general education arena prior to consideration for special education (Kavale & Spaulding,
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2008). RTI is based on the theory that some students having academic difficulties have
had inadequate opportunities for learning and is designed to give students multiple
opportunities to learn before referring them for special education testing (Lenski, 2011).
The reauthorization of IDEA in 2004 emphasized that the highest quality of
instruction in the classroom must be guaranteed prior to placing the blame for failure on
the student. This change had strong meaning for minority students who historically have
been disproportionately overrepresented in special education programs, in that it could
possibly decrease the number of urban minority students identified in special education as
learning disabled (Klinger & Edwards, 2006). Additionally, IDEA provided for the use
of a student’s response to implemented intervention as a means of identifying a learning
disability.
In identifying reasons for academic achievement differences, early literature
placed an emphasis on the capability and socioeconomic backgrounds of students, instead
of classroom or school-level factors (Gottfried & Johnson, 2012). Within the RTI model,
the “response” involves a subgroup of identified students at risk for academic failure who
are typically identified at the beginning of the school year through a universal screening.
The “intervention” should then address their academic problems. School instructional
staff use assessments which measure students at, above, or below a benchmark in a
content area to identify students at risk for academic failure. A positive aspect of the RTI
model is the connection between assessment and intervention; yet, concerns have been
expressed that the RTI model does not provide adequate information regarding how to
instruct students who do not respond to attempted interventions. A strong RTI model is
important for all students, but especially for students of urban schools since urban
students are disproportionately represented in special education and are not performing,
overall, as high, academically, as their suburban non-minority peers.
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In looking at previous research, there have been many efforts to implement RTI
instructional support for students and teachers in high poverty settings. For example, Bean and
Lillenstein (2012) studied five schools using an RTI framework by observing in classrooms and
talking with educators in the schools. Based on their study, Bean and Lillenstein found the
following seven essential skills as important to the success of RTI: (a) in depth knowledge of
literacy development and instruction, (b) key role of data for instructional decision making, (c)
differentiation of instruction, (d) collaboration, (e) commitment to lifelong learning, (f)
leadership skills; and (g) facility and technology. Bean and Lillenstein also found in all five
schools the RTI process included the use of multiple tiers of increasingly intense interventions, a
problem-solving approach to identify and evaluate instructional strategies, and an integrated data
collection and assessment system to monitor student progress and guide decisions at every level.
Within all schools, there was a culture of support and encouragement for shared leadership. Also
looking at essential RTI elements, Schwartz, Schmitt, and Lose (2012) conducted a study to
determine the influence of teacher-student ratio on RTI literacy learning with highly qualified
teachers working with low-performing first-grade students. Schwartz et al. found that students
receiving 1:1 instruction had significantly higher academic outcomes than combined small-group
conditions ranging from two to five students per group. The small group conditions did not
differ much from one another, and a trend indicated a reduction of literacy performance as group
size increased.
Finally, in their study on RTI, Kratochwill, Volpianski, Clements, and Ball (2007)
found that a major challenge with implementing RTI was the limited research base
backing the different practices that were currently recommended, such as teachers’
abilities to measure responsiveness and challenges with implementing research based
intervention. In regards to measuring responsiveness, Kratochwill et al. also found that
continuing measurement is bound by: (a) a lack of student outcome measures with strong
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skills and attitude features, (b) limited screening measures, (c) lack of standardization in
assessment, and (d) lack of clear-cut criteria for determining responsiveness to an
intervention.
Although the RTI process has developed in importance, and provides a link
between assessment and intervention, there are still criticisms about the inadequate
research supporting the use of RTI and differences in implementation (O'Donnell &
Miller, 2011). Previous research on various topics of RTI has been conducted, but no
study could be found that examined how the elements of RTI best play out in high
poverty schools that are beating the odds by performing higher than other schools with
similar demographics. The Michigan Department of Education (2014) has identified
schools that are beating the odds as (a) schools that perform better than expected based
on risk factors of race, ethnicity, low socioeconomics or/and English Language Learner
populations, and/or (b) schools performing above their comparison group of the most
demographically similar schools in the state. Given the lack of resource on the role of
RTI in high poverty schools that are beating the odds, my study will provide insight on
RTI processes and possible enhancements used to improve academic achievement for
high-poverty students within schools that are beating the odds.
Focus of Study and Research Questions
There has been overrepresentation of students of poverty in special education
services (Zhang et al., 2012), and high poverty schools have had significantly lower
reading state assessment scores than schools that serve more affluent students
(Machtinger, 2007). To this end, many efforts to implement RTI instructional support for
students and teachers in high poverty school settings have occurred. A strong RTI support
system may assist in closing the achievement gap between students with low
socioeconomic backgrounds in high poverty schools and students of high socioeconomic
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backgrounds in low poverty schools. Previous research has identified what should be
core-required elements within RTI processes (Elliott, 2008), but has not ascertained how
such elements best play out in urban schools.
The purpose of this multiple case study research, therefore, is to describe and
interpret how the RTI process in four high poverty elementary schools is helping them
beat the odds. For this research, RTI processes are generally defined as an integration of
assessments and interventions within a multi-tiered prevention system used to increase
student achievement using research-based interventions and data from ongoing progress
monitoring to adjust the intervention to students’ needs (The National System on
Response to Intervention, 2010). Additionally, for this research, beating the odds schools
are defined as schools that perform better than expected based on the schools’
demographic risk factors and/or schools performing above their comparison group of the
most demographically similar schools as identified through the Michigan Department of
Education.
The research questions guiding my study are:
1. For high-poverty elementary schools identified through the Michigan
Department of education as beating the odds and whose principals attribute
their RTI model as helping students beat the odds, what role does their RTI
process have in increasing academic achievement?
2. What elements are being implemented beyond those identified by research as
core aspects of their RTI process to best support students of poverty?
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this multiple case study depicts the potential
elements of a RTI program, as identified by a synthesis of research on RTI and academic
achievement of students in poverty. The framework is designed to guide my study on the
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elements of a RTI process, for schools that are Beating the Odds, that may increase
academic achievement of students in poverty. This framework also takes into
consideration other research concerning variables that may enhance academics for low
achieving students in poverty, as educators attempt to combat challenges associated with
underprivileged students (see Figure 1).
The framework begins at the top center rectangle of Figure 1, which depicts highpoverty schools, that are beating the odds,’ RTI program. The top right rectangle
represents the question, what components are in place to help high-poverty schools’ RTI
program? These are other RTI elements that such principals and/or teachers may be
implementing to produce a RTI
program and may not include elements mentioned within the conceptual framework as
known from previous research.
The bottom right rectangle of Figure I represents challenges associated with
teaching students in poverty and suggests that teachers and principals at schools that are
beating the odds do not allow barriers associated with poverty to interfere with their
commitment for student achievement.
Within his study of teaching students in poverty, Jensen (2009) discussed some
challenges of students in poverty. Jensen contended that children of poverty tend to spend
less time exploring the world and more time struggling to survive having fewer positive
role models and fewer support systems.
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RTI Conceptual Framework

“Beating the Odds”
Schools’ RTI
Processes

Key Elements per Previous Research
of High Poverty Schools Success
Passion and Commitment
Community Building
• Respectful Relationships
• High Expectations
• Empowerment
Assessment Usage
• Universal Screening
• Progress Monitoring
• Formative Assessments
• Summative Assessments
Professional Development for
teachers

What Components
are in Place?
What instructional RTI
components are being
implemented?
How are the components
Implemented?
Why are the components
being implemented?
Are other elements beyond
RTI processes used?

Challenges of Poverty
Lack of students
Experiences
Lack of Parental involvement
Truancy Issues
(Jensen, 2009; Parrett &
Budge, 2012)

(Chud, 1998; Eagle, Dowd-Eagle,
Snyder, & Holtzman, 2014; Hall &
Mahoney, 2013; Shann, 1998;
Strahan & Layell, 2006;
Wixson & Valencia, 2011)

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for beating the odds high poverty RTI study.
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Jensen also noted that many students in poverty live in unstable households of a single
guardian who tend to be less emotionally supportive. This may cause a lack of positive
educational experiences when students enter school, which can negatively affect
academics. To add on to the challenges, based on their works in high poverty schools,
Parrot and Budge (2012) stated, “Poor attendance and mobility often are ways of life in
high-poverty schools, teachers in these schools are acutely aware of the challenges posed
by absenteeism and mobility to their students and themselves” (p. 107). Considering
these challenges, it is important for educators to devise plans that will assist with
minimizing the effects that challenges related to poverty have on the academic
achievement of students in poverty.
The bottom left rectangle represents key elements per previous research of high
poverty schools’ academic success that principals’ and teachers may have needed for
helping them beat the odds. The key elements include: (a) passion and commitment, (b)
community building, (c)using assessments to drive instruction; and (d) professional
development. The first of the key elements per previous research is the need for passion
and commitment from educators working with economically disadvantaged students to
increase academic achievement. According to Shann (1998) teacher commitment is an
important link in the process of education reform and influences job performance,
ultimately improving student performance. The second element is community building
within the school. Chuds’ (1998) definition of community is a "group of people living
together in one locality and having common interests, goals, and customs, and having a
system of values that is shared and commonly understood among its members" (p. 57).
A study on students’ success within high poverty schools indicated students attributed
their success to school personnel building caring relationships and providing support and
structure for their students (Strahan & Layell, 2006).
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The third element represents assessments. Within the RTI process, the literature
suggests using repeated assessments at intervals to ascertain the learning strengths and
areas of needs for students to best meet their instructional and academic needs (Wixon &
Valencia, 2011). Based on assessment results, within an RTI process students are to be
placed in one or more of the three RTI Tiers of instruction, which is displayed by the
middle triangle. Tier 1 is school–wide intervention designed around grade level core
curriculum to successfully meet the needs of 80% or more of the students within a
class. Tier 2 is a more targeted intervention and is based upon the student’s individual
needs. Between 5% to 10% of classroom students should need Tier 2. Tier 2 students
who need even more intense instruction who are within Tier 2 because they are not
making satisfactory progress, will receive Tier 3 and only 1-5% of students within the
classroom should need a Tier 3 (Short & Wilkins, 2009). Overall, assessment results should
determine what tiers students are placed in.
The final element is professional development that is needed to have the
knowledge and expertise to implement instructional strategies with students of poverty.
The literature has clearly recommended professional development for all staff
implementing the RTI process, especially in the areas of data sources, data collection and
data analysis, in addition to professional development in direct instruction teaching
methods (Hall & Mahoney, 2013). Professional development on cultural diversity can
also assist with enhancing teachers’ understanding of various cultural ways, promoting
more instructional strategies to address diversity in learning contributed to differences in
culture (Klingner & Edwards, 2006).
If all elements and variables represented in the conceptual framework are in place,
it is my contention that student achievement will be positively affected. The framework,
therefore, displays my theory of all essential elements and variables contributing to the
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success of high-poverty schools that are viewed as Beating the Odds. My study will allow
an examination of high poverty
schools RTI programs in Midwestern Michigan whose principals believe are helping
students “Beat the Odds” resulting in students increased academic achievement.
Methods Overview
I used a qualitative multiple case study research method to examine what
elements encompass the RTI process used by teachers and principals of high poverty
Michigan elementary schools viewed through the Michigan Department of Education as
beating the odds. High poverty schools for this case study are schools that have 60% or
more students who receive free or reduced lunch.
Much of the literature examined the Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS) and
described how the MTSS in some schools affected students who had gone through the
three tiers. However, research and studies had not been conducted on high poverty
schools that were beating the odds, and whose principals attributed their RTI process as
helping students’ academic achievement. Using a qualitative multiple case study
approach allowed me to understand principals’ and teachers’ RTI backgrounds, trainings,
practices, involvements, and overall experiences with their RTI implementation process,
and the evidence they have that these are helping their students of poverty beat the odds.
For my research methods, I obtained a sample population of four Midwestern
high poverty elementary schools that were listed by the state of Michigan as beating the
odds, and for which their principal believed their RTI process contributed to their
success. Within each school, I interviewed the principal and two certified educators
perceived by the principal as contributing to a strong RTI process. Additionally, I asked
these principals and teachers for documentation depicting program element details that
assisted them with implementing their RTI process.
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Chapter I Summary
Implementing RTI programs within general education classrooms requires
educators to be more proactive with identifying potential at-risk students and with
providing at-risk students systematic, research-based intervention. Since the literacy
achievement gap in the United States between high poverty and low poverty students
reveals children from poverty backgrounds score significantly lower than children from
middle and high-income backgrounds in reading (Teale, Paciga, & Hoffman, 2007),
many poverty-stricken students are “at risk” for academic failure. Considering this, it is
important for high poverty schools to produce and implement strong RTI programs, using
the elements recommended via existing research.
In addition to those elements known to be important, perhaps other enhancements
are needed by principals and teachers of high poverty schools to produce strong RTI
processes, which in turn may possibly assist with narrowing the achievement gap
between poor and economically advantaged students perhaps minimizing the
overrepresentation of poor students in special education. Previous research could not be
found on this topic. To this end, let us now turn to a review of the literature surrounding
RTI and its Multi-Tiered Systems of Support components.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Response to Intervention (RTI) is an approach designed to evaluate and address
the educational needs of all students and identifying students needing intervention above
what is provided during common classroom instruction. The RTI process typically is
comprised of systematic screening to identify students who are at risk and are not
meeting grade level goals and consists of increasingly intensive instructional tiers that
provide added research-based instruction to students when needed. This chapter discusses
various definitions of RTI as discussed in scholarly literature, RTI models, and basic RTI
components. Additionally, I present the foundations, as presented in the literature,
needed by educators to implement a RTI method. Other factors that may contribute to a
strong RTI process for high poverty students is also a topic of discussion.
Response to Intervention Definitions
The National Center on Response to Intervention (2010) provided a definition of
RTI based on current research knowledge and research-based instruction:
Response to intervention integrates assessment and intervention within a multilevel prevention system to maximize student achievement and to reduce
behavioral problems. With RTI, schools use data to identify students at risk for
poor learning outcomes, monitor student progress, provide evidence-based
interventions and adjust the intensity and nature of those interventions depending
on a student’s responsiveness, and identify students with learning disabilities or
other disabilities. (p. 2)
Based on their work in special education, Fuchs and Fuchs (2006) explained the
definition of the “R” and “I” in Response to Intervention (RTI) with the R, response,
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being a subgroup of identified at risk students for academic failure. According to Fuchs
and Fuchs, the group is typically identified at the beginning of the school year and
instructional staff use assessments which measures a student at, above, or below a
benchmark in a content area. Non-responders can come from the subgroup which are
students who do not show any increase in learning in Tier 2. The “I” in RTI is the
intervention that addresses the academic problem and includes the multi-tiered system of
instructional support. Fuchs and Fuchs discussed how the RTI derived from the IQachievement discrepancy of identifying students with learning disabilities and explained
that the purpose of RTI is to minimize the number of students who are identified as
Learning Disabled by providing multi-tiered interventions to support academic
deficiencies, rather than labeling students as special education and providing special
education services.
Burns’ (2010) study of best research practices used in RTI, defined RTI as, “The
practice of providing quality instruction and intervention and using student learning in
response to that instruction to make instructional and important educational decisions” (p.
13). Adding to the definitions of RTI, Fox et al. (2010) defined RTI as a systematic
decision-making process that allows for early and effective responses to children’s
learning and behavioral difficulties that provide children with a level of instructional
intensity matched to their level of need and then provide a databased method for
evaluating the effectiveness of the instructional approaches.
According to the National Center on Response to intervention, there is no single
definition for RTI, however, commonalities within definitions that much of the literature
supports include basic RTI components of implementing the instructional tiers based on
students’ needs while continuously collecting, analyzing and interpreting the data results
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of their responses to the instruction utilizing a database for continuous evaluating of
response to instruction. According to the Michigan Department of Education, RTI is a
combination of multi-tiered system of instruction, assessment and intervention designed
to meet the academic and behavioral needs of all learners. The working definition for this
study focuses on RTI solely meeting the academic needs of learners. Therefore, for this
research, RTI is used interchangeably with multi-tiered systems of support.
Response to Intervention Components
This section looks at the components of RTI programs as discussed in the
literature. It is important to be aware of these components that assist educators in the
delivery of their RTI programs with a focus on increased student achievement.
In Elliotts’ (2008) work on RTI, he found that the core foundations upon which
RTI is established are supported by research and common sense. The foundations include
believing that we can effectively teach all children, intervening with interventions early,
and using a problem- solving method to make decisions within the multi-tiered model.
Elliott suggested when using the problem-solving method, educators should attempt to
answer four questions: (a) Is there a problem and what is the problem? (b) Why is the
problem occurring? (c) What strategies will we use to help solve the problem? (d) Did
our intervention work? Based on research studies, Elliott suggests the three components
for the implementation of Response to Intervention requires the following components:
(a) Multi-tiers system of support (MTSS) instructional intervention; (b) A problemsolving method; and (c) An integrated data collection assessment system to inform
decision at each tier of service delivery. Let us examine these three components.
Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
Within MTSS, there are different “Tiers” of support: (a) Tier 1 which is the core
curriculum is the school-wide intervention; (b) Tier 2 is the targeted intervention in
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addition to core instruction; and (c) Tier 3 is core instruction, targeted instruction and
intensive intervention (Elliott, 2008). Students who have been identified through a
screening assessment receive research-based instruction within one or more of the tiers.
Instruction can occur as an entire class, or within small groups. A duration of time is
allowed for a child to respond to the instruction which is typically not longer than six to
eight weeks, while the students’ progress, or lack of, is monitored closely (NCRTI,
2010). Various research studies exist which examine these tiers.
For example, based on their research on RTI, Short and Wilkins (2009) proposed
the RTI model Tier 2 is a level of instructional support intended to assist students who are
at risk for not meeting the objectives of the core classroom curriculum and need more
instructional support to do so. Chard (2012) noted factors that can impact Tier 2
instruction and indicated that misalignment of Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruction can result in
learners receiving different instructional approaches from different instructional programs
resulting in inconsistencies in instructional approaches. Chard provided factors to
consider to successfully implement Tier 2 instruction, suggesting that Tier 2 be aligned
with Tier 1 core programing, and that instructional approaches are coordinated across the
school for all students receiving Tier 2 services. Tier 2 is a more targeted intervention
and is based upon the student’s individual needs. Short and Wilkins’ (2009) work on RTI
proposes that within Tier 2, students who are experiencing difficulties are grouped with
others who are experiencing the same difficulties. For example, a group of students may
experience difficulties with blending words. In addition to the whole group instruction,
the teacher may provide an additional 20 minutes of daily instruction in small groups
based on common needs of students. Again, within Tier 2 the progress of the students are
monitored and the teacher may pull different groups during this time based on individual
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needs. Students who need more intense instruction who are within Tier 2 because they
are not making satisfactory progress, will receive Tier 3 (Short & Wilkin, 2009).
Burns (2010) also studied research that addressed Tier 1 (whole group core
instruction), Tier 2 (supplemental intensive intervention, and Tier 3 (individualized
intervention), and found the following:
1. An effective RTI model begin with quality core instruction, and if more than
20-25% of students need more support than given in Tier 1, this could indicate
that the school may not have the resources needed to address the student’s
need.
2. Typically, a school’s goal is not to have more than 20% of their students
needing Tier 2 intervention and for students needing Tier 2, interventions are
typically provided in small groups daily for 20-30 minutes.
3. Schools successfully implementing Tier 1 and Tier 2 should have no more
than 5% of students needing Tier 3 individualized intervention. If a child does
not respond at Tier 3 level the child is typically is referred to receive a special
education evaluation and the data gathered from the child’s tiered
interventions can be used to determine disability.
Burns concluded that practitioners should ensure the implementation of the three-tiered
model within RTI ensuring they are using research-based strategies that benefit students.
Averill, Baker and Rinaldi (2014) found in their study on RTI components that
one of the greatest roadblocks to successful RTI is finding time to consistently implement
the tiers of interventions for students, and that many schools are adopting a school-wide
intervention block as a structure to allow for collaboration among all school personnel.
Personnel including special education teachers, general education teachers and other staff
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members are providing organized intervention services to targeted students. According to
Averill et al., the school-wide intervention blocks allow teachers to provide intervention,
maximizing the building’s resources for organized intervention blocks. Averill et al.
suggested principals and teachers consider the following when implementing RTI: (a)
identifying appropriate assessment and intervention resources, (b) determining
professional development needs to improve capacity for intervention delivery, (c) using
personnel resources in the most effective way, and (d) structuring the time to deliver
interventions and engage students who are not receiving intervention and optimizing the
physical space available to deliver interventions.
Johnson and Boyd (2012) conducted a study on how one school applied an evaluation
system to find areas in need of revision within their MTSS. According to Johnson and Boyd, the
staff at Sunshine Elementary School, a K-5 school in a low SES suburban area in the Northwest,
determined they were doing well with the core reading instruction (Tier 1), with 80-85% of their
students assessing at benchmark with the reading curriculum. However, many of the students
identified in the fall as needing Tier 2 reading intervention did not meet grade level performance
benchmarks in the winter and did not show any rate of improvement because of the Tier 2
intervention. The current framework of the reading program was that all students received 90
minutes of instruction in a group, based on students’ performance. For Tier 2, all students were
provided a 60-minute workshop reading time based on performance. The staff at Sunshine
Elementary School hired a reading coach to help examine and change the core reading
curriculum. The school day was restructured to allow for reading instruction targeted by
performance level by ensuring Tier 2 supplemented the core instructional program, placing
students at risk in groups providing direct instruction that supplemented the core reading
instruction. Because of the modification, more students became successful at the Tier 2 level.
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Problem Solving Approach
According to Berkeley, Bender, Peaster and Saunders (2009), various states either
use a standard protocol or a problem-solving approach to RTI, although much of the
current literature read for this study focuses on the problem-solving approach. In a
problem-solving approach, students’ deficiencies are addressed by implementing
research-based interventions designed for each student, and decision-making teams exist
which can consist of teachers, administrators, school psychologists and parents. This
problem-solving model of RTI typically follows a four-step process of (a) defining the
problem, (b) planning an intervention, (c) implementing the intervention, and (d)
evaluating student’s progress.
When using the problem-solving method, teams are typically developed to assist in the
decision-making process regarding students’ interventions. In her study on maximizing the
effectiveness of building teams in RTI implementation, Nellis (2012) suggested teams exist at
both the district and building level to help support and implement the RTI model. Implementing
new programs can become challenging. Thoughtful integration and coordination of policy, in
addition to evidence-based practices and systems-change strategies, are important when
implementing a RTI program. Nellis proposed the following strategies to help implement an
RTI problem-solving approach:
1. Use systems-change strategies to help develop an understanding of the role and goal
of the team;
2. Involve school personnel and other partners in dialogues about team purpose and
procedures;
3. Clearly define the RTI practices to be adhered to by the team and school staff;
4. Define team’s objective, members and responsibilities;
5. Make sure intervention resources and support are available;
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6. Promote and include parental and student involvement in problem-solving meetings;
7. Give and maintain support to make sure interventions are executed with perfection;
8. Use agendas, involvement strategies, and monitor time to manage meetings; and
9. Motivate team members to reflect on continuous monitoring of team processes,
successes, and results.
Overall, the problem-solving model to RTI emphasizes individualized research-based
instructional interventions targeted towards the skill deficit of a student. The deficit and
intervention are typically determined through a team of educational professionals who identifies
students challenges through collecting, analyzing and interpreting assessment data results.
Additionally, students’ response to the intervention is systematically monitored to determine
response to the intervention.
Assessments
Based on their work with the RTI model, Wixson and Valencia (2011) found that RTI
models should consist of data-based documentation of repeated assessments of achievement at
reasonable intervals, and that the assessments should reflect the language, literacy and diversity
among students being assessed. They suggested the following data to be gathered for multiple
purposes including:
1. Screening, which is data collected before instruction to determine which students may
require further assessment;
2. Diagnostic, which is assessment that helps identify a student’s strengths and
weaknesses within a content area;
3. Formative progress monitoring, which is data collected during tiers of instruction to
determine the appropriateness of the instruction and intervention evidenced by
student progress to help teacher determine how to revise instruction;
4. Benchmark progress monitoring, which is data collected at predetermined time of the
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year to ascertain if students are making enough progress in overall performance in
relation to age or grade expectations or benchmarks; and
5. Summative outcome assessment, which is data gathered at the end of the year to
determine the effectiveness of instruction and student year-end performance.
Adding to the literature on RTI assessment, Margolis’ (2012) work in RTI, found that
making the initial decisions about the appropriate tier for students depends upon quality
screening and assessment. The decisions on whether students should stay in their current tiers or
move to different tiers depends on their progress and level of achievement. To make valid
decisions about keeping students in their tiers or changing them requires schools to use progressmonitoring measures, such as tests that measure progress on recently taught curriculum.
Margolis argued: “If screening and progress-monitoring measures are weak in any way, RTI and
the students it serves will suffer and that the importance of quality measures--reliable, valid,
quick, and easy to administer and correctly interpret---cannot be overestimated” (p. 9). Lipson,
Chomsky-Higgins, and Kanfers’ (2011) study on systematic approaches to RTI, found that many
schools and districts have created RTI processes that move directly from screening to instruction
without looking more closely at the individual student. This is a problem because the screening
does not give detailed information needed to decide the appropriate intervention and instruction
and students can continue to struggle even when they receive good classroom instruction. Good
teaching requires thoughtful instruction that fits to students’ needs (Lipson et al., 2011). Schools
should examine and implement programs that will diagnose where students are having
difficulties, then prepare intervention based on the details of the difficulties the students are
experiencing.
In Shapiro and Clemens’ (2009) work on RTI, they provided and discussed a set of five
indicators that can assist schools in evaluating the impact of their RTI. The indicators fall within
one of the three components of universal screening, tiered instruction, and special education
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decisions. The universal screening component consists of the risk level indicator and the rate of
improvement indicator. According to Shapiro and Clemens, with the risk level indicator it is
important to have a screener that will assess students to determine what percentage of students
are at, above, somewhat below, below, and well below the grade level benchmark across
assessment periods. Examining the rate of improvement across tiers for all students within a
grade between two benchmark assessment periods is another indicator within the universal
screening component. Within the tiered instruction component, Shapiro and Clemens discussed
the importance of looking at the number of students who have movement between tiers within a
benchmark assessment. Also, looking at the number of students who have movement within tiers
on progress monitoring in Tiers 2 and 3 can aid as indicators of whether the school’s RTI is
working. Within the special education component, Shapiro and Clemens suggested schools look
at the percentage of students referred for special education services who qualified. These
indicators can help determine whether a RTI process is effective within a school. See Table 1
for summary of research based RTI components.
Response to Intervention and Educators’ Knowledge Foundation
Within this section, I discuss what the literature says about the knowledge needed
by educators to implement an effective RTI program. With a new emphasis on multitiered interventions in schools throughout the United States and within the state of
Michigan, it is important to help improve educator’s knowledge and skills in
administering assessments, collecting and analyzing data, providing research-based
instructional strategies used to teach core curriculum, and in monitoring the progress of
student’s learning. Teacher-based skill sets important for success within an MTSS/RTI
model include decision-making, collecting and using student progress monitoring data for
instructional planning, delivering evidence-based instruction and interventions and
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working collaboratively within a problem-solving framework (Prasse, Breunlin, Giroux,
Hunt, Morrison, & Their, 2012).
Important to RTI models is the implementation of evidence-based practice to
provide high-quality instruction to meet the needs of all learners. RTI is grounded in the
implementation of research-based instruction. According to Hoover (2011), evidencebased instruction entails all facets within the teaching and learning environment that have
been validated through research. Hoover suggested that to help practitioners’
understanding and application of evidence-based practice, such practice is framed to
include two specific components of instruction necessary to provide all students
sufficient opportunities to learn: (a) research-based curriculum (RBC), and (b) evidencebased interventions (EBI). Hoover suggested that a research-based curriculum includes
materials, processes, enrichment activities, and related components designed to provide a
complete program of study in the targeted content area. Research-based curriculums can
be used within RTI tiers of instruction if they provide a comprehensive program to
deliver instruction.
In their study on evidence-based intervention for reading and language
difficulties, Snowling and Hulmes (2011) concluded “to be considered ‘well-founded’ an
intervention must be based on a sound theory of how a skill develops and how to promote
that skill in children who are struggling to master it” (p. 3). In other words, it is critical
for teachers to have a clear idea about the root and source of a given child’s difficulties so
they can plan an appropriate educational intervention. In their study, Snowling and
Hulmes found that evidence-based instruction should develop from rigorous and
educationally realistic trials, prior to one recommending a particular approach to teaching
is implemented in classroom instruction within schools. That is, no matter how
appropriate an approach to an intervention may seem theoretically, we will never know
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Table 1
Response to Intervention Components
Multi-tiered Systems of

Assessments

Problem Solving
Approach

Support
Tier 1
• School-wide interventions
• At least 80% of students
successful in this tier
Tier 2
• Supplemental intensive
intervention
• Aligned with Tier 1
• Students need more support
in classroom curriculum
• Based on students’ needs
• Group or individual
instruction
• Research-based instruction
• No more than 20% of
students from school or
classroom
Tier 3
• Should have no more than
5% of students needing Tier
3
• Needed if child is having
difficulties in Tier 2
• Research-based instruction
• Child referred for special
education if no response to
Tier 3

Universal Screening
• Data collected before
instruction
• Determines which students
require further assessments
Diagnostic Assessments
• Identifies strengths and
Weaknesses within a
content area
• Used to determine
intervention
Benchmark Assessment
• Conducted typically three
times per year (fall, winter,
and spring)
• Determines how close or
far from grade level target
score student is
Formative Progress
Monitoring
• Occurs weekly or biweekly
• Helps determine if matched
intervention for Tier 2 or
Tier 3 is effective

• Teams are
developed
• Decision making
process for
interventions
• Use of Researchbased
interventions
• Practices are
defined and
adhered to
• Use of agendas to
manage meetings
• Continuous
monitoring of
team processes
• Teacher-based
skill sets
important for
success of RTI
• Major challenge
of implementing
RTI is knowledge
and teaching of
research-based
instruction
• Professional
Development
suggested in
MTSS
assessments and
Research-based
instruction

Summative Assessments
• Data collected at end of
year
• Determines effectiveness of
all year instruction
Sources: Averill, Baker, & Rinaldi (2014); Burns (2010); Berkeley, Bender, Peaster, & Saunders (2009);
Chard (2012); Elliott (2008); Johnson & Boyd (2012); Lipson, Chomsky-Higgins, & Kanfers (2011);
Margolis (2012); Nellis (2012); Shapiro & Clemens (2009); Short & Wilkin (2009); Wixson & Valencia
(2011).
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for sure how well it will work until the intervention approach is evaluated within the
classroom.
Hoover (2011) proposed differentiating between RBC and EBI to meet the needs
of all learners and this helps assist educators to put into practice evidence-based
education especially if instructional adjustments are necessary due to lack of progress
toward benchmarks. Differentiating between the two allows teachers to view classroom
instructional needs within a RTI model from both an overall and a specific instructional
perspective. For example, in some classrooms the overall Tier 1 comprehensive RBC
may require adjustments or change due to less than 80% of students not making progress
in their core instruction. In other teaching and learning situations, use of one specific
EBI may be necessary to provide needed Tier 1 differentiation and/or Tier 2
supplemental instruction to provide more appropriate and sufficient opportunities to
learn.
Since implementation of RTI is a systematic school improvement attempt, implementing
RTI requires professional development on many levels. In their study on implementing RTI,
Kratochwill, Volpianski, Clements, and Ball (2007) found that a major challenge with
implementing RTI was the limited research base backing the different practices that were
currently recommended, such as teachers’ abilities to measure responsiveness and challenges
with implementing research-based intervention.
In regard to measuring responsiveness, Kratochwill et al. (2007) found that continuing
measurement of how well or how poorly an intervention is working is bound by: (a) a lack of
student outcome measures with strong skills and attitude features (b) limited screening measures
(c) lack of standardization in assessment, and (d) lack of clear-cut criteria for determining
responsiveness to an intervention. Lack of evidence -based intervention is also a concern and
Kratochwill et al. suggested professional development to increase teacher’s ability to implement
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research-based intervention during RTI, as well as professional development to enhance
teachers’ abilities to measure responsiveness through providing and interpreting assessment data
to assist with implementing an effective RTI program.
Based on his study of using RTI to teach literacy, Moats (2009) found that
teachers must have considerable knowledge of language structure, reading development
and instructional strategies to use RTI to differentiate instruction in reading for diverse
learners. Teachers need to have knowledge of how to screen, diagnose and progress
monitor students’ reading progress in addition to having knowledge on how to teach
phonics, phonemic awareness, vocabulary, fluency and comprehension skills.
Within their study of sustaining the RTI process, Danielson, Doolittle, and
Bradley (2007) found it critical that educators receive high quality professional
development on tiered interventions, and on assessments used for screening and progress
monitoring. Educators should also be involved in teacher networks and study groups to
gain more understanding of strategies used to match interventions with students’ needs.
Danielson et al. found that understanding the support systems of the RTI model and
promoting effective systems that will help educators implement the RTI model are a
necessity for sustained delivery of intervention instruction.
Hall and Mahoney (2013) conducted a quantitative study to examine the
relationship between RTI plan and self-reported implementation practices among general
education elementary teachers in a Florida school district. The purpose of their study was
to gain an understanding of the experiences from teachers involved in meeting the
academic needs of struggling and learning disabled special education students. A total of
32 teachers were surveyed at the demonstration school and a total of 22 teachers were
surveyed at the comparable schools. Hall and Mahoney found that teachers surveyed at
the selected demonstration schools and teachers surveyed at comparable sites showed no
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differences in their self-reported practices in implementing the RTI model; no differences
in implementation success rates of the RTI
process; and no differences in data collection responsibilities within the implementation
process of RTI. Professional development did not improve the ability of teachers to meet
the academic needs of struggling and learning disabled special education students.
Based on the study, Hall and Mahoney (2013) recommended more professional
development, for all staff implementing the RTI model. Professional development was
suggested in the areas of data sources, data collection and data analysis in addition to
professional development in direct instruction teaching methods. This research is
important because it provides some insight on teachers’ perceptions of their ability to
increase academic achievement of struggling students using the RTI model. The results
of this study could also indicate that although some teachers’ have not had the proper
training for implementation of RTI many perceive they have the proper knowledge and
skills for implementation although it may not be the case.
Chapter II Summary
The use of MTSS, through using research-based interventions, knowledge of
administering assessments, and implementation of the team approach to RTI are research-based
components that are typically included in the RTI process. Effective and efficient use of these
components can require much professional development to implement in a manner that will
increase students’ learning and overall student achievement. While the studies mentioned
support use of these components within the problem-solving method of implementing RTI
processes, there are limited studies on how components of the RTI processes are helping highpoverty schools that are beating the odds. This study will provide more insight on knowledge and
strategies used within the RTI processes that are assisting in helping some high-poverty schools
beat the odds.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
I used a qualitative research method to examine the RTI process within high poverty
elementary schools identified by the Michigan Department of Education as beating the odds, and
whose principals attributed their schools’ RTI with helping students beat the odds. I gathered
data on the RTI process used by these high poverty schools and looked at what role these RTI
processes had in helping their students.
Research Design & Rationale
It was appropriate to use a multiple case study approach to examine what elements
encompassed the RTI process used by principals and teachers, in high poverty schools, who
believed their schools’ RTI process contributed to their students’ academic growth and helping
them beat the odds. Using a multiple case study approach allowed me to describe and analyze
principals’ and teachers’ RTI processes, especially those components and strategies perceived to
have contributed to students’ academic growth. Case study research begins with the
identification of a specific case which may be a concrete entity, such as an individual, a small
group, an organization or a partnership” (Creswell, 2013, p. 98). My research involved multiple
case studies. Creswell (2013) advocated that a case study research involves the study of a case
within a real-life setting bounded by time and place.
Sampling, Population, Access and Setting
I was interested in high poverty elementary schools identified by the Michigan
Department of Education as beating the odds and examining what role the RTI process
contributed to helping such schools beat the odds. The Michigan Department of
Education (2014) defines beating the odds schools as those schools, considering their
high population of at risk students, are outperforming schools that have similar
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demographics. Creswell (2014) advocated that the participants in a case study may or
may not be found at single sites, and in a collective or multiple case study the researchers
select multiple case studies to obtain data to gather multiple perspectives around a similar
phenomenon. This made it important to have all individuals in the study experience the
process that was being studied, which in this case was the RTI process within four high
poverty elementary schools identified as beating the odds. Accessing multiple sites
allowed for more important contextual information that assisted with developing
categories in the axial coding phase of research. Creswell also noted the challenges of
gaining access to organizations, sites and individuals to study, “Convincing individuals to
participate in the study, building trust and credibility at the field site, and getting people
from a site to respond are all important access challenges” (p. 171).
For my research method, I used purposeful selection to obtain a sample
population of principals and teachers from high poverty elementary schools who
attributed their beating the odds status in part to their RTI process. In purposeful
sampling, the researcher must make the decisions about who to select as individuals in
the study, the type of sampling strategy, and the number of individuals to be studied
(Creswell, 2013). Marshall and Rossman (2016) advocated that when the focus of the
study is on a selective group of people, the researcher should present a strategy for
sampling that population. Since the focus of my study was on a targeted population of
high poverty elementary schools, my strategy for entry into the school settings was the
following:
1. Obtained a list of all schools identified as beating the odds from the Michigan
Department of Education website.
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2. Selected schools that were in the western region of the state (to allow assess
for face-to-face interviews).
3. Emailed principals from the schools and explained the research study,
provided them the criteria to participate in the study, including: (a) the school
had to be identified through the Michigan Department of Education as a
school that was beating the odds; (b) the principal attributed their RTI process
as helping their school beat the odds; (c) the principal identified two teachers
or certified educators who were very knowledgeable about the schools’ RTI
process, and (d) both the principal and the educators identified by the
principal agreed to participate in the study.
4.

For each school in which the principal agreed to participate and who provided
teacher names, I recruited those teachers or educators via an email inviting
them to participate in an interview.

5. Since my initial sample population of eight schools resulted in less than four
schools willing to participate in the study, I continued with the selection
process by emailing principals from additional schools and repeating the
recruitment process until I had four schools whose principals and teachers
agreed to participate in the study.
Prior to recruitment, I learned how to protect the rights of the individuals in the
study from unnecessary harm when gaining access to such individuals and collecting and
analyzing data. I submitted a proposal that outlined the procedures in my study, which
abided by the guidelines required by the human subjects review board. Marshall and
Rossman (2016) stated:
In universities and other institutions that receive federal funding, questions about
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how the researcher relates to participants-ethical matters-come under the
jurisdiction of institutional review boards (IRBs), which are charged with
ensuring the protection of human subjects in all research conducted under the
auspices of that institution. Such boards serve important defining and policing
roles in judging what is considered ethical practice with human subjects,
frequently requiring researchers to pass the appropriate collaborative institutional
training initiative modules. (p. 51)
Additionally, as researcher I learned the standards for ethical conduct of research.
These standards helped protect the participants within the study. For my study, I will
choose elementary school sites that are considered beating the odds in urban schools that
perform better than expected based on the schools’ demographic risk factors and/or
schools performing above their comparison group of the most demographically similar
schools, as identified through the Michigan Department of Education.
In regard to principals and teachers, the purpose of the study was conveyed
through e-mail. The e-mail indicated that the research was voluntary for the participants.
As a researcher, I worked diligently with providing respect for the site and participants,
through building trust and using integrity throughout the research process.
Data Collection Methods, Procedures, and Instrumentation
Yin (2014) proposed several principals of data collection for case studies, that are
important with the validity and reliability of data collection instruments, they are as
follows: (1) use multiple sources of data; (2) create a case study database consisting of
an orderly compilation of all the data from the case study which is separate from the data
included in the narrative report; and (3) maintain a chain of evidence allowing readers to
trace from conclusions to research questions or from research questions to conclusion.
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I used multiple sources of data to help answer my research questions. One source
includes the individual one-on-one open-ended interviews with both the principal and
two teachers per school, lasting approximately 1-1.5 hours in length for each teacher and
principal. The interviews were conducted as unstructured audiotaped open-ended
interviews during which I asked questions based around my broad research questions. I
used a strategy known as memoing which I wrote notes, about thoughts and ideas, as I
went through the process of interviewing. Interviews took place in participants’ natural
setting which allowed me to gather information up close by talking directly with
principals and teachers, maximizing participants’ comfort with the interview process, and
helping me to better understand their RTI process. Although the interviews were
audiotaped, hand written notes were taken in the event of technological difficulties with
the audiotaping.
Another source of data was the collection of templates, documents materials that
assist these principals and teachers with implementation of their RTI process.
Documents included screening and intervention record forms, progress monitoring tools,
and other valuable documents that assisted with describing and interpreting the meaning
of the schools’ RTI process.
Other document data sources obtained from the Michigan Department of
Education’s website included a list of schools that were beating the odds, and the
percentage of students who were economically disadvantaged as evidenced by receiving
free and reduced lunch.
Data Analysis Processes and Procedures
“Data analysis in qualitative research consists of preparing and organizing data
for analysis then reducing the data into themes through a process of coding and
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condensing the codes, and finally representing the data in figures, tables, or a discussion”
(Creswell, 2013, p. 180). My data analysis involved collecting open-ended data, based
on general interview questions, and evaluating collected documents used to support
principals’ and teachers’ RTI process. After completing interviews, the audiotaped
interviews were transcribed and correspondence with principals and teachers via email
took place, asking principals and teachers to member check their interview responses to
ensure an accurate reflection of their RTI experiences. In member checking, the
researcher comes up with a way to ask the participants whether the interview answers
were accurate before writing up the study, asking the participants for reactions,
corrections, or further insights (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). Using member checking to
assist with interpretation during the data analysis was an analysis validation strategy.
Analyzing the data entailed reducing the data into meaningful segments and
assigning names for the segments known as coding. I used NVivo coding to help
organize common subsections from each school profile and develop themes. During the
coding process, I “winnowed” the data, by taking out information not needed, only using
codes that related to each other. I used names that came from the exact words of the
participants in the study. Marshall and Rossman (2016) advocated, “While coding, the
researcher develops conceptual categories and explores their definitions and meanings”
(p. 222). I wrote notes, about thoughts and ideas, as I went through the process of coding.
Memoing allowed me to stay focused on the analysis process and was helpful with
analyzing and interpreting the data. According to Marshall and Rossman, memoing helps
by: (a) identifying connections among coded data, (b) identifying gaps and questions in
the data, and (c) forcing the analyst to stay thoughtfully engaged in the research study.
I proceeded by reducing the codes into themes, which I used to help write the
analysis results of my study. Creswell (2013) recognized that themes in qualitative
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research are large groups of information that consist of several codes assembled to form a
common idea. The process also involved recognizing patterns noticeable in the setting
and communicated by participants.
As part of this work, I interpreted the data, which in qualitative research entailed
that I generalize further from the codes and themes to the larger meaning of the data.
Creswell (2013) described interpretation as: “It is a process that begins with the
development of the codes, the formation of themes from the codes and then the
organization of themes into larger units of abstraction to make sense of the data” (p. 187).
Reviewing the literature on multiple occasions during data analysis also helped
with validating the data. I provided a rich, thick description of the data analysis and this
description consisted of large amounts of detailed data that interconnected. Creswell
(2013) recognized with detailed descriptions, the researcher empowers readers to transmit
information to other settings and to determine whether the findings can be transferred
because of shared characteristics. Overall, the following occurred as steps within my data
analysis process:
1. After each interview, transcribed the audiotaped interview and the field notes
taken during such conversations;
2. Asked principals and teachers to member check transcribed interview data;
3. Wrote each school’s program profile based on the principal and teachers’
interviews from the school
4. Used NVivo coding to look for ideas and patterns in each profile summary
5. Used clustering by mapping relationships to determine how the data from
each case profile summaries and documents were related;
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6. Identified themes and categories across case profiles exploring their
definitions and meanings;
7. Compared themes from each case data
8. Interpreted the data; and
9. Displayed findings using text and tables.
The Researcher
Creswell (2013) stated, “How we write reflects our own interpretation based on
the cultural, social, gender, class, and personal politics that we bring to research” (p.
215). Creswell continued by acknowledging that all researchers frame and mold the
writing that emerges from research studies, and qualitative researchers need to accept this
interpretation and be open about it in their writings. I plan to describe my personal
experiences with high poverty elementary teachers’ RTI process to set aside my personal
experiences so that the attention will be on the individual participants in the study.
As a former principal of a high poverty elementary school for a decade, I had the
opportunity of being involved with teams of teachers and other educators implementing
RTI processes. As a leader, I have led, facilitated, and ensured implementation of RTI
processes. Additionally, I have observed and been engaged in RTI processes utilizing the
problem- solving method involving components of universal screening, multi-tiered
instruction, progress monitoring, and summative assessments. Having had experience
working with a RTI process within a school setting, I believe that the RTI process
involves the use of universal screening of all students within a school. The universal
screening should indicate whether a student is at grade level identifying the student at
Tier 1, benchmark level, Tier 2, strategic level or Tier 3, intensive level. Students should
be placed within levels and all students should receive a Tier 1 core curriculum grade
level instruction. Students in Tier 2 and 3 should receive research based differentiated
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instruction based on their academic needs. The amount of intervention per week and the
duration of the intervention is dependent on how close or far from grade level the student
is within a content area. Students within the tiers should be progress monitored to
determine growth or lack of growth within the area of deficiency. Interventions and
progress monitoring should be implemented consistently using fidelity. Creswell (2013)
recognized that the researchers must be conscious of the biases, values, and experiences
they bring to the study and must discuss how their past experiences with the phenomenon
may have shaped the findings, conclusions and interpretations drawn in the study.
Creswell also note that reflexive comments in a study can occur in the methods section,
throughout the study, or at the end of the study.
My experience interacting with teachers, students and other educational staff
have allowed me to build relationships of mutual respect. During my research, I
displayed integrity during interactions. Additionally, I respected participant’s privacy
and confidentiality.
Delimitations and Limitations
According to Marshall and Rossman (2016), it is important for researchers to
understand that no designs are perfect. The delimitations I identified in this research
were; (a) the small number of principals from high poverty elementary schools
participating in this study, and (b) the restriction of school systems to one region of a
Midwestern state. The principals of the four high-poverty elementary schools
interviewed for this study represented a small selection of principals who had
experienced success with implementing RTI and agreed to participate. This likely
affected the generalizability of the study.
The limitations I identified in this research is that elements beyond the schools
RTI process that may have helped students beat the odds, varied from school-to-school
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causing more challenges with the coding process. Additionally, obtaining adequate detail
about complex processes via interviews was difficult, so an acknowledged limitation is
that not all aspects of such processes was likely captured.
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CHAPTER IV
PARTICIPANT INTERVIEW SUMMARIES
This chapter presents the findings from interview data collected to describe the role of
RTI in Michigan high-poverty elementary schools that are beating the odds. The results of the
interview data collected addresses the following research questions:
1. For high-poverty elementary schools identified through the Michigan
Department of education (MDE) as beating the odds and whose principals
attribute their RTI model as helping students beat the odds, what role does
their RTI process have in increasing academic achievement?
2. What elements are being implemented beyond those identified by research as
core aspects of their RTI process to best support students of poverty?
For investigation of the research questions, 12 interviews were conducted with staff from
four high poverty K-5 elementary schools within one Midwestern state, identified through its
State Department of Education as beating the odds. Three staff members per school were
interviewed, consisting of the principal at each school and two other educators who were familiar
with the RTI process, including teachers, literacy coaches, and a psychologist. Each participant
per school is presented in Table 1. For confidentiality purposes, fictitious names of schools and
staff members are given to the participants.
Sunshine Elementary School RTI Program Profile
Background Information
Sunshine Elementary School is located within a district that consists of four elementary
schools, one middle school, one high school, and an alternative high school. For the 2016-2017
school year, the district had a total population of approximately 2,700 students. Sunshine
Elementary School is a K-5 school with approximately 273 students, of whom 71% qualify for
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Table 2
Sites and Participants
Site

Role of Participant

% of Free and Reduced

Sunshine Elementary School (K-5)
Bob
Susie
Jane

71
Principal
1st Grade Teacher
3rd Grade Teacher

Florence Elementary School (PK-5)
Emma
Olivia
Charlotte

Principal
1st Grade Teacher
3rd Grade Teacher

Highland Elementary School (K-4)
Drew
Liz
Ryan

Principal
Reading Teacher/Literacy Coach
Psychologist

Joy Elementary School (K-5)
Melanie
Cindy
Sally

67

67

98
Principal
3rd Grade Teacher and
K-3 Literacy Coach
Title 1 Coordinator

free and reduced lunch. Sunshine was identified as beating the odds due to students’ progressing
rapidly in English Language Arts and Math, in addition to outperforming their predicted
performance based on students in poverty. Percent of students proficient in all subjects on state
tests went from 26% proficient in 2014-2015 to 40% proficient in 2015-2016.
Three staff members were participants in the interview process, including the principal (Bob), a
first-grade teacher (Susie), and a third-grade teacher (Jane).
Tier 1 Core Curriculum
When describing the multi-tier systems of support within their RTI program at
Sunshine Elementary School, participants noted that the core curriculum, Tier 1, is the
responsibility of the homeroom teacher. All teachers are responsible for teaching both
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reading and math at grade level to all students in their classrooms. For reading, units are
taught from the Michigan Association of Intermediate School Administrators (MAISA) Units
of Study, which are aligned with the Common Core, curriculum standards that indicate what
students should learn within each grade level. The MAISA Reading Units use a workshop
model for teaching reading that includes a format of introducing a mini lesson to students,
having students turn and talk to other students to reflect on some instructional component of
the mini lesson, followed by students reading independently at their own independent reading
levels. Jane, a teacher in this school reinforced how Tier 1 works as she explained:
I’m the homeroom teacher for my class. Our reading is a workshop style. We have
MAISA units that we have downloaded, and we use those as our guidance. I'll read from
a mentor text, teach a mini lesson, and then the kids choose books at their own level in
which to practice their reading and implement whatever mini lesson I was modeling for
them.
Susie, another teacher at the school confirmed:
So, we do the reading workshop and the writing workshop, which is myself, and I have
22 first graders, which I love the reading and writing workshop because it's kind of at
their own pace on their own level. They get to choose books that are at their level, that
they can read, and feel successful with.
Bob, the principal of the school stated:
Our school-wide Tier 1, primarily we just test and spend a lot of energy in our ELA and
our math. ELA, we use running records that benchmarks all of our students and figures
out a reading level for them. For math, we use Delta Math [as an intervention]. That has
been streamlined throughout the entire district.
The daily curriculum used for Tier 1 math at Sunshine School is called Everyday Math, which is
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a Pre-K through 6th grade math curriculum that is aligned with Common Core. All teachers
teach their own students grade-level math concepts during whole group instruction. As Jane
stated: “We use the Everyday Math curriculum, and again I teach that to the whole group.”
To address Common Core Standards, Sunshine Elementary teachers ensure that they
teach 10 essential math standards and 10 essential reading standards per grade level. The skills
are assessed throughout the year through common formative assessments (CFAS) developed by
grade level teachers within the district. Susie explained:
We sat down last year and the year before, across the district, and decided on what those
ten essentials were. So, in every building in our district, we have the same ten essentials.
So, if they go from our building in first grade, and they're moving to a second grade in
another building, they still have those same ten essentials that they needed to know so
that they can do that.
Jane added:
In our curriculum, we have identified 10 essential math standards that must be mastered
by the students, and each of those will have a common formative assessment to assess
that particular skill. And the same thing for reading, each one will have 10 essential
reading skills, and a common formative assessment to monitor that. So that will guide us.
Tier 2 Targeted Interventions
Sunshine Elementary has six instructional assistants (IAs) who assist with helping
students in Tier 2 who are at risk for not mastering the essential standards in reading or math. A
30-minute block of time is dedicated daily at each grade level for Tier 2 reading and math
interventions. Each teacher, as well as each IA, take a group of students to work intensely on
reading skills, focusing on remediation for some groups and enrichment for others. Teachers
create groups of students based on their areas of reading strengths and weaknesses. Susie,
confirmed this approach for her school’s Tier 2 interventions:
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I have 30 minutes in the morning that I do a reading group. Myself and the other first
grade teacher have the same RTI time, the same 30-minute block. So, I take a small
group out, the other first grade teacher takes a small group out, one of our aides takes a
small group out, and then another one of our aides so it's four of us all for this half hour,
which is really nice. One of the aides has the highest group of kids, she does a lot of
things like reader's theater; they do book studies for those higher kids that already have
what they need to have some more advanced things for them. Then one of our aides takes
the next highest group where she's doing reading, and then I take the next lowest, that I'm
working on more of a phonics-grammar based with some of those kids. And then our
other first grade teacher takes the very lowest group that she's doing reading mastery
with.
Bob expressed:
What we do when, let's say, fifth grade goes to specials, the fifth grade IAs
[Instructional Aide] will be pushed into, say, a kindergarten class. During that time, they
will be doing their Tier 2 interventions. The teachers will have already created the
groups. The teachers are working with the lowest kids at that point, the IAs are working
with the higher groups. That takes place for Tier 2 for ELA.
Jane added:
We break off into smaller groups for half-hour a day for the intervention time. I have an
aid that comes in, and I give her my higher kids so she can challenge them. I work with
the lower kids at my back table, and then the rest of the class is about the room working
on other assignments.
A similar process occurs for Tier 2 to provide additional math support. Tier 2 targeted
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intervention for math lasts for 30 minutes each day, with both teachers and IAs differentiating
instruction within small groups based on math weaknesses after the Tier 1 whole group core
instruction has been delivered. Jane added this information about Tier 2 for math:
Tier 2, for math I guess it would be that the aide comes in for the gifted group, and then
me, I have the lower group that I'm working with at the back table. And that's based on
our benchmark data we do three times a year… then in reading same thing. We
benchmark the kids three times a year and identify who is not at grade level, and then
that's the area we're not quite as strong in yet with our interventions.
Each teacher receives their scheduled block of uninterrupted daily reading time (90
minutes) and uninterrupted daily math time (60 minutes) at the beginning of the school year to
ensure students receive their 30 minutes of Tier 2 intervention times each day. Since this time is
scheduled into teachers’ daily schedules, teachers can plan around their Tier 2 interventions,
ensuring there are no interruptions during intervention time. Jane mentioned:
We start the year with a schedule. Our interventions are scheduled in right from the
beginning, so teachers don't have to try and schedule library or recess. Everything is
scheduled right from August. It’s like, this is your reading time, this is your math time,
and you're not messing that up, so you know not to schedule your library or your recess
or whatever during those times. So that is structured into the school itself.
Teachers decide which Tier 2 interventions are used for at-risk students in both reading
and math. The decision for types of interventions is based upon the results of running records for
reading and Delta Math Assessments for math. Jane explained:
The intervention itself can be whatever the teacher deems necessary, more or less. We
have a Delta Math test that we use as a screener for our math kids, and that comes with
mini lessons for each standard, so teachers can use those, but it's never been dictated to us
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that we must do that. If you feel your students need something else, the teacher still has
that discretion to do it with whatever meets their needs. Same thing with reading. There's
been no formal curriculum given to us, no formal way to do the intervention. As long as
you are working with the children in a smaller group, trying to get them the attention they
need.
Susie added:
Okay. So, our different assessments that we use, we do Delta Math and we do running
records. So, we look at those scores and base our groups on those scores, for their test
scores and then we looked at — especially for reading we spent a lot more time — we
looked at where they were and what would be the best program for kids at that level.
And so the decision was made to have her do reading mastery, I'm doing the phonics and
the grammar. Based on what those test scores were, we based what our interventions
were going to be. Same thing with the math.
Tier 3 Intensive Interventions
If students are not making enough progress toward being at grade level in reading and/or
math, in addition to receiving whole class instruction with their regular education teacher in Tier
1 and targeted intervention time with a regular education teacher or instructional aide in Tier 2,
they could also receive Tier 3 intense interventions with a special education teacher or
instructional aide. Jane expressed:
Tier 3 is with instructional assistance that is three days a week; they pull children for
extra reading, and two days a week they do extra math with them. So that's a half hour a
day every day.
All students in Tier 3 have a special education teacher as a case manager. This casemanager works with the classroom teacher and is responsible for identifying students who need
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Tier 3 intensive intervention, and ensuring the proper interventions are matched to student’s
needs within the content areas of reading and math. Bob explained that for Tier 3:
You have to have a capable person and kind of a renaissance person because they need to
know general ed, they need to know special ed, they need to know what to say and what
not to say so it doesn't get you in trouble as an administrator, and they need to have a
good relationship with all of the teachers. Our Tier 3 person, let's just call her Emily
because that's her name, Emily would be going through all of that data and then saying,
‘Johnny in first grade is low in this area and this area. I'm going to put Johnny with this
aid and they're going to work on this for two weeks, and then we're going to retest him
again.’ It's basically benchmarking those students bi-weekly to figure out if it's working
or if it's not working. They're kind of in charge, through me, but still kind of in charge of
up to 30 kids, different caseloads, to make sure that those interventions are working and
pushing ahead and forging ahead at those speeds.
Susie confirmed:
We have a specialist who comes every Monday to look at some of our test scores and to
plan our Tier 3 intervention groups. We really don't have to plan those, which is nice,
because like our principal said, he's trying to take things off our plate, instead of having
more. So, we really don't have to do a whole lot with those Tier 3 groups. They know
who they're going to take, they walk to the door, they say I'm taking this one, this one
today. They go, they work on specific skills that they're having trouble with.
Students who are still not at grade level following Tier 3 interventions may also be
referred for special education services. This means that if a student is identified to receive special
education services, they could receive four tiers of instruction in either reading and/or math.
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Bob confirmed:
Tier 3, I would probably categorize as our resource room. If you are one of those students
where you get Tier 1, 60 minutes of ELA, 30 minutes of Tier 2 with a small group with
your teacher, possibly 30 minutes with a special ed teacher, and then you could also get
another 30 minutes with the resource room special ed teacher. That same protocol works
exactly the same way for math.
Assessments and Movement Between Tiers
At Sunshine Elementary School, participants noted that teachers administer running
records for each of their students to determine whether students are at grade level in reading at
the beginning of the year. Administering the running records one-on-one helps teachers assess
each student’s reading behavior while each student reads from their grade-level text. Results of
the assessment allow teachers to determine students’ reading levels, strengths, and needs while
determining if students are at, above, or below their grade level. Additionally, results of the
running records assessment determine where students fall in reading within the RTI program,
placing them in Tier 2 small groups, and Tier 3, depending on the reading achievement gap of
the student. The running records assessments are administered to each student three times a
year, in the fall, winter, and spring to determine reading levels, reading growth or lack of reading
growth. In addition to running records, teachers observe students one-on-one while they read,
asking questions about the text read, and conferencing with them afterwards about their reading
behaviors.
Susie explained how they determine grade level of students at the beginning of the year
in reading using running records:
We do running records three times a year, so we do it when they come in September, we
do it in January and then we're doing it again now at the end of the year. Throughout the
year we also have the option of doing just a shorter, not a full running record.
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We also do a progress monitoring once a month. We have different books that we've been
supplied for if we think a kid should move up or should move down, we can do a
progress monitoring quick read with them to see if they should move up or if they should
move down.
Jane expressed:
Okay, so reading is a lot of conferring. While the kids are reading their self-selected
books, I'll pull up a chair next to them and say read out loud to me a little bit, and I'll ask
them questions about it, so based on my teacher observations I can tell if they're reading,
if they're comprehending, and then I can kind of judge based on the other students if that
kid is lower, is that book too easy for him? So, that’s a lot of it, there's not a formal
testing other than our benchmarks.
Bob acknowledged:
Running records is done K through 5. Each teacher sits down three times a year one-onone with the students and assesses theirs, and kind of follows the scripts that running
records comes along with. It takes a lot of time. Our teachers will say that it's very time
consuming.
The Delta Math RTI Program is used to determine if students are at grade level and is
also used as a Tier 2 intervention curriculum. With Delta Math, students are benchmarked in the
fall upon returning to school. The benchmark assessment is completed via computer and
identifies skills that students are missing based on their grade levels. The homeroom teacher
creates groups according to missing skills identified through the assessment, and students are
provided instruction in a Tier 2 group based on their needs. The Tier 2 researched-based
interventions from the Delta Math are used for instruction for students in Tier 2. Students are
also benchmarked in the winter and spring to determine growth or lack of growth from Fall,
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winter to spring. In between benchmark assessments, students receive targeted interventions and
are progress monitored bi-weekly to determine if the interventions are working. When asked how
it was determined if students were at grade level in math at the beginning of the school year,
principal Bob acknowledged:
Delta Math kind of does that for us in a lot of ways, and it's not time consuming. You
could do a Delta Math test to benchmark your kids all in one class period and be done in
about 30 minutes. Running records with 26 kids one-on-one, much more time consuming.
Susie explained:
Delta Math is very helpful in moving kids up and down. I don't know if you know much
about the whole Delta Math program, but it gives you kind of step-by-step of what you
could do. See if they can do this. They call them quick checks. If they (students) can do
this, then they move out of your group. If they can't do it, they need to stay in your group,
and they (Delta Math) give you lessons to work on with them (students) also. Okay, work
on this lesson, give them a quick check, see if they can move out of your group. So, the
Delta Math is really nice because it's all kind of planned out for you. There isn't a whole
lot of extra involvement that you have to do. It's very nice as a teacher.
Additionally, to assess students’ learning in math, students complete math workbook pages daily
with these pages corrected daily. The classroom teacher provides immediate feedback in an
effort to intervene quickly so that students will not need Tier 2 targeted due to gaps in
achievement. Jane added:
And then math, the book comes with a unit test, workbook pages, that kind of thing. So, I
can see on their daily work. And I'll rip that workbook page out, turn it in, let me check it
over, and I can see, well that kid didn't get it, and then I can intervene on that right away,
and we have chapter tests we give, so we can kind of review everything in that unit.
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Overall, for reading, students are benchmarked three times a year and progress monitored
monthly. The results of these assessments determine movement between tiers. For math,
benchmark assessments are also administered three times a year. The data results of these
assessments determine students’ movement between tiers. The classroom teacher determines
movement into Tier 2, which can be determined through observations or during weekly grade
level meetings based on quick checks data results for math, benchmark assessments and progress
monitoring data in both reading and math.
Movement into Tier 3 is determined through a School Intervention Team (SIT) consisting
of grade level teachers, a special education teacher, the building principal a speech pathologist,
an occupational therapist, a psychologist and the grade level interventionist. The regular
education teacher or a special education teacher looks at the data results in both reading and math
and decides if a student should be brought to the SIT. To determine whether or not students will
receive assistance through the SIT teachers must show evidence of students’ test scores and
interventions tried prior to being brought to the team. Through monthly SIT meetings decisions
are made regarding how students move in and out of Tier 3. Bob explained:
Teachers have rights obviously to move anyone into Tier 2 because they're in control of
all of that. If you're talking about going into that blend of Tier 2 Tier 3 of the special ed,
that goes through a committee, which is our Student Intervention Team, SIT Committee.
That happens once a month’ so we meet once a month about those kids and discuss. I set
an artificial limit that each teacher could put in three [bring 3 students to discuss at SIT
meeting], because I have two first grades, two seconds, two thirds, two fourths, two
fifths, two kindergartens. That means when that special ed teacher goes in there’s six
students that get special ed time with that person. Anything above getting resource room
special ed, that all has to go through me. Not that there's some huge heavy line on it, but
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you're going to have to explain to me and show me, ‘Is the student making progress? Is
the student not making progress?’ Once we get to Tier 3, if they're all the way up in
resource room, we need to see progress going in the right direction or it makes us secondguess everything we're doing all the way along.
Jane stated:
We have a committee that goes around, we have these SIT meetings once a month ...
Some of the intervention is the principal's involved, the teacher's involved, and we have a
school, I don't know, psychologist, I guess, who does some of our testing and what not.
We'll discuss if the kids are ready to leave Tier 3 or not. We benchmark, I guess three
times a year, and if we see growth, a lot of it is teacher observation, especially in the
beginning of the year, some kids will test low coming back from their summer slide, and
then after four or five weeks you're like, yeah, this kid doesn't need this, he's fine. And
then you can move them out. Yeah, again, it's a lot of just discussion, team meetings,
teacher observations saying, you know what, I think this kid is doing great, let's pull this
one out and I'd like to put this student in. And I'd say based on what? And she'd say, well
I've seen this, I've seen this. So, it's pretty fluid. As long as the teacher explains her
reasoning, we're good to go.
Susie added:
I know every grade level meets once a week. So, they're meeting with their grade level
partner to decide some of that stuff. And then we have the specialist who comes on
Mondays who helps us plan our Tier 3 interventions and how those kids are moving up
and down.
Research-Based Instruction
Research-based interventions are used to assist teachers and IAs in delivering instruction
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for students who have difficulties mastering phonics instruction. For students having difficulties
mastering phonics instruction, a commercial program called Reading Mastery is used as a
supplemental intervention program for Tier 2 students at Sunshine Elementary School. This
program helps students master basic important decoding and comprehension skills. The program
uses research-based strategies and focuses on reading instruction through teaching phonemic
awareness (students mastering sounds of letters), letter-sound correspondence (students matching
letters with sounds), phonics (students sounding out words correctly), word recognition (students
mastering high frequency words), vocabulary, oral reading fluency and comprehension.
Sunshine Elementary School also uses Zaner Bloser, another research-based commercial
reading supplemental program that is used to support literacy instruction for students who are
having reading difficulties. This program teaches phonics instruction systematically in a
thorough explicit sequence. Fluency and comprehension is a focus for students who have
mastered phonics instruction.
Following mastery of phonics instruction, the following strategies are used for fluency
and comprehension within Tier 1:
1. Reader’s Theater, which is practicing reading fluency and expression through reading
scripts from grade level text.
2. Guided Reading, which is when teachers provide whatever assistance needed to help
students read successfully. Guided Reading is provided in small groups with students
who have similar reading instructional needs.
3. Choral Reading, which is when a group of students read a text or text passage in
unison to assist in oral reading fluency.
Susie mentioned:
So, the Reading Mastery is one that she [co-teacher] uses, with our lowest group of kids.
I use Zaner Bloser Grammar Phonics Program. Reading at the highest level is kind of
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just a pick and choose. It's really not a research-based for our highest-level kids because
it was more of a what can we do to enrich them, so we kind of do the Reader's Theater for
them.
For math, if students are having difficulties mastering concepts within the 10 essential
skills identified per grade level, they receive research-based instruction through the Delta Math
Intervention Program. For oral reading fluency, comprehension and math Jane explained:
So, it's mostly a lot of guided reading, we do a lot of choral reading, guided reading.
The math that they do, it's all based on our ten essentials. We have ten essentials at each
grade level. Kids have to know this by the time they leave first grade. These ten things.
So, that's what our math interventions are based on. We look at all of those, every time
and says, okay, these kids need to work on simple subtraction, simple addition so that we
can focus on those ten essential skills that kids need to know.
Collaboration on Curriculum Instruction and Assessment
Planning and collaboration time is scheduled into the calendar for teachers at Sunshine
Elementary, whereby teachers have common planning time by grade level to plan and
collaborate with their counterparts. For example, all first-grade teachers have a common time set
aside daily for 40-45 minutes to plan or prep with each other. During this time, teachers
collaborate on curriculum, instruction and assessment per grade level. Bi-weekly School
Improvement Team Meetings also allow for teacher collaboration. The meetings occur before
school begins with the duration of these meetings varying depending on the agenda, but typically
lasting for 30 minutes. During these meetings, selected teachers and the building principal
discuss and monitor the school improvement plan initiatives. Additionally, every month for two
hours, all teachers within the district meet to collaborate on curriculum, instruction, and
assessment. Teachers from all four elementary schools collaborate on aligning curriculum with
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Common Core Standards, analyzing and interpreting data, and using effective instructional
strategies. Susie offered this example at the district level::
Another thing that we do once a month is we have what's called the two-hour early
release, where our kids leave two hours early for that day, and then we meet among all
the other buildings, all the grade levels. Usually first grade comes to my classroom and
we meet and we talk about, with all the other first grade teachers, what's working for
them, how they're moving kids, and we just collaborate on things that are working and
things that we can help with each other.
Bob added:
We have common planning for all our teachers, so a kindergarten teacher has the exact
same time off in the day to plan, to prep with their counterpart, and same with all of our
staff in the building. Also, once a month, we meet throughout the entire district to make
sure that everyone is on the same page. If you're talking building level, we also have a
leadership team meeting every other week, and then the other weeks after that we have
staff meetings to ensure that we're all on the same page. We're all doing the same thing.
We're all in the battle together.
During these monthly all district meetings, teachers have worked within grade levels in a
process called curriculum mapping. With curriculum mapping, core grade level content and
skills to be taught have been aligned to the reading and math Common Core standards. During
the mapping process, grade level teachers sequenced content instruction within grade levels,
which allows grade level teachers to teach the same content for the year. Additionally, the
mapping includes across grade level content that build upon what they have learned as they
progress from one grade to the next. Common formative assessments (CFAs) are common
assessments that are given per grade level throughout the year that are based on the 10 essential
math and reading standards. The standards are identified by teachers per grade level.
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The content of the CFAs and the assessment dates vary by grade level, as does the
frequency of CFAs. Some grade levels chose to administer their CFAs after a skill is taught and
reinforced with students while other grade levels have more of a fixed calendar for administering
CFAs. It is at the teachers’ discretion as to how they collect and store the data while using the
data to drive their instruction; however, the district requires that all the data is entered into the
central database by the end of the school year. Much collaboration occurred with curriculum
mapping of the 10 essential standards and creation of CFAs. Jane expanded on the collaboration
piece by saying:
Most of our work that we've done, our curriculum maps, our CFAs, those are all written
across the district by all the grade level teachers. We gather like once a month, so I meet
with these third-grade teachers in all four elementary schools, and so we're all universally
teaching the same thing, following the same calendar, the same pacing. Within the
building itself, I can share students with the other third grade teacher. So we'll get our
printout of, like I have two kids who didn't master one of the standards, and she has three.
I'll send my two over, she'll have a group of five, and so we can share the students that
way to knock out the standards and get through the remediation.
Professional Development
At Sunshine Elementary, professional development is ongoing. Some professional
development occurs during the monthly two-hour early release time that occurs for the entire
district, while other half or whole day professional development sessions occur monthly
throughout the year and are offered district-wide, as well at either the elementary or secondary
level. There is no set number of professional development opportunities offered from month-tomonth. The number, content and times that professional development opportunities are offered
varies. Speakers provide professional development for staff in addition, individually or
collaboratively, teachers have the option of selecting professional development activities they
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may need depending on their areas of weaknesses. Some professional development is required
to be attended by all staff, while some is optional. Teachers may also serve as presenters if they
have strengths in areas that are needed by other staff members.
Recent professional development occurred with Dr. Anthony Muhammad, an educational
consultant recognized for his expertise on school culture and organizational climate. Teachers
have also had professional development on best practices for administering running records. Bob
expressed the following about professional development
We've had plenty of speakers come in to talk about everything that we do. We've had
Anthony Muhammad come in to speak to us. We had Barb Johnson from Byron Center
Public Schools come in and talk to us about best practices for all running records and
ELA content, which we felt really good about…..I would say yes on that I think we have
plenty of training that goes on, and not to mention there's a professional development
catalogue that our instructional director creates for us, for all of the staff including
administrators, that they can choose from on their weaknesses or their strengths that other
staff members within [the district] Public will put on. If you're really strong in this area
and you want to share that, that's also available. Kind of using the resources within [the
district] Public.
Susie mentioned:
A lot of that comes sometimes during that [monthly] two-hour early release. They bring
lots of people in to talk to us about what RTI means, what RTI looks like. A couple
months ago we had a lady come from Hudsonville and talk to us about what they do and
what we can do. It was very interesting to me, because she talked a lot about MSTEP
which is our new MEAP, you know, that we're doing and usually when someone comes
and talks about MSTEP I kind of tune it out at first grade, thinking, okay I don't need to
worry about that. She gave us a lot of really good ideas of things I can do at first grade to
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help those kids with the MSTEP that I never thought of before. Just simple vocabulary
things, to talk to my kids in first grade with some of that common vocabulary to get them
ready for the MSTEP at 3rd grade. We meet with the other teacher that you're gonna be
talking to next, she is a third-grade teacher. My first graders are buddies with her third
graders, and so we meet ... we try to meet once a month and we read with each other and
do different activities. So, what my class did is we made notes for all of those third
graders every day that they took the MSTEP, saying good luck, do a job. We gave them a
little piece of candy, you know, Smarties, show them that you're a smarty. It's simple
stuff like that that I don't think to do. So, at the in-service they gave us a lot of really
good ideas to help everybody in the building work together for some of those things. That
was really fun. It was neat.
Jane added:
Me personally, I've been on the leadership team, and we had to read this book about RTI.
But the whole building didn't have to read that book, so we got extra, extra development
in that. So, we're on the leadership team, we go to these meetings, we read these books,
and then we come back and teach it to the other teachers, basically. But most of our year
has been building some of these CFAs and some of the curriculum maps. It hasn't been a
lot of how to teach a reading workshop, or how to teach the math. Running records are
new for us, we just started those about a year ago, so we were trained on how to give the
running records. I'd like there to be a follow up training on how to use it better, but so far
it was just how to administer them, and then I think in the future they'll become more
valuable to us.
Also, professional development is planned in the future to strengthen teachers’ instructional
practice within their RTI program district wide. Bob explained:
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We have Gregg Dionne coming in, he’s from the state. He's going to talk about possibly
CBL, Competency Based Learning. That's a new thing getting pushed down, so we'll be
discussing that and probably trying to get on the front lines of that. We also have Austin
Buffum, who is kind of a guru of RTI along with Mark Maddows, coming in on August
29th of next year to speak.
Building Student Relationships
Many strategies are used to help teachers build relationships with and among students. At
Sunshine Elementary teachers and staff want students to feel they belong to a caring loving
community in which they can thrive academically, socially and behaviorally, within their
classrooms and the school environment. Some strategies used to assist with building a positive
environment include: (a) allowing students to take on responsibilities within the classroom, (b)
teaching students how to work together in groups with partners and within teams, and (c) using
community circles for students to share information with one another. Overall relationships are
built by creating a risk-free environment in which students are not afraid to take risks, while
helping students feel a sense of belonging. Susie commented on building student relationships
by saying:
That's one of my favorites. Being an emotionally impaired (E.I.) teacher, (teaches E.I.
students) I know how important it is to have a relationship with kids. We do a lot of
different things in my class. We have jobs, they love to have a job in class. Something
that makes them feel important and makes them feel valued. I do use the tables, as
opposed to desks, which I think is helpful in having kids feel more of a community than
you are kind of an island at your own desk. A lot of times we go to the carpet. I use the
carpet often, where we just kind of sit, more of a casual type atmosphere instead of sitting
at your desk all day and working on your own. We do a lot of things with groups, we do a
lot of things with partners, and I think the reading workshop really fosters that. You
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know, turn to your partner and say, what did you learn from your book today? Find a
group of two other people and talk about what was the topic of your story today? I think
some of that stuff is very helpful, that it's already incorporated into some of that
curriculum.
Jane added:
We have a family meeting, some people do a morning meeting, we have our meeting
after lunch. So, after lunch we all sit on the floor in a circle, and we have a greeting, we
shake hands or what not. We all share. Monday we'll share, how was the weekend. We
practice listening, because the kids do not like to listen, so we practice, and so we do
things like that to kind of build community. For class discipline, I've been playing a
game, it's called “Class Craft”, and you get points for good behavior. It's like a class bell
drill thing. You get points when you're good, you lose points when you're bad. But the
kids are divided into teams, and you can't let a teammate fall in battle, or you'll all lose
points. So, they have to behave or have to give some of their points to their teammate. So
it's been kind of building a team that way. We do a lot of group activities like science
experiments. You know, like, you five are working together, suck it up and go for it. I
don't like him, I don't care.
Building Parent Relationships
Communication with parents regarding how the school will meet the needs of their
children is a strategy used to increase parental involvement at Sunshine Elementary. Parents are
involved in school events, such as beginning of year opening, school field trips, and classroom
activities. Technology helps many teachers build parental involvement. Technology also allows
parents to view the results of their child’s work via the internet. Some teachers use an application
called Seesaw to share students work with parents, although using the Seesaw is optional for
teachers to use. Seesaw helps teachers visually display what students are doing in the classroom.
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Additionally, many teachers send home weekly newsletters for parents to read. These newsletters
inform parents of concepts students are working on within content areas. Weekly e-mail to
parents are used by some teachers, to continuously communicate updates on their child’s
behavior in school.
To increase parental involvement in students’ learning, some teachers have begun a
Baggy Books Program, during the 2016-2017 school year. With Baggy Books, students are
provided books at their reading level to take home with a note explaining to parents their student
reading level and asking the them to read the book with their student daily. When parents believe
their child has mastered the books, the books are returned to school. The teacher listens to the
student read the book to determine if the student can move up a level. Susie shared an example
of why she thinks the program is particularly valuable and mentioned the following:
A group of three boys specifically, who are very competitive and are all kind of at the
same level, so it has been so fun to watch these boys say, “Okay I just passed this level,
what level are you at?” “Oh, I just finished this one.” And it's been so fun. And I see
those parents, you’ll see them at recess at the end of the day, when the parents are coming
to pick up their kids, and I say to those parents, this is so much fun to watch those kids do
that.” And, it's really fun just to have parents interested. To have parents read with their
kids. That's all I'm asking, to read with your kids every single night. What a difference it
can make with some of those kids. It has worked really good. It's been really fun.
Bob offered the following about building parent relationships:
Things that we do for parents, oh my goodness. We have our opening night where they're
all here and they're all invited. We have our end of the year….. Nothing special other
than the fact of we're going to communicate with them how we're going to meet their
needs.
Jane mentioned:
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Parents, we have a lot of activities that parents come in for. We have a field trip, you
know. We've had three or four of them already this year, so parents come in for that. A
lot of the digital work, I share. There's an app called Seesaw, it's our student portfolio. So,
the students can put things into this portfolio, and the parents have access to it from their
home computer. I have about four parents I email every Friday night. I have to email how
was so-and-so in class this week, and I have to email mom or dad, send spelling words
home, so we do a lot of work that way.
Susie added:
Every Friday I send a note home to parents that tells them what are we doing in math,
what are we doing in science, what are we doing, and that's been very helpful. I have in
the past done a Twitter. I haven't really been very good at my Twitter as I have been in
the past. I find it hard at the end of the year to keep kids occupied and to keep the kids
interested in coming to school. So, right now we're doing what's called the ABC
countdown. So we started with 26 days left of school, and started with A and B. So,
there's something fun that we're doing every day based on whatever letter it is. So, today
was F, so today was flip flop day, so everybody wore flip flops and we all got flip flop
stickers. So, I send that home to parents, so parents know what they need to be prepared
for, for their kid for that day. So, it's typically make sure your kids wear their flip flops.
Tomorrow is G, game day. So, they can bring in a game to play with the rest of the class.
And, it's just something that's simple and easy. It doesn't take a whole lot of time, but it's
still keeping them involved in school for the end of the year, to keep them interested.
Other School-Wide Structures that Support RTI
Finally, participants noted any other school-wide structures that helped support RTI and
student achievement. One of those mentioned was the high expectations that the faculty at
Sunshine Elementary School has for students doing their personal best in academics and with
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showing positive behaviors. Both teachers mentioned a school-wide Positive Behavior Support
(PBS) program, which assists students with learning positive behaviors and building school
community. School-wide behavior expectations are identified and taught to students.
Throughout the school year, each classroom of students receives instruction from the school’s
social worker and occupational therapist who work with students on developing social skills for a
half hour one day per week. Such social skills are taught to help students learn to interact with
one another. Susie explained the PBS/RTI connection:
I think our PBS plan definitely helps support our RTI. We also have what we call our
school social worker and our OT (Occupational Therapist) for a half an hour a week take
our kids out to work on social skills, to work on OT things that helps those kids interact
with each other in the classroom. Helps those kids focus. I think that really is helpful to
those kids, to every single week be reinforced with some of those things that we think
kids should know, but kids need to be taught. We don't spend a lot of time teaching kids
how to behave when we really need to spend time teaching them how to behave, because
we think they should know (how to have good behavior) and they don't. So, that really
helps support all of our RTI, helps support learning in general across the board.
Jane mentioned:
I think they have a sense of high expectations. For the school behavior plan, we have
these pause tickets the kids can earn, but they are limited, you only get like one a week,
so the teacher's got one ticket for a week and she's gotta decide who's going to get that
ticket, right. There's a big deal, if you get it you must have really done something, and so
there's that constant aura of do your best, I think, and before the MSTEP test again this
year, which Bob was in there. “Look what you kids did last year.” “Look what you guys
did.” “You did this, we can do it again.” And I gave them a test today, and the test makes
a little donut. It's like green, light green, yellow, red. Let's see how the kids did. The kids
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are like, “Put the donut up, put the donut up!” So, I put the donut up, and it was green
today, I'm like, “We did it!” So, the kids are all, saying, “We did it!” They're all excited
'cause we got the questions right. It was just a CFA on fractions, but they were so excited
that they actually passed it, so they want to see their feedback and they are excited when
the class does well… They're motivated to try harder. They don't want to be the red part
of the donut.
Susie added:
Our PBS program, we have what's called the Principal's 200 Club. Every day there's ten
tickets that are given out randomly to staff members. Can be lunch room, can be aides,
can be teachers, can be any of our specials teachers, and they get a ticket to hand to a
student who is doing something very well. That student then takes that ticket to the
office, they get a call home, they get a letter home saying that they got this ticket. Then
outside our office there's a big board that they get to draw a number, and they put their
ticket up there. When you get ten in a row, then those kids get something special.
At Sunshine Elementary, an environment has been created that is conducive to learning
for both staff and students. The environment is a learning and supportive environment where the
staff and students continuously focus on creating a caring and friendly environment. Susie
discussed the atmosphere at Sunshine Elementary:
I think just our school atmosphere makes a big difference, and I think just the fact that
our building cares about kids, and it makes a big difference. And, Bob’s [principal] been
very good. This is only his second year here, and I think our first year was a little rocky,
just having a new administrator is always difficult. This year things have kind of leveled
out. Our staff is happy, he's happy, and I think it just makes a better atmosphere for our
kids.
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Another school-wide structure that helps support RTI are the increased number of
interventionist who are able to provide more intervention time with students. When asked what
else was making a difference to help support Sunshine’s RTI program, principal Bob added:
There’s a lot of stuff going on. One of the things that [the district] Public Schools. has
done and that I've advocated pretty hard for is we have 71% free and reduced population,
which is a pretty high population. We're the highest in [the district] Public by 20%. We
have more instructional assistance than the other elementaries to meet to create smaller
groups. We also have something, again, that I fought for at a pretty high level is a
position that I made up. I call it an "interventionist." Basically, students that do not have
IEPs but fall through the cracks that don't do very well, she's the caseload manager of
those people. We have somebody hands on with all of that as well. Trying your best not
to let those students just fall between cracks, especially now. If you're doing RTI really
well, you're not qualifying a ton of students for special ed because you're giving so many
interventions anyways.
Those students that don't have a caseload manager fall through the cracks. You'd love to
keep caseload somewhere around 10 to 12. We have caseloads much higher than that, so
it's a way to kind of stop them from falling through the cracks.
Florence Elementary School RTI Program Profile
Background Information
Florence Elementary School is located within a district that consists of five elementary
schools, one middle school, one high school, an alternative high school, and a career technology
school. For the 2016-2017 school year, the district had a population of approximately 3,300
students. Florence Elementary is a K-5 School with approximately 234 students, of whom 67%
qualify for free and reduced lunch. Florence Elementary School was identified as beating the
odds due to outperforming their predicted performance based on students in poverty in addition
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to outperforming the 30 most demographically similar schools within their state. The percent of
students proficient in all subjects on state tests went from 40% proficient in 2014-2015 to 44%
proficient in 2015-2016.
Three staff members were participants in the interview process including the principal,
(Emma) a first-grade teacher (Olivia), and a third-grade teacher (Charlotte).
Tier 1 Core Curriculum
When describing the multi-tiered systems of support within their RTI program at
Florence Elementary, participants noted that the core curriculum, Tier 1, is taught by the
homeroom teacher. Each teacher is responsible for teaching both reading and math at grade level
to their own students in their classrooms. Students receive 60 minutes daily of instruction for
Tier 1 reading and 60 minutes daily of Tier 1 instruction for math. For reading, teachers use the
Reading Wonders Curriculum, a literacy curriculum program that helps connect students’
reading and writing to Common Core Standards.
The program focuses on English Language Arts (teaching reading and writing), English
Language Learners (teaching phonemic awareness phonics, vocabulary fluency and
comprehension skills), interventions, and immersion. Immersion Reading attempts to engage
students in a story through audio, by narrating and highlighting text as a student reads to provide
extra connection with a purpose of enhancing engagement, comprehension, and retention, taking
students deeper into the book. The Reading Wonders Program focuses on connecting students
with literature by exposing students to both fiction and non-fiction text. The program also
provides students many opportunities to engage in collaborative conversations with their peers as
well as opportunities for students to write to sources identified in the reading text. A student’s
regular education teacher teaches whole group instruction in Tier 1, and teachers also attempt to
differentiate instruction according to a student’s needs. Emma, the principal mentioned the
following about the Reading and Math Tier 1 Core Curriculum:
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We, in the last five years, have adopted curriculum that meets the Common Core
Standards. We adopted that curriculum with lots of input from staff, and we moved from
having nothing. Our reading series was 20 years old, so teachers had put that by the
wayside and everybody was doing something different. Teachers were ready to be on
board with a common curriculum that is research-based, and we use Reading Wonders
for our reading program, which is a comprehensive ELA program. We use Math
Expressions, which is a conceptual math program for our math instruction.
Charlotte, 3rd grade teacher mentioned:
Tier 1 is like your core curriculum and then you’re delivering that instruction. In Tier 1,
your kids are functioning with just that level of instruction. So first, good instruction.
You have a certain amount of kids doing exactly what they need to do based on what you
taught in that lesson. Tier 1 is me, always, because I deliver the first good instruction and
then go from there once I formulate the assessment piece
Olivia, first grade teacher added:
The Tier 1 is most often implemented by myself. And, Tier 1 just starts out with our daily
class activities and our daily assignments, and myself going through those and looking
for students who are struggling and may need some extra support. And, sometimes it's as
simple as me going over the directions again with the students and saying, ‘I need you to
take a look at this again because you didn't follow all of the directions correctly.’ Or, ‘I
need you to take a look at this again, because you missed one step.’ So, reminding them
of the steps in the process that we're working on, and then having them take another look
at that assignment. And, sometimes they're like, ‘Oh, I get it this time.’ So, that's where
the Tier 1 starts. It's just right at the basic whole class instruction, with seeing where the
students are and how they respond to the activities that we're doing.
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Tier 2 Targeted Interventions and Assessments
At Florence Elementary, classroom teachers provide Tier 2 instruction to students who
are significantly below grade level in the areas of reading and math. Additionally, Florence
Elementary has three Title 1 Para-professional Interventionists who assist with helping students
in Tier 2 who are at risk for reading and math failure. Tier 2 reading and math instruction takes
place daily for both reading and math instruction. Instruction for both reading and math consists
of a 90-minute block with 60 minutes of whole group instruction and an additional 30 minutes of
Tier 2 instruction. The time of the day in which students are provided Tier 2 reading and math
instruction varies by grade level.
For reading, a benchmark assessment known as STAR is used to assess students and
determine their Tier 2 targeted instruction. This assessment is given to students three times a year
in the fall winter and spring. Students who perform significantly below grade level receive Tier 2
instruction daily by their classroom teacher. Others who are moderately below grade level
receive Tier 2 targeted intervention daily with the Title I paraprofessional. Students who are at or
above grade level in reading and math will work at their level in their classroom with the Title 1
para-pro, while the classroom teacher works with the lower students. Emma expressed the
following about Tier 2 instruction:
The lowest kids [in Tier 2] always work with a teacher, versus in the past, we've always
had the lower kids work with para-pros. We have the most knowledgeable, highly
qualified people working with the lower students now, which is really effective and then
those groups change all the time.
Charlotte, confirmed:
In our school, we would call them Title I students, receiving extra support. Who delivers
Tier 2 type of instruction? I would have to say me or we have Title I interventionists
[Para-professionals] that also work with those kids. We primarily focus in on reading and
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math, based on our local assessments that we use, including STAR. We have DIBELS
[reading assessment], we have weekly reading assessments, as well through our Reading
Wonders curriculum.
Olivia added:
Tier 2 is then the students that are continuing to struggle even after looking at the
assignment a second time, or the skill that we're working on, and having that reinforced
by myself, or they will either move on to a Title 1 Para-Pro for some extra support
[in Tier 2] in that area and try to build those skills up in a smaller group setting with more
individualized attention.
For math, a student’s classroom teacher or the interventionist provide Tier 2 instruction
based on a student’s individual needs. Student’s daily completed math homework is used to
identify gaps of learning in math for Tier 2 students. All such homework is corrected by the
homeroom teacher, an interventionist, or sometimes by other students, to provide immediate
feedback and intervene quickly if students are having difficulty with a math concept and needs
Tier 2 intervention from the classroom teacher or interventionist. If students need extra math
support, based on their daily homework, an interventionist will pull the student the same day for
30 minutes quickly to intervene and assist the student in understanding the math concept. Emma
explained:
For math, we use homework as a formative assessment piece, so there's instruction
throughout the day and kids do homework every night, sometimes not on Friday. There's
also remembering. So, one side of the sheet is the practice for the skill they learned that
day and then the back side is a spiraled piece of stuff that you've learned all year. It keeps
bringing up money, bringing up time, so when they turn that work in, it's graded either by
students in class, or by an interventionist, or the teacher if the teacher has a special first
thing in the morning. We know right away by 9:30 every morning who needs support for
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what was taught. Sometime during that day, kids will be pulled to work on and get a little
bit extra practice in something that they've struggled with, and that's really helped us.
Charlotte added:
For math [Tier 1] I use homework every single day as a piece of assessment to assess
who needs support in what areas [for Tier 2] and then those kids will get additional
support based on the results of their homework on a day- to-day basis. We have quizzes
and assessments as well. We use those, again, as, ‘Alright, who's still not understanding?’
And we give them the support as needed.
Students participate in the daily district-wide initiative called “Just Right Instruction”
which is dedicated to Tier 2 reading interventions at each grade level. Both the classroom teacher
and Title I Para-professional Interventionist pull groups of students for Tier 2 based on their
areas of reading strengths and weaknesses. Teachers and Title I Para-professional do both pushin and pull-out during delivery of the students’ interventions. Emma mentioned the following
about Just Right Instruction:
We have this model, it's district wide, where you have these Just Right Instruction
groups. Just Right Instruction happens five days a week for at least 30 minutes and has a
reading focus. All students receive additional reading instruction or practice at their
reading level. This is on top of 60 minutes of direct grade level reading instruction from
the Reading Wonders Tier 1 Reading Instruction.
Olivia added:
So, for 30 minutes every day our students are broken into different groups, and the
groups are very fluid where they go to a group based on where they're at and what they
need to learn. So, we have groups that are working on above-level even at the first-grade
level, those students will be reading books at the second, third grade level. They'll be
working on reading skills that are at the second and third grade level. And, then it runs
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the whole spectrum. So, then our struggling students, they're either getting pre-taught
skills that will be successful in the classroom, or they're getting more repetitions and
more practice of the things that we have taught in the classroom until they have reached
mastery and are ready to move on to the next step
Tier 3 Intensive Interventions
If students at Florence Elementary are not making enough progress with catching up to
grade level in reading and/or math after they have had Tier 2 intervention support with a teacher
or a Title 1 Para-pro, they are referred to the Instructional Consultation Team (ICT). The ICT
consists of the regular education teacher, the school’s psychologist, social worker, resource room
teacher and building principal. The ICT uses various assessments to diagnose difficulties
students are having and analyzes the results. The ICT determines instructional strategies to use
with the student, developing an individualized plan for the student, and coaches the teacher on
how to implement the strategies during instruction in Tier 2. The type and duration of the
coaching is dependent on what content and concept the student is having difficulties in and the
level of skills the teacher has with implementing the teaching strategies. If these strategies are
used, and the student continues to have difficulties, the student may be referred to special
education and assessed to determine if the student needs special education services with a
resource room teacher. In addition to receiving whole class instruction with regular education
teacher and targeted intervention time with a regular education teacher and/or Title 1 Paraprofessional, a student could also receive Tier 3 intense interventions with a special education
teacher.
Principal Emma explained:
We have what we call an Instructional Consultation Team called ICT and that's a team
that meets twice a week. It has teachers, our school psychologist is on that team, our
social worker is on that team, our resource room teacher is on that team, and I'm on the
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team. It's a nice mix of special ed folks, gen ed folks, administrator. We've had a lot of
training on how to assess students to try to see where that breakdown is, to really look at
what they can do to see where the breakdown is. We've had lots of professional
development and it's really a coaching model, so we use our training to sit down with the
classroom teacher once they've identified the student isn't getting it through Tier 1, and
they've had all these Title 1 intervention [Ter 2], ‘I need help, my bag of tricks is empty,
and I don't know what to do,’ so they request assistance. One of the team members takes
that case, and then that person and the classroom teacher work shoulder to shoulder
trying to identify. They go through a series of reading assessments or if it's a math issue,
math, or writing, or behavior. It even will help with behavior, and so then that process
begins. Even though we don't love to look at it that way, it's the first door to possible
special education identification. The model in our county right now is, in order to qualify
for special education, you have to show that a variety of interventions and the strategies
have been implemented and they haven't shown that growth. If that's the case, then we
will contemplate whether or not we want to do a testing for special education services, so
that's our next attack area. That's what we use.
Charlotte mentioned the following about Tier 3:
So, our Tier 3 here, we look at those more or less as our special ed. kids, or kids that
possibly should be tested for special ed would also go in that Tier 3 category; so, you
know, I'm helping them, our resource teacher's helping them, and of course para pros and
interventionists. We have them getting as many repetitions or whatever they need. We
also have something called an ICT process. We have an ICT team in our building. I'm on
the team, so when I see like a commonality in my classroom, for example, I feel, ‘Ooh,
they're [a group of students] all Tier 2 and my Tier 3 are definitely Tier 3.’ I'll do a class
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wide case. So, then I have our school psychologist in, so she's also supporting by helping
to help me make some decisions and help me guide, and also house data for me.
Olivia added:
Our Tier 3 is then usually another step where we do more assessment to find out exactly
where the students are struggling and what they need more help with. And, then we make
an individualized plan for that one particular student or a group that are struggling with
the same things, and then we find a way to bridge that gap. So, we come up with some
stair steps to get them from where they are to where we need them to be. And, so that's
more, I would say, individualized and on an as-needed basis.
Overall, if a student is having difficulties in Tier 2, Tier 2 data is examined by the ICT
Team and determined if a student qualifies for movement into Tier 3 services. Tier 3 services
consists of the teacher receiving coaching on how to implement instructional strategies for the
Tier 3 student. This could also lead to testing for special education services if Tier 3 instructional
strategies does not help the student. Tier 3 could also be movement into special Education for
students who are not making progress with Tier 2 Targeted Instruction or Tier 3 Intense
Instruction. Emma explained:
To qualify for special education, you have to show that a variety of interventions and the
strategies have been implemented and they haven't shown that growth. If that's the case,
then we will contemplate whether or not we want to do a testing for special education
services, so that's our next attack area. That's what we use.
Assessments and Movement Between Tiers
Teachers at Florence Elementary administer the STAR Reading and Math Assessments to
determine whether students are at grade level in reading and math at the beginning and
throughout the school year. The STAR Assessments are quick computer adaptive assessments in
which the computer adjusts to each answer the student provides, pinpointing what the student
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knows and does not know within grade level reading and math. For reading, in addition, to the
STAR Assessment, students receive a one-on-one DIBELS (Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early
Literacy Skills) Diagnostic Assessment at their grade level three times a year in fall, winter and
spring. Depending on the grade level, DIBELS assess students in letter recognition, phonemic
awareness (differentiating sounds in words) phonics (blending sounds to make words) fluency
(rate per minute student reads) and comprehension and assists teachers in determining students
reading levels. In addition to DIBELS and Star Assessments for reading, the Reading Wonders’
core reading curriculum is used daily by teachers to teach reading, monitor, and assess students
reading progress. STAR, DIBELS, and Reading Wonders Assessments help teachers determine
the grade level and level of instruction for each student.
Charlotte stated the following about assessments:
We initially always start off with STAR reading and math assessments right away, see
where they're at. The previous teacher sends us where they ended the school year, too,
which is also helpful because of that summer slide; so we can kind of take that into
account, too. We do the DIBELS right at the beginning; we do writing samples right at
the beginning. We do the DIBELS, all of that at the start of the year to figure out where
our kiddos are at. We usually have a pretty good idea before they come to us because of
the previous teacher doing a really nice job of, ‘This is where this kid's at, this is what
they need.’ We try to really keep a tight communication, so it's not like we're starting
with square one with kids every single year. So that's really nice. I do a few other
assessments. I give like a phonics-based assessment. I do also a vocabulary assessment,
as well. It was one of the assessments that were provided through our Reading Wonders
program. I really like the vocabulary one for me, because it lets you know based on the
results what grade level they are at with vocabulary. So, vocabulary, too, cause if they
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don't understand the vocabulary, they're not going to comprehend the overall text. So, to
me, that's important.
Olivia expressed:
At the beginning of the year, we start out with DIBELS assessment that we give. We
actually give that three times throughout the year. We also do a STAR Early Literacy
assessment, a computerized adaptive assessment. And, we use that three times throughout
the year as well. At the beginning of the year, I also like to use our reading series,
Reading Wonders. I use some of their assessments to track where the students are at. So,
giving the first graders letters to give the letter sounds and the letter names. And, then it
goes into the different word families. So, it'll do CVC [Consonant Vowel Consonant]
words and then CVCC [Consonant Vowel Consonant Consonant] words, and just giving
them some assessments like that just to see where they're at with their reading levels and
how they can progress.
Emma added on:
We give the STAR assessment in reading and math to all students at the beginning of the
school year. It's a computer adaptive assessment that will give a student a question, and if
they get it right, then they'll go on to a question that's a little more difficult. If they get it
wrong, it'll back track a little bit, so you couldn't get that, could you get this? It keeps
moving them up. They all have the same number of questions, but through those
questions, I think there's 37 questions, it gives them a grade level equivalency and a
scaled score, so we use that. There's actually a grid that says in the fall, all first graders
should be at this level and it will also run a report that will group your students together
with certain scores and it will also print out next steps. Once you develop, here are your
six kids that fell in together, it'll generate, ‘Here's what we think they should be working
on.’ That's our first read on the students. Also, at the end of the school year, the previous
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year's teacher has filled out a card that has all their data from the previous year, so the
teachers already kind of know where they're at, but then you always have that summer
slide, so it's always good to get that first read.
Once a month, Professional Learning Communities (PLC’s) are held at Florence
Elementary. PLC’s occur during early release time and last for approximately three hours.
During this time, teachers and Title 1 Interventionists analyze and interpret collected data
to\determine movement between tiers. The sources of data include, reading and math
Benchmark Star assessments, Reading DIBELS Benchmark assessments, Reading Wonders
formative assessments, and Math Expressions classroom formative assessments. Teachers also
used day-to-day observations to determine movement within tiers. They use collaboration with
paraprofessionals and interventionists regarding student learning as a source to determine
movement between tiers. When asked how it is determined when students are to move between
the Tiers, Emma explained:
The teachers pretty much do that. They write the lesson plans for their support folks.
Some of them use a Google shared document, but most of them are paper copy. There's a
column for comments off to the side, so if the para-pro has this lesson the teacher wants
her to teach, if there are a couple of vocabulary words they really struggled with, or a
graphic organizer that didn't seem to work, there's room for comment sections.
Reading Wonders has weekly reading assessments, so we don't always have to wait until
the next cycle (STAR Benchmark), which isn't until January, to change those groups, so
those groups are always fluid. Our district schedules PLC meetings once a month, so it's
an early release and those meetings our para-pros, interventionist, everybody stays. We
look at data for about an hour and then the teams go off and they sit and work and that's
when the para-pro will say, ‘Geez, Jimmy is performing way above the other kids in this
group, it might be time for him to move up a group’ or someone will say, ‘Wow, Lilly is
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not keeping up with my group, she might need a little more help in this group that's
working on blends in her group.’ It would be very easy to say that on any given day, that
discussion could take place out in the hallway and a change is made the next day, so it's
constant discussion. We're small enough and we have experienced staff that knows what
they're doing, so no one's afraid to talk about what's happening.
The classroom teacher alone can also determine movement into Tier 2. This can be
determined through observations by the teacher or during school improvement meetings that
occur weekly, consisting of teaching staff. Emma explained:
We really have to take all the data that we have and use it, so it's a constant data
discussion between the teacher and their support people, parapros, interventionists,
myself. We talk about it, we have school improvement meeting every Monday and often
we're talking about data and what we're seeing.
Charlotte noted:
Observations are important, too. They're not given much credit, but I do think that they're
important. Things like that… Especially in math ... Math is a better example, I feel. I feel
that a kid might do really well with multiplying and dividing, whole and decimal
numbers, but then you get them to do it with fractions and they're like, ‘Huh?’ and they're
totally just messed up with it. So that's an example of a kid that would be out and then
would go in. Well, now we're working on geometry. Now that kid is doing okay without
getting that additional support.
Olivia added:
It's [movement between tiers] strictly based on what they need at that given time.
Sometimes it might be a student is just having a really rough day, and I know that the
writing is going to be very tedious to them and they're gonna struggle through it. So, they
might get a more simplified version just for that one day. And, then the next day, they're
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back ready to go at full speed. So, it's really looking at the students and exactly where
they're at and what level they're at. A lot of times, the students that are working at the
approaching level and get more of a modified assignment that's simpler, they'll get it done
really quick. So, then I'll have extra copies of the on-level assignment and they can go
right on to that. And, a lot of times after completing the approaching assignment they'll
know, ‘Hey, I know how to do this now.’ And, they'll be able to complete the on-level
assignment very well just having that little stepping stone to get there.
Research-Based Instruction
Repetition is a strategy used at Florence Elementary to help students increase academic
skills and master concepts. This strategy is used in both reading and math. For example,
scaffolding instruction is a strategy used in which the teacher teaches a concept, supports
students with practicing the concept, and then gradually releases responsibility to the student.
This strategy is used in both math and reading. A strategy known as close reading is used as a
reading strategy to help increase students’ comprehension. With close reading strategy, students
focus on finding important details of text by thinking carefully, analyzing, and looking for
patterns within the text with the purpose of developing a deep understanding of the texts’ type,
and meaning. The close reading strategy uses various activities to help students develop a deep
understanding of the text they read. Olivia described:
One of the things that we look at is we've found through our ICT process, we have an
instructional consultation team, that students often need either more time or more
repetitions in order to master a concept. So, we take a look at that and try to meet those
needs with the students. So, if we're working on sight words, we try to come up with
more times throughout the day that we can implement those sight words and get them
interacting with them to push them to the next level. So, sometimes it's not a matter of
them not being able to learn the material, it's just not having enough exposure to it to
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fully grasp it. So, we just try to give them more opportunities and more time until they
are successful.
Charlotte added:
Okay, and I also do these whole group as well. So, one thing we do is we use close
reading. Another thing we do is we do a lot of building background knowledge, okay?
And then the close reading is going back into the text, I'm sure multiple times. Also, we
do the vocabulary, plenty of repetitions because our working memory of these kiddos. I
mean, they need lots and lots of repetitions. We provide fluency support for kids that are
struggling not at grade level with that part of reading. We address comprehension with
scaffolds to respond to comprehension like questions. We use graphic organizers.
Student engagement is a teaching strategy that the principal of Florence Elementary
School focuses on as a school-wide best practice initiative. With student engagement, teachers
design strategies within lessons that will keep students interested and motivated in the learning
process within a subject concept for the overall purpose of increased learning. Emma stated:
Five years ago, we really started focusing in on student engagement and tried to move
from the I'm up in front of the classroom, I'm delivering this information, I'll call on you
to give an answer or I'll call on you to give an answer. What more can we do to keep kids
involved? The engagement piece stemmed from me going to several conferences and
saying, ‘Wow, the ones where they took a break after about every 10 or 15 minutes and
said, ‘Turn to your neighbor and tell them how you use this in your building.’ Usually
that was right at a time where I was starting to dose off in the meeting, and it's like,
‘Wow, that kept me so engaged’ because after a while you think I have no accountability
here, but if I have to turn and talk to someone, I do have accountability. We started
looking at that and then when I would go in the classrooms, I would see it and then at my
next meeting I'd say, ‘Oh my gosh, you wouldn't believe when I was in Sharon's room, I
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saw ...’ ‘Tell what happened that day when you were doing that science experiment.’
Then they would start sharing, then that caught like wild fire.
Collaboration on Curriculum Instruction and Assessment
Collaboration amongst teachers and other staff regarding curriculum, instruction and
assessment, occurs in several ways at Florence Elementary School. Collaboration occurs through
monthly PLC’s, Cross Grade Level PLC’s, Learning Labs, and through Instructional
Consultation Teams (ICT).
Florence Elementary School has PLC’s once per month during early release time. The
PLC’s last approximately three hours and consist of teaching staff, support staff,
paraprofessionals, and principal during these meetings. Some agenda items are recurring, while
other agenda items vary. Charlotte said the following about the monthly PLC’s:
Our monthly PLC meetings are a half of the school day. Students typically leave right
before lunch and then we have approximately three hours for our meetings. We have a set
agenda for the meetings, which is provided by our principal. The agenda varies, but
typically we come together as an entire staff in the beginning to discuss positive things
happening with students and we analyze and discuss data. Then, we break off into smaller
groups with teacher teams and support staff to discuss the small group instruction for the
students that month. We are also given a little work time to prep materials for groups.
Florence Elementary has one section per grade level. Therefore, when teachers
collaborate amongst grade levels during monthly PLC’s, they collaborate across grade levels on
which reading, and math concepts students must have prior knowledge of when passing to their
next grade level as part of cross grade level PLC’s. For example, a kindergarten, first, and
second-grade teacher may collaborate, while third, fourth and fifth grade teachers may
collaborate. Teachers also may share teaching strategies used that assists with improved learning
for all students. Olivia explained:
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Well, this year we have also lost another section, our first grade went from two sections
of first grade to one section of first grade. So, I no longer have a teaching partner to work
with. But, that has actually allowed more time for me to collaborate with the kindergarten
teacher and the second-grade teacher to discuss our curriculum, and what I find as a firstgrade teacher, that I need the students to know that might be lacking from kindergarten.
And, then same thing, me talking to the second-grade teacher and finding out what does
she need me to put more emphasis on so that they're ready for second grade. And, so
we've really been able to add to that collaboration and make sure that the students are
getting the skills that they need at an appropriate time so that they're ready for the next
grade level…we meet as a lower elementary team at least once a month.
Charlotte added:
We do collaborate a lot. Because we're a single section school at this point. I used to
have a teaching partner where we would do a lot of this type of work, but now, this year,
I've kind of worked more with the third and fourth grade teachers to help collaborate on
decision making types of things.
Learning Labs are another form of collaboration that takes place at Florence Elementary
School. With Learning Labs, a teacher agrees to having other teachers observe their teaching
during instruction in an effort to receive feedback from them. Prior to the observation, the
teacher meets with a coach and the teacher describes the lesson that will be observed.
Participants ask clarifying questions and the group establishes specific areas of focus to look for
in the observed lesson. After the lesson, the group debriefs their observations and supports the
teacher in honoring what’s going well along with some next steps to consider. At Florence
Elementary, all teachers participate in Learning Labs throughout the year, as a host teacher or as
an observer. Charlotte explained:
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Our district has been involved in Learning Labs. I participated as being a host teacher
myself. We had a group of teachers come on in, they watched me teach, it was math this
year, and they took notes and all sorts of stuff, and afterwards we met and shared out. I
went to a different room (to observe teaching) and I get to go to a couple of other rooms.
Learning Labs have been really big, and I'd say PLC time collaboration, but the Learning
Lab was really helpful for me. Not because of things that they (other teachers) suggested
for improvement, but validation, knowing what I was doing they felt was very
effective……each teacher was involved in at least one learning Lab, whether they were a
host teacher or a guest in the teacher's classroom. Some teachers participated even more
than that.
Collaboration through the Instructional Consultation Team is another form of
collaboration for teaching staff at Florence Elementary School. The school’s psychologist and
Special Ed. Resource Teacher are part of the team and assists teachers with finding effective
teaching strategies to help students improve learning if they are having difficulties with Tier 2
instruction.
Charlotte said the following about ICT:
The other piece that I feel that's really helped me professionally develop is ICT. I'm on
the team, I've taken cases in the past, I work with other members on the team to help me
complete my cases, in my classroom. ICT is that process to where we try to find that
instructional match for that student. We collect data every week, make sure they're
making gains. Once they have attained a goal, either we close the case, or we go back to
the drawing board, create a new goal, collect data, whether it's a group of students or one
student. Sometimes, cases may go to special education evaluation.
Collaboration between teachers and students is also ongoing at Florence Elementary.
Students are aware of their reading levels. Teachers communicate reading levels and grade level
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reading targets with students. Additionally, teachers engage in ongoing collaboration with
students helping them set and monitor goals for reading. Emma mentioned:
We were seeing real high student achievement in classes where the kids were really
informed about how they were doing and then setting goals. ‘I took the STAR test, my
scaled score was 430, I was expected to get 400, so I'm above where I'm supposed to be.’
‘But by the end of the year, I need to be at a 550.’ ‘What do I want to get in January so
that I can hit that?’ They're doing this goal setting all the time, and if a child was below
where they were supposed to be, then the teacher and the student would have a
conversation about, ‘What do you think you're going to need to do, so that you can reach
that score?’ A lot of times the student would say, ‘Well, I might have to read higher level
for AR, I might have to do higher level books or challenge myself a little bit to read some
harder books or study harder, or work on my vocabulary, focus on comprehension ...’
They used to protect them like, ‘We don't want to rub it in they’ve got a low grade level,’
and we only used that data to help our instruction. Now the kids know this is where I'm
at, and they're documenting their spelling test. I have first grade, where they have these
data binders, and every time they take a spelling test, they color in how many out of their
20 they got right.
Professional Development
At Florence Elementary, professional development is ongoing. Professional development
occurs through book studies, outside educational speakers presenting information, as well as
teachers within the district presenting to their peers. Teachers may serve as presenters of
professional development if they have strengths in areas that are needed by other staff members
to help students become better learners. Professional development occurs during the monthly
half-day release time that occurs for the entire district, while other professional development
days occur sporadically throughout the year. Speakers provide professional development for the
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entire district or school staff. In addition, teachers individually or within groups have the option
of selecting professional development activities they may need depending on their interests and
challenges. Emma stated:
We have a teacher trainer model, so one of my teachers went with me to a training to
learn about STAR and best practices for giving the assessment and then how to do
reports. We came back, and we trained the teachers several times throughout the year.
Florence Elementary teaching staff have had professional development to assist them in
gaining more knowledge about RTI in curriculum, instruction and assessment. Austin Buffum,
one of the authors of the book, “Pyramid Response to Intervention,” conducted a full-day of
professional development for all teachers within the district. Additionally, chapters of the book
were divided and assigned amongst teams of teachers. Teams were responsible for reading their
chapters over the summer. Upon returning to school in the fall, teams presented their chapters to
the rest of the staff. Much information was learned regarding Response to Intervention in the
areas of assessment and instruction. Emma stated:
We actually had Austin Buffum come in and present to the entire district….I think he
came in the spring. That summer, there was opportunity for each building to bring a
team and the teachers were paid for attending, which helped. We decided on what we
wanted our building's response to intervention to look like. We had this book, we got this
after the spring PD and then people read the book. When we came back, I assigned
chapters for them to read over the summer, so then when we came back they each shared
out a little bit of information from the chapter they read. You might've read the whole
book, but this is going to be your area of expertise, so we did share out and have
discussion about that.
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Olivia added:
We did a book study, and I brought the book with me. "Pyramid Response to
Intervention" was a book study, an in-house professional development that we did just to
learn what RTI was and different ways to use it in our classroom and what it might look
like. And, we used that as a basis to start our Just Right Instruction. And, we also refer to
it as JRI.
Charlotte continued:
Yes. I did go to training for multi-tiers last year…. very eye-opening on different
research- based strategies for struggling students. I did definitely implement some things
once I went through that training.
Also, professional development is planned in the future to strengthen teachers’
instructional practice within their RTI program. District-wide professional development includes
NWEA training, a math and ELA assessment training, in addition to any individual or group
training needed based on challenges teachers may have individually. Learning targets and
success criteria are also upcoming professional development. Learning targets are written
statements teachers use to inform students of what they should know after a lesson is taught and
success criteria describes what students should demonstrate to show that they have learned the
target. Emma explained:
We'll have the NWEA training that will help with assessments. We are going to, for a
school improvement goal, try to have the whole staff working on the same indicators for
the evaluation tool. They have to pick three or four areas of focus for them that they want
to work on. They do a self-assessment, they may say, ‘Oh, I was lower on these four
areas, so that's what I want to work on’, so everybody's all over the board on what they
picked. There were some commonalities, so we did have one meeting, where if you had
someone that had an area of focus in common with you, you could sit down and talk with
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them, so they loved that. For next year, I think we're going to pick together, we're going
to pick out two areas of focus that we want to focus on as a building and then they can
pick one or two of their own. That way, we can really center our professional
development around, I'm thinking it'll be, learning targets and success criteria because the
research shows that if kids know what they're getting ready to learn, then they're more
prepared and more focused than if you just start talking. Which is really the way we've
always done it, if you think about it.
Building Student Relationships
Florence Elementary is committed to building relationships with students and parents.
Building positive relationships contributes to student’s academic success. Some strategies used
to build relationships with and amongst students used at Florence Elementary School includes
building a sense of classroom community teaching students how to care for one another, how to
use attentive listening with each other, and how to be respectful of each other. In addition,
instilling within students their purpose for attending school is to learn. Florence Elementary
teachers and staff want students to feel they belong to a caring loving community by engaging in
activities that build community within classrooms. Charlotte commented on building student
relationships by saying:
I work really hard to build a classroom culture and community. My students really have
learned, this is a culture building thing, we’re giving each other constructive criticism,
you know, I disagree with you because ... We practice that. A lot of that community
building is practicing it, and that it's okay to share thoughts and feelings if you disagree
with somebody else's answer or work, as long as you do it appropriately and respectfully.
I do different team building activities, especially more so at the start of the year. There's
a lot of videos on positive mindsets and that's kind of where we're at. I always push that
positive mindset. We do two weekly team meetings. We discuss how did we do last week
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(with respecting one another) What do we need to do to improve? We have a social
contract that they help me develop, how we're gonna treat each other in the classroom.
We kind of zoom in on ‘okay, what were we struggling on last week?’ It's usually
listening, them being good listeners. So, we'll go through what that looks like. There's a
lot of different things, but also just listening to them. My students have always felt
comfortable sharing with me if they're having problems at home. They know I'm a safe
person to come to discuss anything.
Olivia added:
In my classroom, I started flexible seating this year. And, so students are free to find a
spot where they will learn best. And, so we talk about that. That they might be good
friends with somebody and want to sit by them, but is that going to allow them to learn
best. And, so we really talk about when they're in the classroom that their job is to learn
and care for each other, but are they going to be as successful if they're right next to their
best friend, or are they going to be more successful if they choose a better spot. And, so
they have different options as far as the seats that they actually sit in. From stools, to
balls, crate seats, all different things, but they have the flexibility of sitting by who they
want.
Building Parent Relationships
Communication with parents is an ongoing process at Florence Elementary. In addition to
communicating with parents, staff at Florence Elementary work diligently at instilling in parents
that they are partners in the school’s process of ensuring their child improves their learning and
receive a good education.
Technology is also used to build relationships with parents. Many teachers use class
DoJo which is an electronic program used to assist with classroom management that helps
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teachers with student’s positive behavior and helps them communicate behaviors with parents.
Every student has a profile and teachers can assign positive and negative points.
Emma stated the following about building parent relationships:
I think making parents a partner in the whole process is important. I think teachers do a
great job of walking that very fine line of saying, ‘I respect you as a parent.’ ‘We're
partners,’ but also, holding high expectations for the students and the parents. Walking
that really fine line of having some tough conversations like, ‘You know what? Maybe
you need to take away the cell phone.’
Olivia mentioned:
We actually use a system called Class Dojo that gives immediate feedback to parents
based on behavior. It also allows me to take my cellphone or a tablet and take pictures of
student work. There was one time we were writing sentences and we were just using our
whiteboards, and one of my students came up to me and said, ‘Miss Travis, I'm really
proud of my sentence. I want to show it to my mom.’ And, I said, ‘Well, here. Let me
take a picture.’ And, I sent it through Class Dojo, directly to her mom. And, so she was
really proud of that and was able to capture that moment even though it was something
that would just wipe away and be gone. So, Class Dojo's a really nice thing to keep that
communication open. And, I report on the students' behavior every day, and then at any
time I can post newsletters to Class Dojo. Let them know about upcoming field trips, or
events at school, and just keep that line of communication open. It goes both ways and
parents send me messages throughout the day. ‘I need so-and-so to ride the bus home
today,’ or, ‘I'm gonna be picking them up tonight,’ and different messages like that.
Charlotte added:
Class Dojo definitely helps with that, because I put updates on what we're doing, I post
pictures, the parents love that. Those private messaging that's allowed, parents can ask,
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‘How do we do number 13 on the homework?’ Or just whatever. They can ask simple
questions like that, too, but because I'm giving positive feedback through the point
system, they get to view a chart - it's like a little pie chart of all the positive points, and
unfortunately yes, there's some negative points, too. But then parents know, ‘My child
needs to listen in class.’ Typically, parents already know those types of things by the 5th
grade, but that is a big thing. Prior to that it was a lot of phone calls and emailing and
newsletters. So that's kind of eliminated a lot of that and I feel like that has really helped.
Other School-wide Structures that Support RTI
Participants noted other school-wide structures that helped support RTI and student
achievement. One is a school environment in which teachers hold high expectations for their
students, understand and believe in them while holding students responsible for their own
learning while the teacher provides support for their learning. The Instructional Consultation
Team (ICT) is a great support with helping students learn, and is a great asset to teachers as well
as to students learning. Both teachers and students receive support from the ICT team.
Additionally, parental involvement helps much with helping support RTI. The staff pride
themselves with getting 100% parental involvement to help parents understand the important role
they have in their child’s education.
Charlotte expressed:
A lot of it is believing in them, and them knowing it and feeling that. That we believe in
them no matter where they're coming from. Our level of understanding of where they're
coming from, some of them. Not all of them, but some of them, and just that compassion
piece, but also that holding them accountable, because they're not always held
accountable at home, unfortunately. And showing them that this is where I stand, and you
will do this, you're not going to do this. So that's kind of my little soapbox.
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Olivia mentioned:
We have an ICT team, an instructional consultation team at this school. And, I really feel
like that helps us to track and monitor our students, especially the ones that are struggling
a little bit. Because, the IC team really helps with the documentation part of that and we
graph their progress. We start out with a baseline data, exactly where the students are at,
and then we work as a team to develop an intervention for that student or group of
students and try to bring them to the next level. And, it really documents where they're at
all the time. We're graphing their data, we're keeping track of it, and it just really helps us
think about things in another way too. Because, you're on a team going through the
process with someone else. So, you have someone to talk about the ideas with and they'll
ask you the tough questions. ‘Well, why do think that is?’ And, ‘What can you do
differently?’ And, just really pushing you as a teacher to come up with the best strategy
for your students, and then monitoring all the way through that process and being held
accountable. ‘Yes, we're working on this skill, but is it being successful? Is their
intervention working, or do we need to modify it? Do we need to change it? What can we
do different?’ So, that really works.
Emma added:
One of the other things we do is, we really try to connect with parents to let them know
that no matter what, we love you. We pride ourselves in 100% students being
represented at parent teacher conferences. As a matter of fact, our conferences were the
last week in March and we are still after three kiddos that parents haven't been in yet and
they're scheduled right now. It's like, ‘We're not giving up.’
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Highland Elementary School
Background Information
Highland Elementary School is located within a district that consists of four elementary
schools, one early childhood school, one intermediate school, one middle school, one high
school, and a community education program. For the 2015-2016 school year, the district had a
student population of approximately 3,700 students.
Highland Elementary is a K-4 school with approximately 273 students, of whom 62%
qualified for free and reduced lunch for the year of 2015-2016. Highland was identified as
beating the odds due to students outperforming their predicted performance based on students in
poverty. Percent of students proficient in all subjects on state tests went from 40% proficient in
2014-2015 to 43% proficient in 2015-2016. Three staff members were participants in the
interview process, including the principal (Drew), the school psychologist (Ryan), and a reading
specialist (Liz).
Tier 1 Core Curriculum
When describing the multi-tier systems of support within their RTI program at
Highland Elementary participants noted that the core curriculum, Tier 1, is the responsibility
of the teachers. Most teachers are responsible for teaching both reading and math at grade
level to all students in their classrooms. Students receive 60 minutes of instruction for tier 1
reading and 60 minutes of instruction for Tier 1 math daily. For reading, units are taught
from the Michigan Association of Intermediate School Administrators (MAISA) Units of
Study, which are aligned with the Common Core curriculum standards that indicate what
students should learn within each grade level. Teachers have had professional development
on how to unpack the reading standards, meaning how to describe each standard in simple
terms, how to analyze and describe what skills students need to know to learn the standard in
addition to how to describe what students should know after they have learned the standards.
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The MAISA Reading Units use a workshop model for teaching reading that includes a format
of introducing a reading concept through teaching a mini lesson to students, having students
turn and talk to other students to reflect on some instructional component of the mini lesson,
in order to practice the reading concept, followed by students reading independently at their
own independent reading levels.
Principal Drew explained the following about the reading core curriculum:
I'm gonna call it kind of a hybrid. We do not have any canned curriculum whatsoever.
Most of what we have we've borrowed and then re-written. You know, we do use the
MAISA units. We do follow workshop model.
Ryan, the psychologist added:
Tier one, it's just the curriculum that we're using right now that's based off the state
standards. We really had a lot of professional development, a lot of support around what
each standard means, and unpacking each individual standard, so teachers have a better
understanding of that, because each one [standard] has several different components of
reading and math that are really broken down into some specific things. We're really
unpacking each one (reading and math standards) and making sure that each one is
addressed within the classroom on a daily basis.
Liz continued discussing Tier 1:
I feel that our district, over the last several years, has worked very hard to get more
consistent [with teaching core curriculum Reading and Writing] from classroom to
classroom. So, the curriculum that's provided is what's being asked by the district and
that's been tightened up a lot in the last several years so that the teacher's curriculum that
they're providing is what they're expected to provide [from the district]. So, we're looking
at reader's workshop and writer's workshop.
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The first-grade teachers at Highland School have a different format for teaching their
reading and writing curriculum than other grade level teachers within the school. One first-grade
teacher teaches all the reading to all first-grade students, one teaches all the writing, and another
teaches all the phonics and word work. Principal Drew explained the following about first grade
reading:
So, what our first grade is doing, they are, for lack of a better word, departmentalizing.
The teachers [first-grade] do four forty-five-minute blocks before lunch. The teachers
move classrooms, not the kids. Then after lunch, the teachers stay in the room with
regular kids and they do their other teaching.
Teachers at Highland Elementary use the Georgia Units of Study for their Tier 1 math
instruction. The Georgia Units of Math Study provide grade level standards to teachers and
units of lessons that help teachers teach grade level math concepts. The lessons are designed as a
workshop model, where teachers teach math concepts using a mini-lesson, provide students with
independent practice on the concept taught through the mini lesson, followed by providing
students time to reflect on their learning through verbal sharing. Principal Drew said the
following about math and Tier 1, “We do follow workshop model, the math comes from the
Georgia units.”
Tier 2 Targeted Interventions and Assessments
Highland Elementary Tier 2 intervention time is known as WIN (Whatever I Need)
During this time, benchmark (at grade level), strategic (just below grade level), and intensive (far
below grade level) students are grouped and serviced for 30 minutes daily in an effort to meet the
needs of all students, including those who are not at risk for failure but may need to be
challenged academically. All students receive targeted small group intervention, including the
gifted and talented. Each grade level has a specific time daily that is set aside for WIN time.
During this time, all grade level teachers, in addition to two reading specialists, two math
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specialists and a special education teacher are working with students in small groups on targeted
instruction in both reading and math. Principal Drew explains:
And, that (WIN) is also a time where you might have an interventionist working with a
small group. You might have a teacher working with a small group and you might have
other students doing math games in a class. But, everything during that block is geared
toward the individual instructional needs of the kids. Some grade levels switch kids,
some keep their kids. It just depends on, what's happening in that grade level. Right now,
at 10 o'clock you'll see if you walk into a classroom, WIN time at 10 o'clock is
kindergarten right now. So, you have the two reading specialists, two math specialists, a
special ed person working with the six kindergarten teachers identifying skill deficits.
Liz, the Reading Specialist added the following about Tier 2:
Instead of the older model that we followed for several years of just pulling kids out to do
intervention with them, we're asking the teachers to do a lot more in their classroom. And
looking at the teacher as the interventionist. The interventionists do provide support
during the WIN time.
Ryan mentioned:
So, we have a period of time that's really just blocked off for those interventions. And
one of my goals this year along with another psychologist is developing an intervention
drive, looking at evidence-based interventions and putting them into one place for
teachers to access so that they can just click, print it out, and use it for those Tier 2
supports.
Tier 3 Intense Interventions
If students are not making enough progress towards grade level expectations in reading
and/or math, in addition to receiving Tier 1 and Tier 2 targeted intervention, the student may
receive Tier 3 intense intervention. Any student’s lack of progress is brought to a Child Study
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Team (CST) by the student’s teacher. The CST members consists of the teacher, psychologist,
principal, math specialists, reading specialists and behavioral specialist. Members of the team
collect and analyze students’ data, discussing the strengths and weaknesses of the students based
on the data presented by the teacher. Two reading specialists, two math specialists and a special
education teacher pull groups of students for Tier 3 intense instruction. The groups are known as
reading or math clubs. Students are pulled for Tier 3 intervention 4-5 days per week with
duration of time pulled dependent upon the intensity of the intervention. For reading, Leveled
Literacy Intervention Program (LLI) is used which provides students with small group intense
research-based instruction based around student’s needs. Drew mentioned the following about
Tier 3:
That would be our exclusive pull out time that our specialists do because we do still have
some small groups. Typically, what that looks like with three specialists is it could be
LLI, [Leveled Literacy Intervention] it could be some other specifically designed
intervention for students for reading and math It's AVMR. Advantage Math Recovery.
Ryan mentioned:
If we're not seeing that success [in Tier 2] and we're moving towards that Tier 3 level, we
have a child study process that we look at individual students who are not making
progress and we develop more of an individualized plan for that student, whether it needs
to be intensifying intervention, putting some sort of additional component to it, seeing an
interventionist with a more LLI process, the Fountas and Pinnell, or building words as
more intensive interventions. And the intensity is based on the number of students in that
group and the time [number of minutes and days per week each student needs Tier 3
intervention based on their reading skill deficit]
Drew added:
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Now, we do grade level data conversations. We call that our child study process. What
we look at first is the grade levels, our grade level data in reading and math. So, in first
grade we should see kids here [certain levels in reading and/or math]. As a grade level,
why are these kids, this group of students not there. And then, all the adults in the room
are led by our reading specialists when we're talking about reading or our math specialist
[when discussing math]. They're [reading and math specialists] guiding the learning for
the adults. ‘So, let's figure out why they're not where they need to be.’ ‘Let's look at our
instruction units and see where we have holes in our curriculum’ [not aligning with
Common Core grade level expectations] ‘Let's look at our assessments to see why we're
not getting what we need to get out of this, or how could we teach a lesson differently?’
So, those are the conversations that are now happening.
Liz added:
Looking at the CST [Child Study Team] process and special education and all of that, I
guess, would be considered Tier 3. Some students receive intervention at another time of
the day in addition to WIN. We make every attempt to coordinate with teacher's so that
the student is getting another small group time [in addition to Tier 2] of the day if they
[students] are busy with interventionists during WIN. Mostly we're looking at Tier 3 like
our book club that reading specialists pull-out and the math specialists pull-out small
clubs as well. And usually we try to keep those groups at like around three kids or four
kids so that they can get more intensive service.
Assessments and Movement Between Tiers
At Highland Elementary School, participants noted that for reading, the FastBridge
Benchmark Assessment Screener is administered to each student by their teacher. FastBridge is
administered in the Fall, Winter and Spring, and the results are used to identify students as
benchmark (at grade level) strategic (slightly below grade level), or intensive (significantly
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below grade level). The assessments are one-minute reading formative assessments administered
by teachers and include: (a) Test of Letter Names, (b) Test of Letter Sounds, (c) Test of
Nonsense Words, and (d) curriculum-based measurement reading (connected text reading
fluency). When students are assessed below their grade level, using FastBridge, their teacher
then administers a running record to dig deeper to determine exactly what concepts the student is
having challenges with. Students who are having challenges and score below grade level receive
Tier 2 instruction and are progress monitored bi-weekly to determine progress or lack of progress
in their Tier 2 evidence-based intervention instruction. The progress monitoring also helps
determine students movement between the three tiers. Principal Drew explained:
When we get our FastBridge data, as a teacher the first thing we want them to do is ask
the question, do you concur. So, based on what I know about the student and the
formative assessment or formalized assessments that I've done in the classroom, do I
agree with their FastBridge number? Yes or no? And, a lotta times it's yeah, I agree that
they're low because I have other evidence that support that they're low. And, from there I
ask the question, low in what? So, I've got a number, what's the number tell me? So, you
know, it's a 214 in math or whatever it is and what does that mean? It's red or orange, so
then it's digging deeper to determine what other assessments do we have internally that
can help understand low and why. So, it's being able to figure out the what are they low
in, and then the third question is now what do we do?
Psychologist Ryan mentioned:
This is the first year that we've kind of put FastBridge into place. And we've really, really
gotten, throughout the year, just a lot better at using it throughout our process, we've had
several meetings, grade level meetings and within child study. So now we're finding the
ones (students) that we need to support initially, getting the tier two interventions into
place for as many students as we can, and then making decisions off that after six weeks
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when we're progress monitoring through that. It's really driven by that FastBridge system
and the data that we're collecting from it.
Liz added:
So FastBridge is our screener and we go from there. K to 2 [grades] uses running records
as a main backup. Three and four uses running records as needed but not often enough in
my humble opinion. So, they need a little bit more diagnostic information with some
kids.
For math, Add +Vantage Math Recovery (AVMR) is a formative assessment program
used to determine if students are at grade level in math. With AVMR, students are benchmarked
in the Fall upon returning to school, as well as in the Winter and Spring. This math benchmark
assessment is administered one-on-one with each student by the homeroom teacher and identifies
skills that students are missing based on their grade levels. The homeroom teacher creates Tier 2
groups according to skills identified through the assessment, and students are provided
instruction in a Tier 2 group based on their needs. The Tier 2 researched-based interventions that
are available from AVMR are used for instruction for students in Tier 2.
Students are also benchmarked in the Winter and Spring to determine growth or lack of
growth from Fall to Winter, and Winter to Spring. When asked how it was determined if
students were at grade level in math at the beginning of the school year, Ryan acknowledged:
So, we have our benchmark system of filtering out, okay, who is our at-risk student in the
area of mathematics. And just recently, we're getting together and going, ‘Okay, why?’
‘Where are students falling?’ ‘Why are students not meeting this benchmark?’ And right
now, we use AVMR in the classroom, which is Add + Vantage Math Recovery, where
we're targeting different constructs. So, we're using constructs on more of a criterion
reference based off what area they're struggling which is place value, addition and
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subtraction, structuring tens, things like that. And we have math interventionists that
really drive that process, so once we get to that Tier 2 level, it really becomes, okay, now
we're looking at our AVMR data and looking at our interventionist supporting those
students that need more than the tier one.
Overall, for reading, students are benchmarked three times a year and progress monitored
weekly or bi-weekly. The results of these assessments determine movement between tiers. For
math, benchmark assessments are administered three times a year. The data results of these
assessments determine students’ movement between tiers. The classroom teacher determines
movement into Tier 2 reading through data results from FastBridge Benchmark Assessments,
and for math through Add + Vantage Math Recovery Assessment results. Movement between
tiers is discussed and decided upon at monthly grade level meetings and through the Child Study
Team (CST) at Child Study Meetings. Movement into Tier 3 is determined through the CST. To
determine whether or not students will receive assistance through the CST teachers must show
evidence of students’ test scores and the interventions tried prior to being brought to the team.
When asked how it was determined when students moved within the tiers making sure that
learning is taking place, Drew stated:
Progress monitoring. We're gonna progress monitor [the student weekly] over a six-week
period and then at the end of that six weeks, did they or did they not make appropriate
gains? If not, we need to change the intervention. That's the step we're getting to now.
Liz added more by discussing how it was determined when students move between the tiers:
Well it just depends. Let's see, I guess we've done a lot of different things. Looking at the
assessments [through grade level meetings] and for our more intensive Tier 3 kids our big
benchmarking window is, are they making progress in the program or not? Do we need
more support for them? But yeah, we do a pretty good job of really using our assessments
to help us make those decisions.
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Research-Based Instruction
Research based interventions are used by teachers at Highland Elementary to assist in
Tier 2 and Tier 3 reading interventions. Highland Elementary uses the Fountas and Pinnell
Leveled Literacy Program as a resource for research-based interventions for struggling readers.
The Fountas and Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) provides interventions that are
intensive and used daily within small group instruction, focusing on decoding and comprehension
skills through teaching phonemic awareness (students mastering sounds of letters), letter-sound
correspondence (students matching letters with sounds), phonics (students blending and sounding out
words correctly), word recognition (students mastering high frequency words), oral reading fluency
(rate of reading), and comprehension. Also, for students having difficulties in early literacy
instruction, Elkonin Boxes are used to build phonological awareness through segmenting sounds,
blending words, and using onset rimes (breaking words into syllables with initial consonant or
consonant cluster with the vowel or consonant sounds that come after it.) Liz, mentioned the
following about research-based interventions:
We use the LLI, Level of Literacy Intervention mainly, as our main reading intervention.
We are looking at adding into our reading another program so that we have a second
option for kids that don't do well in LLI. In the past, what we've done is just made the
group smaller so maybe instead of being part of a group of four they might be by
themselves or in a group of two, but we would basically do the same thing [intervention]
or we would just individualize it. But we want a program to follow for that. And then also
we're looking at classroom interventions with things like the making words activities.
This year we really did a big focus on Elkonin Boxes and blending. So, using kind of a
research-based protocol for that we found some good ones online, this is a proven way to
use Elkonin Boxes. And that's one [teaching using Ekonin Boxes] where we didn't just
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say, here go do it, we showed them [teachers] how and explained how and checked to
make sure they were doing it.
Reading Rockets is another evidence-based resource that Highland Elementary uses to
assist students in becoming better readers. Reading Rockets is a web-site resource that provides
research-based literacy strategies to professionals who teach children how to read. The resources
provided by Reading Rocket focuses on research-based strategies used to teach reading in the
areas of phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension.
Ryan added the following about research-based interventions:
From an evidence-based program, we have the Fountas and Pinnell Literacy Intervention.
I've been trying to put together a lot of Reading Rockets. A lot of them [sources used to
help teachers use research- based strategies in reading] are evidence-based strategies
from sites like Intervention Central, Reading Rockets, a lot of things that are components
of a system like Reading Recovery or, things like that. From an evidence-based program,
we have the Fountas and Pinnell literacy intervention. We're looking into different areas
and trying to always kind of critique, okay, what could we add, what could we modify,
what could we take from this evidence-based intervention. But right now, we're using a
lot of Florida Center for Reading Research, a lot of activities from that website. We're
looking into things like Wilson and Fundations. We don't have those kinds of things at
this point, but we're looking into different areas and trying to always kind of critique,
okay, what could we add, what could we modify, what could we take from this evidencebased intervention.
Drew stated:
We've also provided staff with a tool in the database, where we house vetted
interventions, Ryan along with our other school psychologist next door, they worked at
putting this together so if I say I've got a second grader, she's got an issue in phonics, you
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go to the reading folder, you go to phonics, you click on it. It lists you five sites or places
you can go and access that and hit print and you've got your research right there. Because
what we don't want is teachers’ cherry picking. ‘I saw this on Pinterest and I'm gonna try
It.’ ‘Well Pinterest had it, I'm gonna vet it.’ So, we want to direct them to places we know
have research behind it.
Collaboration on Curriculum Instruction and Assessment
Planning and collaboration time is scheduled into the calendar for teachers at Highland
Elementary School. Through grade level meetings and early release time, teachers are provided
the opportunity to collaborate on curriculum, instruction, and assessments. Early release time
occurs the 2nd and 4th Wednesday of every month. During this time, students are released 90
minutes early to provide teachers time to collaborate on curriculum, instruction, or assessment.
Grade level meetings occur bi-monthly for each grade level for a duration of approximately 90
minutes. During collaboration time, much collaboration occurs regarding curriculum and
instruction throughout the three Tiers. For Tier 1, a focus of instruction is on unpacking the
standards, helping teachers identify what students should know and be able to do after teaching
the standard. Teachers collaborate on-research-based instruction for Tiers 2 and 3. When asked
how Highland Elementary School teachers and staff use collaboration to discuss and learn from
each other about curriculum, instruction and assessment, Liz stated:
We've been growing in that area as well, with more collaborative meetings at the grade
level. And at the grade level meetings we're working on not looking at, ‘well, here's your
class' data versus your class' data, whose class is doing better?’ I think that we used to
look at grade level meetings like, ‘Oh, I'm going to get ranked and ordered somehow and
it's gonna be about me and what am I doing.’ And now we've really changed that
conversation to what are our kids doing and what do our kids need and how do we give
them what they need?
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Drew added the following about collaboration on curriculum instruction and assessment:
Right now, that's happening through our grade level data meetings that's being led by our
school psych and our interventionist, those specific conversations, and that’s what I
talked about the growth of the adult learners. That's where a lot of our teachers… they
didn't learn that stuff in college. And, for many of them, they went to college 20 years
ago and they certainly didn't learn it then. And, what I've seen is if you're not engaging
yourself in professional learning and you haven't done anything in the last two to three
years, you're completely outdated. That's how much education has changed.
Ryan expanded on how teachers collaborate by saying:
Using our data, our screening data to know, ‘Where is our need?’ ‘Is our need at a Tier 2
student level or Tier 3 student level?’ ‘Or is it a Tier 1?’ ‘In the classroom is 80% of the
students meeting benchmark?’ Because if we're looking at intervening with one student
and there's 12 students that are having the same difficulties, that's not an issue that we
need to focus on at an individual level. ‘So, what we've been doing, like we said, is
unpacking standards this is really driven through administration and through the
curriculum director that we're looking at that curriculum, but we've just started looking at
more of the impact reports through FastBridge which gives us the percentages [of
students that are at benchmark, strategic or intensive level], really that triangle of RtI,
looking at where is that movement going. ‘Are we having more kids move into that
proficiency level, or are we getting a little bit irregular and where that triangle's becoming
more upside down?’ So, it's really using our data and figuring out is it a Tier 1 issue, is it
not, and then really driving that curriculum. ‘Okay, let's go back to the standards.’ ‘What
standards are we not hitting?’ ‘What does it look like in your classroom?’ ‘How can we
make this better?’
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Collaboration on curriculum, instruction, and assessment also occurs through coaching
and modeling by the reading and math specialists. Coaching and modeling occurs if a teacher is
having difficulties in the areas of curriculum, instruction and/or assessment. Principal Drew
explained:
When you do your benchmark screening and you've got five kids in your class that aren't
there, ‘Why aren't they there?’ And, that's what the teachers weren't understanding how to
do. They didn't know how to diagnose and what to do once they determined, you know,
well it's a phonics issue. So, what we did is we partnered them with a reading specialist.
We took them [reading specialist] away from some of their pull-out time. We pushed that
other adult, the reading specialist into the classroom with the teacher for that reading
block. Now, the specialist was able to model for the adult. So, at first, we hid it under the
terms that well, they're a team teaching' support and the real reason was, we're there to
teach the adult how to teach. And, it was through that systematic instruction that the other
adult, the specialist, the one that's highly trained was providing the general teacher was
starting to realize, oh that's what I'm supposed to do or that's how you do a real book club
or that's what it means to further diagnose and then group kids according to this skill, this
skill and this skill. So, once that started to happen it kind of exploded. It really, started in
math at first, to be honest with you, and then it went over to reading and now we've got
our interventionists teamed with classroom teachers and the results that we're seeing right
now are phenomenal because we're changing the game.
Liz added the following about coaching:
Well, other than those meeting times, we've tried to do the on the side coaching when
we're in their [teachers] classrooms. So instead of just doing pull-out we do push in and
we're in the classrooms, a lot of times we'll say, to the kids even, this is teacher talk time.
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And we'll [coach and teacher] say, ‘Okay, did you notice how so and so did this and he
said that, but he did this, you know?’ Just that on the side coaching is what Shelly and I,
she's the math interventionist that does the most coaching, what we've noticed is the most
powerful is when you can refer back to those collaborative meeting times or you can refer
back to a conversation in a staff meeting or something, but you're actually seeing it, and
you could say, ‘See, that's what I told you about.’ And then they go, ‘Oh, I get it.’ So that
seems to be the most powerful learning that we've seen that moves teachers forward in
their understanding.
Professional Development
At Highland Elementary, professional development is ongoing. Some professional
development (PD) occurs during the early release time that occurs twice monthly, on the 2nd and
4th Wednesday of every month. Some PD occurs during grade level meetings, while other PD
occurs at intervals throughout the year, or during the summer. Also, mostly during the summer
months, individually, or collaboratively, teachers have the option of selecting professional
development activities they may need depending on their areas of challenges. In literacy,
teachers have had PD on best practices for administering FastBridge Assessments, how to
interpret assessment results and how to use the results for data driven instruction. They have
also had PD on how to diagnose students reading using Running Records. Additionally, PD has
occurred in the 10 essentials of literacy. The 10 essentials of literacy focus on 10 literacy
practices that can have a positive impact on literacy development in K-3 students.
In math, teachers have had PD in AVMR (Add + Vantage Math Recovery). AVMR
assists teachers in learning how to assess students in math concepts and guide teachers on
understanding how to make data-driven instructional decisions based on math assessment results.
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When asked about professional development activities teachers at Highland had or may have to
assist them in delivering research-based instruction and administering assessments, Drew
expressed:
There's a multitude of things. Mainly, a lot of it is our summer institute. Like AVMR.
Right now, we have 15 staff that have been trained in that program. We'll have I think 20
by the end of the summer just in this building. That is a research- based math program, I
call it a program, that has very systematic assessments. I would say the same thing with
reading instruction. We have PD around the 10 essentials of literacy, how to do running
records, I mean we’re doing a lot of that stuff with staff.
Ryan mentioned:
There's been a lot of professional development just through district-provided professional
development, through staff meetings that we've had. FastBridge, it's been more than just
doing it. It's easy to figure out how to administer the CBM measurements. It's really,
‘How do we use it?’ ‘What is this telling us?’ ‘How do we dive further into this to
actually guide instruction and guide our grouping?’ The PDs that FastBridge themselves
have brought up, we've had several webinars that we've been through FastBridge and
trying to understand how to use it better. They're also a new product, so they're constantly
getting some new reports and new things out there. So, we're kind of in communication
with them. They have a great support ticket. They get back to us within 10, 20 minutes
that we can get to ask questions, so constantly in communication with FastBridge. I've
pretty recently head to grad school so I've had a lot of experience with RtI, MTSS,
driving instruction through the MTSS model, so that's kind of what I like to do. And I've
been through a couple of PDs through my MASP which is, Michigan Association of
School Psychologists and how to use some of these data to use small groups.
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Liz added:
We made a transition to FastBridge this year. And we've done that work together. So,
learning how to do that and learning how to use that information has been ongoing
throughout the school year. Again, it's been us teaching ourselves through the online
system and all of that. But it's been growth. And then also just our Benchmark
Assessment system that we use and things like that. And we need to do more of that for
next year.
Also, professional development is planned in the future to strengthen teachers instructional
practice within their RTI program district wide. More professional development is planned in
math with for Add + Vantage Math Recovery (AVMR) Drew explained:
We have AVMR+ [Add +Vantage Math Recovery] training. We have the 10 essentials
and guided reading literacy. Those are two big ones. We have a work study for K3
teachers that are with Dr. Laura Tortarelli, I think that's how you say her name. We have
many internal PLC's where teachers are working on grade level curriculum and
assessments. We have staff going to Champs this summer.
Building Student Relationships
Building student relationships is an ongoing process at Highland Elementary School. It is
encouraged that teachers gain knowledge about each of their students’ home background
information, learning styles, academic strengths and challenges, and behavior strength and
challenges. Teachers also use strategies from the Performance Excellence for all Kids (PEAK)
model which includes systems that assist with students’ success in schools including building
relationships to increase learning by focusing on the six keys for increasing motivation and
achievement which includes: (a) providing mental and physical safety, (b) recognizing
successes, (c) providing a sense of love and belonging, through inclusion, respect and caring, (d)
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freedom and independence through providing students options to make choices, (e) providing
fun and enjoyment through engagement, and (f) valued purpose.
Liz commented on building student relationships by saying:
I think that classroom teachers see the power of class meetings and things like that. That's
something that we know a lot of in our district. Like people that have been in our district
for a while. We used to do the PEAK training and that's something that's huge with that
that relationship piece. So, a lot of our teachers have learned a lot about that value.
Ryan added the following concerning relationships with students:
To get output out of a student, you need to know the student. And one, to intervene with a
student on a level that we are going to make gains diagnostically, as part of the diagnostic
pieces, you gotta know your kids. When we have these meetings, let's say you're a parent,
the first question we ask is, "Do you agree? "Do you agree with this data?" Because we as
special staff who aren't with the students all the time, we're looking at a data piece, and
that's just one number. We make sure that teachers are aware of that. This may not
necessarily reflect what you see every day. They're [teachers] able to articulate the mood
that the kid was in on that day, the style that he reads, the style that she reads, all these
qualitative things that really make up that student on top of just this number that they're
reading from this number, and it's very apparent that teachers know that. They give me
specific characteristics of each of these kids. ‘Oh, yeah, we need to work on this because
when he comes in, he's looking irritated because he had a tough time getting into the
building’ ‘We know that this is what's gonna happen.’ So that relationship is key of
intervening and collecting valid data because if we don't know our students, we're not
gonna be able to read one piece of data and make a conclusion that really is the outcome
of what that kid really needs.
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Building Parent Relationships.
To build relationship with parents, some teachers use technology such as texting, face
timing and sending parents pictures to communicate strengths as well as challenges students may
have. Additionally, Highland Elementary has parent teacher conferences and sponsors parent
nights throughout the year in which parents attend fun engaging activities to assist in promoting
their child’s academic learning. Liz mentioned the following about building relationships with
parents:
I think that's an area that we could continue to grow in. I think that a lot of teachers,
though, are more open with parents than they ever have been just because of things like
texting and just the ease of taking a picture of something at recess and sending it to them.
You know, I saw a kindergartner having a flip out the other day and the mom and the
teacher were facetiming. So, she could talk to the teacher and facetime and then turn
around and see what the kid was actually doing because he was like, melting down. So, I
think technology has helped a lot with connection to parents. And then we have our Title
I parent nights and events throughout the school year. So, parents are used to coming here
for a lot of different academic and fun events. Our conference attendance is good. But I
think it's always something we could do better.
Another avenue used to build relationships with parents is through the Child Study
Process. When students need Tier 3 interventions and are brought through the Child Study
process parents are made aware of the student’s challenges, and the plan and strategies in place
to help the student reach grade level and are involved in the plan for improvement. Ryan added
the following when asked about structures that are in place to help classroom teachers build
relationships with parents:
Right now, that's part of the child study process…there's a section on the form [child study
template] that's a contact with parents, making sure that they're aware that we're moving
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forward to that Tier 3 level. We're encouraged, when we're developing any
intervention, to try to keep as much communication as we can if possible [with parents].
Also promoting more parental engagement is a grant that Highland Elementary received
known as The Systems of Care Grant which provides services for students and parents. The
Systems of Care Service is a service provided by the Federal Department of Human Services for
students who are at risk for abuse and neglect. The service helps build community partnerships
through building systems of support within the school setting to assist at risk students and
families with physical, mental, social, emotional and educational needs.
Drew continued about building parent relationships:
[Name of] County applied for the Systems of Care Grant. This year there's three pilot
sites and by next year there's gonna be seven. Eventually, it's gonna be all the schools in
the county. Basically, it's a five million dollar grant this year. We're gonna get to hire four
staff. It's partnered and run through Health West, So, we're gonna have a master level
clinician social worker here, we're gonna have a parent wraparound coordinator, a parent
advocate and a student advocate.
Ryan added on:
The Systems of Care that we're looking into for next year with Health West is a big step
forward. And it's a work in progress of constantly keeping in mind that we want to make
this a home-school partnership because if we're doing something here and it's not being
followed through at home, it's not going to be as effective if we can’t bridge that gap
between the two. I mean that issue comes up a lot as to, ‘Are parents aware of this?’ ‘Do
we know everything that we need to know?’ If we're targeting intervention and there's
some other factor that's involved, we may be missing the boat, so that's a huge factor. It's
constantly trying to, improve that communication piece.
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Other School-wide Structures that Support RTI
Participants noted other school-wide structures are making a difference in helping their
students succeed academically and behaviorally. Teachers are more willing to collaborate with
one another, visiting classrooms to learn more about what others are doing to help their students
succeed academically and behaviorally. There is more of a willingness to learn from the reading
and math specialist in addition to learning about Fastbridge, the new benchmark and progress
monitoring systems that were put in place at the beginning of the school year. In addition to
teacher’s having more of a willingness to learn, and a great community of teachers and parents.
When asked what else was making a difference with supporting their RTI process, Liz
expressed:
I think that we're just kind of knocking down the walls a little bit with the teachers that
used to be very closed. I would not feel comfortable walking into another teacher's
classroom because that's not my classroom and that's her classroom. And we've gotten to
where we are in each other's classrooms so much more. We're talking about what we do
in our classrooms a lot more. We're getting the negativity out of it and the competition
between adults out of it. And just doing more of the like, let's just get in there and figure
it out. So, I think we made a huge leap in that direction last year. So that's a good thing.
Ryan mentioned:
Just the willingness to learn. We have behavioral things going on where we're constantly
trying to intervene with students who have difficulty with behavior. Along with all those
other factors, we're making a huge progress in a new system [Fastbridge assessment and
progress monitoring] that's a huge area of learning that at the beginning of the year, we
didn't even know anything about. Through professional development, through continued
meeting, we're at a point where in these last meetings, we're coming to a meeting where
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everybody has a graph of data that's been collected over several weeks. And we have a
trend line, and we have a goal line, and we have a rate of improvement that tells us, okay,
what do we need to do. So, we have a lot more information to really understand and make
better decisions.
Principal Drew added the following about other factors contributing to making a difference
in Highland Elementary School’s RTI process:
We have a great community. Our parents trust us and it's a huge responsibility [educating
students academically and behaviorally]. I think our teachers are working very hard and
they're willing to recognize that they need to change and there's a willingness to get better.
Joy Elementary School RTI Program Profile
Background Information
Joy Elementary School is located within a district that consists of an elementary, middle
and high school. For the 2016-2017 school year, the district had a total population of
approximately 320 students. Joy Elementary is a Pre-Kindergarten through fifth grade school and
had a population of approximately 170 students 98% of whom qualified for free and reduced
lunch during the 2015-2016 academic school year in which they “beat the odds.” Joy
Elementary School was identified as beating the odds for progressing rapidly on their M-Step
scores and for outperforming their predicted performance based on students in poverty. Percent
of students proficient in all subjects on state tests went from 26% proficient in 2014-2015 to 36%
proficient in 2015-2016.
Three staff members participated in the interview process, including the principal,
(Melanie) Title 1 Reading Teacher (Sally), and a third-grade teacher/Literacy Coach (Cindy).
Tier 1: Core Curriculum and Assessment
When describing the multi-tiered systems of support within their RTI program at Joy
Elementary School, participants noted the core curriculum, Tier 1, is taught by the homeroom
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teacher. Each teacher is responsible for teaching both reading and math at grade level to their
own students in their classrooms. For reading, teachers use the CAFE System for instruction
when delivering Tier 1. The CAFE System and Daily 5 are used to teach whole group
instruction. With the CAFE System, during whole group, teachers use mini lessons to instruct
reading components including Comprehension (for comprehending text), Accuracy (for reading
words) Fluency (for reading with good rate, low errors and expression) and Expand Vocabulary
(to comprehend, speak and write new vocabulary words) The Daily 5 is the framework used to
structure the CAFE literacy time. During the Daily 5, students work towards their personalized
goals by working independently by choosing one of the following: (a) read to self, (b) work on
writing, (c) read to someone else, (d) listen to reading, and (e) complete word work activities in
spelling or vocabulary. As students are involved in these activities, the teacher provides small
group instruction based on student’s reading challenges. Melanie, the principal at Joy Elementary
School offered the following regarding the Reading and Math Tier 1 Core Curriculum:
The teachers do the instruction for Tier 1. For reading, we use the Daily 5 structure with
the CAFE strategies. All teachers have been trained by the sisters in Chicago [creators of
the Daily 5 CAFE]. The students are reading at their level, and they're pulled into strategy
groups or other groups based on how they respond [to mini lesson instruction] and they
also have mini lessons that are the focus for their grade level.
Cindy, 3rd grade teachers and Literacy Coach added:
Yeah, so I do Daily 5 and CAFE, so my ELA block is almost two hours. The structure is
the Daily 5, the CAFE is the instruction, so we do not use a Basal [reader]. The kids selfselect their books at their levels, so they're very motivated to read because they're
choosing what they want to read, rather than one-size-fits all. I do three focus lessons,
and I usually do a focus lesson on comprehension, and then they break out, and they get
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to choose the read to self, read to someone, work on writing, listen to reading. They get to
choose one of those. I bring them back, and we do Phonics First. So, we do an accuracy
strategy, like decoding. Phonics First is our phonics program that we use here, so I do
that whole group. And then they break out, and during these break outs, that's when I pull
in small groups, during that time. And so, then we come back again for our third focus
lesson, and that's usually either fluency or vocabulary, something along that lines, and
then they break out one more time. So that's my reading instruction.
Sally, the Title 1 Reading Teacher added:
We do Daily 5 with CAFE, which teaches the kids reading strategies. We listen to them
read and figure out what strategy would help them become a better reader, and we teach
that to them. We also teach it in the core, and we conference with each kid individually.
So, Tier 1 does that, and so does my tier. So, they're getting double to triple reading time.
All of teachers teach their Tier 1 math instruction. Teachers use the McGraw-Hill My
Math curriculum to teach their Tier 1 math. The curriculum is aligned with grade level
common core standards. One teacher at Joy Elementary also teaches the Daily 3 math
workshop, a framework for teaching math that attempts to engage students in learning
math concepts through digital and hands-on resources.
Melanie explained:
I have one teacher who does the Daily Three math. That is pretty much the same structure
as a mini lesson, and then the kids go out and they either do math by myself, math with
someone else, or math writing, which is word problems. We did have some curriculum
work done last summer to make sure the curriculum was aligned to K-5. And they're
using My Math, it's McGraw Hill, as their resource, and the curriculum kind of guides
them through that.
Cindy added the following about her Tier 1 math:
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Math, I do Daily 3, which is also the structure similar to Daily 5, where it's the I, we, you
model. so, I introduce the lesson, whole group, then they go out and either do math by
themselves, they do a problem of the day which is math writing, or they can do math with
someone, so it's math games. I Bring them back, we do math together, so it's usually
white board, manipulatives, that kind of thing. And again, they break out, to do different
rotations. They cannot do the same thing. And then they come back, and they do math.
So, it's-- yeah, they do it by themselves. Both math and reading are workshop level.
Sally added, “Okay. So, within that math, that's the same [as reading], also a classroom
teacher does the core, that Tier 1.”
Tier 2: Targeted Interventions
Joy Elementary School has a Title 1 Reading Teacher and a Title 1 Reading and Math
para-professional who assist students in Tier 2 reading who are at risk for reading failure.
For reading, Joy Elementary School has a 30-minute block of time dedicated daily at
each grade level for Tier 2 reading interventions. Both the classroom teacher, the Title 1 Reading
Teacher, and the Title 1 para-professional pull groups of students for Tier 2 phonics instruction
based on their areas of reading strengths and weaknesses. For other reading instruction, students
are pulled one-on-one. The goal is to pull students and work with all students one-on-one in an
effort to maximize their learning. Classroom teachers, the Title 1 Reading Teacher, and the
Reading para-professional do both push-in and pull-out during delivery of the students’
interventions. Melanie explained:
We have a Title 1 Reading Teacher and a Title 1 Math Teacher. Our Title 1 math teacher
works with small groups. Our Title 1 Reading Teacher conferences with students one-onone, but since we are a little bit behind in phonics... and, actually she's probably doing
more of the core right now because phonics is one of our weak points…they're doing
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groups in the phonics, so the Tier 2 would also be a para-pro pulling them one-on-one
and working with the sounds.
Cindy added:
So, Tier 2, we have the Title I Reading Teacher, Mrs. [Title 1 Reading Teacher] who
pulls groups to about three, four is the max number of students. We also have a paraprofessional that works with students. In the fall, they were doing more one-on-one
conferencing. They were all conferencing with the kids, trying to see where they were,
you know, doing the running records. I do all my assessments, so while I'm implementing
Daily 5, they're helping me by working with the kids one-on-one, and I'm pulling and
doing running records, that kind of thing. So, in the fall, that's the structure. But then,
once we identify those kids who really need that intense intervention, then I have a group,
and they each have groups too. So, no more than four-- and that's only for half the time.
Then she [Tile 1 Reading Specialist] does one-on-one intervention. I also do one-on-one
conferencing in the classroom with my kids. We really try to get that one-on-one. Really,
that is our target for next year too, one-on-one. No small groups. We want to really do
that one-on-one. But right now, I mean, I had some very low kids coming into third
grade, reading at the kindergarten, first grade level. There were so many of them, we had
to do smaller groups, because there's so many.
When asked to describe Tier 2 and how it’s implemented, Sally continued:
Well, the Title 1 team does that. Me, and I have some other help. I have a great para-pro,
it's just like having another teacher. She's very experienced. She's trained in all of our
programs. So, we're doing mostly one-on-one. Our goal is all one-on-one tutorials.
Tier 3: Intensive Interventions
If students are not making enough progress with catching up to grade level in reading
and/or math, after they have had Tier 2 instruction, many students receive Tier 3 instruction from
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their teachers, while some receive Tier 3 instruction from the Reading Specialist or Title 1 Parapro. When students have specials, such as Gym, Music or Art, Tier 3 students receive
differentiated instruction with the homeroom teacher. The teacher pulls the students two to three
times per week, depending on the student’s needs, for 30 minutes. Also, some students may
receive Tier 3 intervention with the Reading Specialist or Title 1 Para-pro and are pulled daily
for Tier 2, in addition to two to three times per week for 30 minutes for Tier 3. Principal
Melanie explained:
So, our intervention, it kind of takes a couple levels, but...the differentiation within the
classroom, the teachers do that. Our teachers, when they have gym, music, those are not
plan times for them. They get planning time at the end of the day, so they utilize that time
to do a lot of one-on-one tutoring with students or a very small group, up to three. I never
have seen more than three students in a group. And that is for both reading and math.
Cindy confirmed:
I do the Tier 3 two to three times a week. They have specials, and so I actually take them
out of their special because it is supposed to be an additional 30 minutes outside of core.
And that's hard--when I'm teaching full time. So, we actually stay with our kids. That's
not a release time for us teachers. So, we pull those kids one-on-one and do Tier 3 with
them.
Sally expressed:
We have students who might see me a couple times for reading in a day. That's the goal.
We've had a lot of gaps. We've made a lot of changes in the last two years. So, the
reading data this year is exciting.
Assessments and Movement Between Tiers
Teachers at Joy Elementary School administer the Northwest Evaluation Association
(NWEA) Assessments in reading and math to determine whether students are at grade level at
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the beginning of the year. The NWEA assessments are adaptive assessments, in which questions
adapt according to how well or how poorly a student answered previous questions. The NWEA
assessments have a skills checklist for both reading and math. The skills checklist helps teachers
identify exactly where students are having difficulties and which skills students should receive
progress monitoring on. For reading, in addition, to assessing students using NWEA, students
also receive a one-on-one Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) The DRA is a one-on-one
diagnostic assessment that assesses students in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency and
comprehension. The DRA assessment occurs once a year at the beginning of the school year
after the NWEA assessments, so teachers can identify again, exactly which skills students are
having difficulties in based on their NWEA reading results. Students receive interventions based
on their identified needs from the reading assessments. Through monthly data review meetings
which consist of the teacher, principal, Title 1 teacher, and support staff, decisions on how and
when students move between tiers is determined.
Melanie stated the following about assessments:
We do the initial assessment with everyone for NWEA, and we look at the NWEA
assessment, but we also utilize the DRA assessment for reading to look more intensively
at reading and to see exactly what each child does. Each child does get a DRA at the
beginning of the school year. Also, with the NWEA, they have skills checklists at the
lower levels, so our Title 1 teacher has done word families or different areas, because the
skills checklist will just test the kids on word families or just test the kids on vowel
digraphs. So, then she can hon in further to see exactly what they need.
Cindy added:
NWEA is what we use, and that is K12. We do it fall, winter, spring. And in the fall, we
have cutoff points where they receive Title services, so if they don't meet a certain
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expectation, then that's where they are. We also look at the DRA levels and the reading
inventories. They're called Informal Reading Inventories. We do those [in grades] three
through five…we give them a book that they try to read. We do running record on the
actual book. We don't just give them a passage to read, they have to read a book. And so,
it kind of also does the concepts of print for the lower grades.
Sally expressed:
So, what we do is we use a diagnostic, NWEA and other criteria, to decide not just one
piece of data, but several triangulated data to identify students who we need to do
interventions with. We use diagnostic for phonics, for reading, for math. That's different,
I can't really speak too much to math because I just do reading. There's another person for
math. So, using the diagnostic, we identify where the need is, and that's at the level we
intervene. For example, in phonics, if they don't get the diagrams, we have a diagnostic
that tells us that, and then we do one-on-one interventions for that student, which is
exactly what they're missing.
Once a month, a data review team meets at Joy Elementary for students. The data team
consists of the student’s teacher, the principal, Title 1 reading teacher, Title 1 para-pro, social
worker, and/or psychologist. During the meeting, student’s NWEA assessment results, progress
monitoring assessment data, and DRA data results are collected and brought to the meeting to
discuss growth or lack of growth in reading. NWEA assessment results are collected for math.
During these meetings, the data is analyzed, and decisions are made to move students in and out
of Tiers 2 and 3.
When asked how and when it was determined that a student should move between tiers,
Melanie explained:
Monthly, we have data review meetings. So, in our monthly data review meetings it's the
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grade level, Title 1, I'm a part of those. We try to include the ISD support staff. So, like a
social worker, you know, school psychologist, in as many of those meetings as we can,
and then we try and problem-solve, figure out, ‘Okay, what needs to come next for this
student?’
Cindy said the following when asked about determining when students move between Tiers:
Progress monitoring. So, we have, for those lower readers, the DRA, so they get tested on
that. We also use A to Z books, and so there is a progress monitoring. There's a runningrecords in that as well…. and we've talked about it [movement between tiers] at data
review meetings as well.
Sally added:
We have criteria. We were just talking about that. It's easier in math because they can hit
it [criteria] exactly. But it's developmental. We have enough resources between me and
the classroom teacher and Mrs. [Title 1 Para-pro], three people for an hour to meet a lot
of needs. So, it's like we have criteria where we identify Title 1 kids, and at the end of the
year, we write reports on them, and we say how much they've learned and everything.
When they hit a grade level reading, like boom they get it, we don't see them anymore
because we don't need to.
Research-Based Instruction
Phonics, chunking (breaking words into parts to sound out) and syllabication (dividing
words into syllables) are the research-based strategies used at Joy elementary to assist reading
with lower elementary K-3 students. These strategies are components of the Phonics First
curriculum which uses research-based reading strategies that are taught in a systematic way for
reading words (decoding) and spelling words (encoding). A reading strategy known as cognitive
flexibility is also used to help students become better readers. Cognitive flexibility helps children
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think about something in a new way. For example, in reading, using cognitive flexibility can
help students understand how the letter /p/ in both purse and pneumonia are different, and how
the /bat/ has different meanings but is spelled the same. This strategy is used in both math and
reading.
Strategy groups are also used in reading at Joy Elementary. Students are placed in their
groups according to the reading challenges they may have with a decoding and/or
comprehension reading strategy. Also, with the CAFE reading curriculum during Tier 1,
students are involved in reading to self and reading to others, which provides more reading time
and the ability for students to think more about their reading using metacognition during reading.
Cindy stated:
Well, we've been using Phonics First. And so, we're really getting that syllabication and
chunking. And there's also, oh, gosh, it's called Cognitive…I don't know. Mrs. Kracker
[Title 1 Reading Teacher] knows the exact name of it, and that's what she does one-onone, is getting those kids to use multi-sensory when they're reading, to use different
strategies for that comprehension. But she's doing that, whereas I actually do strategy
groups. So let's say you may be reading a seventh- grade level, and he's reading first
grade level, but you both need, let's say, a strategy of inferring, like inferencing. So that's
where I will come in. So very much differentiated, like not one kid is reading the same
book.
Sally added:
I learned a new comprehension intervention. So, I've been doing that. It's called
Cognitive Flexibility. It helps kids think about sound and meaning at the same time.
Because we have a lot of word callers. Blah, blah, blah, blah, they read, read, read, and
then they don't know what they read. So, we’re working on that, so that's in our future big
time. Of course, we do the phonics, which is research based. Yeah, with the CAFE
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doubling and tripling their reading time, always when you're doing a conference, one-onone tutorial, you're talking about metacognition. That's what all the reading strategies are.
And that's what we're talking about. Like, does that make sense?

Collaboration on Curriculum Instruction and Assessment
Collaboration amongst teachers and other staff regarding curriculum, instruction and
assessment occurs in several ways at Joy Elementary School. The collaboration occurs through
monthly data review meetings and monthly PLC’s.
For data review meetings, upon teacher recommendations, students who are at risk for
reading or math failure are discussed in an effort to provide effective instruction and assessments
focusing on improved learning. The PLC’s lasts approximately 90 minutes and consists of
teaching staff, support staff, paraprofessionals, and principal. Some agenda items are recurring
while other agenda items vary. Curriculum mapping with both reading and math has occurred
during the PLC’s. With curriculum mapping, the safety net standards for both reading and math
are identified. These are the grade level standards identified as most important for students to
master. In addition to the safety net standards, other skills and content to be taught at each grade
level is planned and written out. The content and skills are aligned with common core standards
assisting in helping teachers teach grade level content as well as helping students learn grade
level content. Additionally, the assessments used for each subject per content area and grade
level are identified during curriculum mapping to help determine if students are mastering or
having challenges with learning certain concepts.
The PLC’s collaboration is ongoing regarding Cross Curricular Cohesion, which is
teachers’ discussions on what students should learn prior to attending their next grade.
Collaboration on Cross Curricular Cohesion helps minimize learning gaps when students are
promoted to their next grade level.
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When asked how the teachers at Joy Elementary collaborate on best instructional
practices, Melanie said the following:
Yep, so definitely during data review meetings. We also have PLC meetings, which is
kind of like a staff meeting, but we try to take care of housekeeping the first 20 minutes,
and then the rest of the time, we do use it more of a, you know, looking at school-wide
systems and things that we need to fix school-wide. We also have an early literacy coach
from the ISD that works with us part-time, and Mrs. [teachers name], that you met, is
another early literacy coach who works with the K, [kindergarten] 1 [first] and 2nd grade
teachers, so a lot of collaboration goes on there, as well.
Cindy mentioned:
We have data review meetings monthly, where it's Title 1, myself, there's special-ed in
there, the principal, and we discuss at-risk kids. Me, being the literacy coach, it works
out. We're collaborating [during PLC’s] and coming together to create literature like
lessons, and K-5, the collaboration, that's been increasing throughout the years. There's
not that disconnect anymore between us. We are a very, very small school, so there is
only one of each grade level. We don't plan together, but we are coming together to
collaborate to do a cross-curricular cohesion. We have what's called safety net standards,
which we look at those as well. And we had math curriculum, we had mapping for that.
We have the mapping for the ELA. So that’s kind of the expectation.
Sally added:
We have PLCs and sometimes in Tier 2 and 3, I will see a hole or something like I did in
phonics, and then we'll bring it up at PLC’s, and we'll get a plan. Like everyone needs to
do Phonics First and everyone needs to get trained again. Some of us were trained years
ago, so might need more training, you know, brush up. So, for example, the kindergarten
teacher never was really trained, but we have videos we can watch that we paid for that
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are webinars. So, her and I are going to watch layer one together, and as we're watching
it, we're going to say what would the interventions look like for this. What would the
diagnostic [tool] be?

Professional Development
At Joy Elementary, professional development is ongoing. For example, teaching staff has
had professional development to assist them in gaining more knowledge about the core
curriculum in reading. Professional development occurs through teachers attending outside
educational workshops, and educational specialists attending the schools and conducting
workshops. Some professional development occurs during the monthly PLC’s when the Title 1
Reading Specialist and the Reading Coach present information to staff to assist with effective
teaching. Professional development around the Daily 5 CAFÉ and Phonics First has
significantly improved support for students in the reading curriculum. The entire staff at Joy
Elementary attended the Daily 5 CAFE workshops presented by two sisters, Gail Boushey and
Joan Moser, the creators of the Daily 5 CAFE reading framework. Melanie stated the following
about professional development:
Our whole staff did go see the sisters in Chicago, and then one of the things that we're
striving for next year is to work towards having, like with the early literacy coach, maybe
talking about the things that we're doing in Daily 5, digging deeper and working more
collaboratively with those things for Daily 5 and CAFE. One of the things, too, for
professional development is Phonics First. Phonics First is one of those initiatives that we
started, and we know we need to get better at, so we had a trainer come in this year to
model in classes. We have videos that the teachers watched and that they're going to rewatch together with the Title 1 teacher. We're going to bring in someone for professional
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development in August for Phonics First for the day, and then I'm also going to write into
the grant that she come back and coach throughout the school year.
Cindy added:
We are very blessed to have lots of professional development, yes. Well, with the
Phonics First, because that is one of our interventions. It's not only our core, but it is an
intervention because of the decoding. So, we had coaches come in to help.
Sally mentioned:
Our PD, it's initiatives that came from what we were finding in the data and it continues.
It doesn't come and go. It's an expectation and supported by the administration. They do
walk throughs, they support. It's like people have time to learn it, and they had a hand in
deciding it. And all our RTI are our initiatives. It's based on the core. If that makes sense.
GrapeSEED is an English Learning program that teachers have had professional
development in to assist in teaching students who are English Language Learners. The program
helps ELL students become proficient in speaking and reading English.
Melanie mentioned:
We have a GrapeSEED program in K, 1-2, which is oral language acquisition, so it's
really good for our Hispanic population, our ELL students, that is how that was
implemented, as well. We just implemented that this year, and we were trained in August
and then the trainer came back a couple times throughout the year to give them feedback.
She did a half-day PD with them and then gave them feedback again.
Cindy added:
K-2 does what's called GrapeSEED, and that's an intervention for language learners,
which we have a huge population of ELL students, and they have had a tremendous
amount of professional development with that. So, we have people from the company
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come and actually model lessons. We had a three-day training in the fall, but they've been
coming throughout the year as well, and that's K-2.
When asked about upcoming professional development that’s planned in the future to
strengthen instruction and learning, Principal Melanie offered:
We're doing the Capturing Kids' Hearts in the fall right before school starts. Capturing
Kids' Hearts is something that our superintendents' very passionate about, so she makes
sure that we keep getting professional development in that. We're doing Phonics First
right before school starts, and then the teachers could get the coaching throughout the
school year. The other PD that...we just need to be intentional as a staff and work
together and collaborate about is the Daily 5. There really isn't coaching that I know, per
se, that go with that, so making that more intentional as a staff that we talk about it and
collaborate about those strategies.
Building Student Relationships
Joy Elementary School has adopted a program called Capturing Kids’ Hearts, which
focuses on building healthy relationships between teachers, students and parents. Capturing Kids
Hearts assists teachers in managing their classrooms and decreasing disruptive behaviors and
discipline issues. Additionally, with the Capturing Kids’ Hearts program, teachers use strategies
to help build classroom relationships and build classroom community to help create a safe
learning environment for students. Cindy commented on building student relationships by
saying:
It's the capturing their hearts before their heads. That is our motto. We always start our
day-well, I shake their hands and say, ‘Hi’, but we always start with good things. So, I play
the Pharrell song "Happy," and during that song, they always share something good in
their life, and you learn a lot. I share too. Like I tell them they're my kids. I see them more
than my own kids a day, so yep, it's nice.
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Sally added:
Well we have an initiative called Capturing Kids' Hearts, and we get PD on that every
summer. This is everybody, bus drivers, lunch people, everybody. That's our philosophy.
If you capture their heart, you capture their head. No learning can occur without rapport.
And we treat each other that way. We shake each other's hands before every meeting.
They're [administration] really good to us too. They appreciate us, they feed us if we stay
for conferences. That's how they build rapport with the staff, but among the classroom
too. Every morning, the teachers greet the students, every day, shake their hands, say,
‘Good morning.’
Building Parent Relationships
Communication with parents is an ongoing process at Joy Elementary, for example,
strategies from The Capturing Kids’ Heart initiative are used by staff to build relationships with
parents. Teachers make phone calls to parents for both positive and negative behaviors.
For student achievement purposes, teachers collaborate with students and assist them
with creating goals for themselves based on their NWEA assessment results in both reading and
math. During conferences, students’ goals and projected growth are shared with their parents so
that parents can assist their child in achieving the goals. Also, parent workshops occur
throughout the year to help educate parents on what their child is learning within the school
curriculum, as well as strategies parents can use at home to assist their children with learning at
school.
Additionally, many opportunities are created for parental involvement purposes. For
example, the Books and Breakfast occurs once a year where parents have breakfast at school
with their child and both the student and the parent/s read to each other. The Princess Ball is
another annual initiative. For the Princess Ball, female students invite a very important person in
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their lives to attend a formal ball with dancing and eating. Melanie said the following about
building parent relationships:
The relationships with parents is really through our reflection process, too. If teachers
send a kid out just to reflect about behavior, they're to make a phone call home to kind of
keep that connection together. I do know that teachers make positive phone calls, as well.
We have a lot of events for our parents. Just last night we had…we called it a Princess
Ball, and they [students] could bring their VIP, their very important person. You know, I
didn't want to just make it daddy-daughter. So that way kids from poverty can take an
uncle, you know. At parent-teacher conferences, our teachers talk to parents about the
level [reading and math] that they [students] are at. They [teachers] do goal-setting with
the students based on NWEA, and then they talk to the parents about what the student
said they need to work on in order to reach that projected growth. They know what their
projected growth is and what they need to do in order to get to that projected growth.
Cindy offered:
Again, it's that Capturing Kids' Hearts. So, as soon as a parent walks in, there is a
handshake, there is the phone call, collaboration phone calls. We get parents here in the
fall. We do lots of different evening events. Think I've already done, like, nine this year.
Between conferences we have, like, fall festivals, we have carnival, we have reading
nights, you know, all kinds of different things to get the parents here and make them feel
welcome. And to educate them. That's the parent workshops, yeah. We just had Books
and Breakfast, so the parents came and had breakfast and read books with the kids, and
with this new reading, third grade reading bill, and the home reading plans that are
coming up, we have to have a lot of parent education.
Sally added:
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Well on the parental level, we do a lot, like they just had the Princess Dance, and they did
the Breakfast with Books, and we're seeing a real increase in parental involvement
because the kids want to come, and they bug their parents. We feed them, we eat
together, we do things like that. There's always a snack or something.

Other School-wide Structures that Support RTI
Participants noted other school-wide structures that helped support RTI and student
achievement. One being Whole Brain Teaching. Whole Brain Teaching is a system of methods
used to increase student engagement and centers around how the brain is designed to learn. The
strategies used for teaching include: (a) an attention getter, (b) five classroom management rules,
(c) classroom engagement game to keep students on task, and (d) students teaching each other
concepts verbally through movement or through other sensory after teacher does a mini lesson on
a concept.
The school environment at Joy Elementary is one in which teachers feel supported. The
principal strongly supports literacy initiatives, and teachers feel a part of the decision-making
process. Many times, this process is bottom-up decision making not solely top-down decision
making. Melanie expressed the following after asking what else is making a difference with
helping students at Joy Elementary Beat the Odds:
I also think Whole Brain Teaching, and all our staff has been trained in that, as well. We
had a training this year with that. I've tasked my early literacy coach, because she is a
fabulous Whole Brain teacher. I've tasked her with going into K,1-2 and helping them
[teachers] do Whole Brain Teaching strategies in their classroom. So, every classroom
has the same rules, the same five rules. I've heard from substitutes that they love that
because it doesn't matter what classroom they're in, the rules are the same.
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Sally mentioned:
Well I think the biggest difference, one huge difference, is that we have an administration
that understands literacy development. It's a passion of [principal], so she supports it, it's
a passion of mine. Because every idea I've had, they've [teachers and administrators]
supported. I know they appreciate it. It's like whatever you need. I'm like, ‘Can't we get
some graphic novels for the summer?’ ‘Yep, whatever you need’, They're putting their
money in the right spot. instead of in initiatives we will never use, and that's huge too.
Cindy added on:
I'd say that a lot of our decisions are not top down, they're, you know, bottom up. We
have a lot of input in what we do within our classroom, and school wide. We have huge
support from administration. I think that's huge.
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CHAPTER V
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
The purpose of this multiple case study research was to describe and interpret
how the RTI process in four high-poverty elementary schools is helping them beat the
odds. For my research method, I used purposeful selection to obtain a sample population
of principals and teachers from high-poverty elementary schools who attributed their
beating the odds status in part to their RTI process. The setting took place at four highpoverty Midwestern elementary school sites with a sample population of 12 participants
(three per school), including a principal per school in addition to five teachers, a Title
One Reading Teacher, a Reading Specialist and a Psychologist from the various schools.
Analyzing the data in each school profile entailed aligning common subsections
about each school, reducing the data into meaningful segments and assigning names for
the segments known as coding. During the coding process, I “winnowed” the data, by
taking out information not needed, only using codes that related to each other. I used
names that came from the exact words of the participants in the study. Marshall and
Rossman (2016) advocate, “While coding, the researcher develops conceptual categories
and explores their definitions and meanings” (p. 222). I wrote notes about thoughts and
ideas, as I went through the process of coding. Memoing allowed me to stay focused on
the analysis process and was helpful with analyzing and interpreting the data.
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I proceeded by reducing the codes into themes, which will be used to help write
the analysis results of my study. Creswell (2013) recognized that themes in qualitative
research are large groups of information that consist of several codes assembled to form a
common idea. The process also involved recognizing patterns noticeable in the setting
and communicated by participants.
Reviewing and comparing the detailed data on multiple occasions during data
analysis helped with validating the data. Creswell (2013) recognized with detailed
descriptions, the researcher empowers readers to transmit information to other settings
and to determine whether the findings can be transferred because of shared
characteristics.
Themes and Subthemes
Table 2 summarizes the top themes and subthemes that emerged from the data
collected and analyzed from participants within these four schools. The following
sections describes the major themes and subthemes from the data collected from the
participants.
Theme (1.0): Homeroom Teachers were Passionate about Teaching their Own
Students for Tier 1 to Ensure Quality Reading and Math Instruction
Within the RTI process, in three of the four beating the odds schools, it was
important that classroom teachers taught their own students the core curriculum.
Participants shared how teachers held themselves responsible for their students’ learning
within Tier 1 instruction. There appeared to be a sense of accountability for ensuring the
core curriculum was taught so that gaps in learning could be quickly identified.
Three out of four schools showed that teachers were committed to ensuring they
taught the core curriculum to their own students because it was important for them to
deliver that first good instruction, providing strategies that helped minimize learning
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barriers. At one school, Highland Elementary, all teachers were responsible for teaching
their students Tier 1 instruction with the exception of the first-grade teachers who were
departmentalizing. Additionally, during instruction in Tier 1, teachers who taught their
own students seemed to enjoy the flexibility of presenting the curriculum in a meaningful

Table 3
Themes and Subthemes
1.0: Homeroom teachers were passionate about teaching their own students for
Tier 1 to ensure quality reading and math instruction
2.0: The Workshop Model is a common framework used for Tier 1 reading instruction
2.1 Identifying students’ reading levels as part of a workshop component engages
students in the learning process and increase learning
3..0: Each schools’ Tier 2 Instruction was delivered daily within small groups mostly by the students’
homeroom teacher
3.1 Schools had at least a 30-minute designated block of time designated daily to
deliver Tier 2 targeted small group instruction
4.0: Tier 3 students are assisted by a collaborative team of educational professionals
5.0 Tier 3 is typically delivered by a math and/or reading interventionist or specialist within the school
6.0: The Coaching Model for teacher learning appeared to be a very critical factor to help teachers
deliver both reading and math instruction for Tiers 1-3
7.0: Professional development focused on professional staff and improving teachers’ practices for
increasing student learning
7.1: School leaders focused on transforming professional development learning into action.
7.2: Much work completed at each school around what to teach and how to teach standards at each
grade level within Tier 1.
8.0: Triangulated assessment data results were used to determine movement in and between Tiers
8.1: Continuous documenting and monitoring of progress occurs to determine how much students are
learning
9.0: Time is scheduled into school calendars for professional learning communities for teachers to
learn and collaborate on curriculum, instruction and assessment for improved learning for students
10.0: There was a focus on using research-based instructional strategies mostly in reading to assist in
increasing students’ academic skills
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11.0: Teachers created a sense of community within their classrooms where students feel a sense of belonging
12.0: Teachers felt happy, appreciated and supported by administration for their efforts in increasing students’
learning
13.0: Each school had certain unique practices, in addition to their RTI components, that may be helping them
beat the odds

manner, engaging their students in the learning process, while identifying students who
needed more assessing and intervention.
As examples, Olivia a 1st grade teacher at Florence Elementary, explained her
teaching process through Tier 1 and the need to constantly assess and instruct while
teaching Tier 1: “The tier one is implemented by myself. And, starts out with our daily
class activities and our daily assignments, and myself going through those and looking
for students who are struggling and may need some extra support.” Charlotte, a 3rd grade
teacher at Florence Elementary, voiced the importance of her teaching Tier 1 curriculum:
“Tier 1 is me, always, because I deliver the first good instruction and then go from there
once I formulate the assessment piece.” Jane, a 3rd grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary,
reinforced how Tier 1 works saying:
I’m the homeroom teacher for my class. Our reading is a workshop style. We have
MAISA units that we have downloaded, and we use those as our guidance. We use the
everyday math curriculum, and again I teach that to the whole group.
Melanie, the principal at Joy Elementary, explained the following about Tier 1: “The
teachers definitely do the instruction for their Tier 1. For reading, we use the Daily Five structure
with the Café strategies. - All teachers have been trained by the sisters in Chicago.”
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At Sunshine Elementary teachers and staff want students to feel they belong to a caring
loving community which they can thrive academically, socially and behaviorally within their
classrooms and within the school environment. Some strategies used to assist with building a
positive environment include: (a) allowing students to take on responsibilities within the
classroom, (b) teaching students how to work together in groups with partners and within teams,
and (c) using community circles for students to share information with one another.

Theme (2.0): The Workshop is a Common Framework used for Tier 1 Reading Instruction
Three out of the four schools that participated in the study use the workshop framework
for reading instruction, and one of these three, Joy Elementary, uses the workshop framework for
both reading and math. The typical format of a workshop framework includes: (a) a mini lesson
less than 10 minutes in which the teacher explicitly teaches and models a reading skill, (b)
students independently working with skill taught during mini lesson, (c) individual and/or group
conferencing by the teacher during student independent work time, and (d) whole group time
where collaboration occurs to close the workshop.
While teachers at Sunshine, Highland and Joy Elementary Schools use the workshop
framework, some components of the workshop are carried out differently. Teachers at Joy
Elementary use the Daily 5 within their workshop model, and during student independent time,
students are (a) reading to self, (b) working on writing, (c) reading to someone else, (d) listening
to reading, and (e) completing word work activities in spelling or vocabulary. Sunshine and
Highland Elementary use MAISA’s units of study workshop, and when students are working
independently, they are specifically thinking about, focusing, and working on the skill taught
during the mini-lesson. For example, if in a mini lesson a teacher is teaching the skill of inferring
during reading, when the mini lesson is completed, students work on reinforcing their knowledge
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of inferring. Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine elementary explained why she sees it as
effective workshop model:
Okay. So, we do the reading workshop and the writing workshop, which is myself, and I
have 22 first graders, which I love the reading and writing workshop because of the fact
that it's kind of at their own pace on their own level. They get to choose books that are at
their level, that they can read, that they feel successful with.
Jane, a grade 3rd teacher at Sunshine elementary explained:
Our reading is a workshop style. We have MAISA units that we have downloaded, and we use
those as our guidance. I’ll read from a mentor text, teach a mini lesson, and then the kids choose
books at their own level in which to practice their reading and implement whatever mini lesson I
was modeling for them.
Principal Drew at Highland Elementary school explained the following about Tier 1 reading
curriculum:
I'm gonna call it kind of a hybrid. We do not have any canned curriculum whatsoever.
Most of what we have we've borrowed and then re-written. You know, we do use the
MAISA units. We do follow workshop model.
Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher and Literacy Coach at Joy Elementary explained her reading and math
workshop model:
Yeah, so I do Daily 5 and CAFE, so my ELA block is almost two hours. The structure is
the Daily 5, the CAFE is the instruction, so we do not use a basal. For Math, we do Daily
3, which is also the structure, similar to Daily 5, where it's the I, we, you model. so, I
introduce the lesson, whole group, then they go out and either do math by themselves.
They do a problem of the day which is math writing, or they can do math with someone,
so it's math games. Bring them back, we do math together, so it's usually white board,
manipulatives, that kind of thing. And again, they break out, do a different-- they have to
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do different rotations. They cannot do the same thing. And then they come back and they
do math.
Florence Elementary School does not use a workshop model for their reading curriculum
and instruction, and instead uses a basal reader for their reading instruction which are textbooks
that are grade level specific for each grade and has limited resources to enhance students’ ability
to increase reading levels at his/her own rate. Emma, principal of Florence Elementary School
explained what led her staff to implement a basal reader series:
We, in the last five years, have adopted curriculum that meets the common core state
standards. We adopted that curriculum with lots of input from staff and we moved from
having nothing. Our reading series was 20 years old, so teachers had put that by the
wayside and everybody was doing something different. Teachers were ready to be on
board with a common curriculum that is research based and we use Reading Wonders for
our reading program, which is a comprehensive ELA program.
Subtheme 2.1: Identifying students’ reading levels as part of a workshop component
engages students in the learning process and increases learning. The data collected during
interviews indicated the importance of ensuring teachers have identified students’ reading levels
and that students are well aware of what book level they can independently read. Identifying
students’ reading levels could be a component of the reading workshop framework. Two teachers
mentioned that when students know what their reading levels are, and practice reading at their
independent reading levels, this helps motivate students to increase their reading levels and
improve their reading. Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher Joy Elementary, said the following about her
Tier 1 reading block during workshop, “The kids self-select their books at their levels. So,
they're very motivated to read, because they're choosing what they want to read, rather than one
size fits all.”
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Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary, mentioned how having students
read at their independent reading levels as an extension of Reading Workshop has helped
her students:
I sent books home with every one of my students at the level [reading] that they
were at from their running records and sent a note with it saying this is where
your student is. What I'd like you to do is read these books with your student
every day. When you think your student is very good at these books, send them
back, I will read it with them and see if they can move up a level. I have some
kids who have totally embraced that. A group of three boys specifically, who are
very competitive and are all kind of at the same level, so it has been so fun to
watch these boys say, ‘Okay I just passed this level, what level are you at?’
Liz, a reading specialist at Highland Elementary, helped support the importance of students
reading at their reading levels. When asked what other strategies help to support their RTI
program, Liz answered:
Something that they're [teachers] working on, is leveling the kids and they know where
their kids should be and they’re working on getting them Just Right books in their book
bags and things like that, for reader's workshop.
Theme (3.0): Each School’s Tier 2 Instruction was Delivered Daily within Small
Groups, Mostly by the Students’ Homeroom Teacher
Participants from all schools noted that within their Tier 2 students are provided
small group differentiated instruction in either reading, math, or both. These students are
not at grade level in the areas of reading and/or math and need to “catch up” with
students in Tier 1 who are at grade level. For these small group instruction, students are
placed in groups and all students within the group are identified as having similiar
learning gaps within either reading, math, or both subjects.
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Such Tier 2 instruction occurs during reading workshop, reading block, math
block or during some other time outside of reading and math block. Classroom teachers
did the bulk of their Tier 2 instruction with the exception of one school, Joy Elementary,
within which a Title 1 reading teacher and Title 1 para-pro did much of the Tier 2
instruction at each grade level. Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary, said the
following:
So, I take a small group out, the other first grade teacher takes a small group out, one of
our aides takes a small group out, and then another one of our aides, so it's four of us all
for this half hour, which is really nice.
Liz, the reading specialist at Highland Elementary, added the following about their Tier 2:
Instead of the older model that we followed for several years of just pulling kids out to do
intervention with them, we're asking the teachers to do a lot more in their classroom. And
looking at the teacher as the interventionist. The interventionists do provide support
during the WIN time.
Emma, the principal at Florence Elementary, said the following about Tier 2 instruction:
“The lowest kids [in Tier 2] always work with a teacher, versus in the past, we've always had the
lower kids work with para-pros.”
Subtheme 3.1: All schools had at least a 30-minute daily designated block of
time to deliver Tier 2 targeted small group instruction. To minimize the chance of
students moving to Tier 3 and maximizing students’ opportunity to solely receive
instruction in Tier 1, a designated block of 30 minutes was set aside daily for all Tier 2
strategic students at risk for reading and/or math failure. Charlotte, a 3rd grade teacher at
Florence Elementary, said the following about their Tier 2 instruction:
We all have that 30 minutes, we call it JRIT - Just Right Instructional Time - for our
students. There are some grade levels working on more the math stuff; that particular
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grade level may have more struggle in that area, but for me, we do 30 minutes of reading
every day in small groups.
Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary expressed:
Tier 2 is when we pull some of our kids out. I do a Tier 2 reading group in the morning
for 30 minutes. We have it all blocked into our schedule, which is very nice and its very
important when you're doing RTI to have it all scheduled in, or it kind of falls by the
wayside.
Drew, the Principal of Highland Elementary explained how their Tier 2 works.
Tier 2 can be a classroom teacher, in a lot of cases because we have WIN time with
whatever I need. So, by grade level it fluctuates. Right now, in fourth grade everybody is
focused on math. Third grade right now there are reading and math groups. but there is
somewhere in the 30-minute intervention block daily where every kid goes somewhere.
Theme (4.0): Tier 3 Students are Assisted by a Collaborative Team of Educational
Professionals
If a student continues to have difficulties learning in Tier 2, in all four schools, the
struggling student is referred to each school’s intervention team. In addition to teachers, and the
principals, the intervention teams consist of the specialized educators such as social workers,
school psychologists, reading specialists, math specialists, and special education teachers,
resource room teachers and Title 1 teachers.
Each intervention team develops individualized learning plans for Tier 3 students and
meets regularly to discuss progress or lack of progress with students, monitoring their learning.
Participants from all four schools discussed how their intervention team works. Bob, the
principal at Sunshine Elementary, explained:
If you're talking about going into that blend of Tier 2/Tier 3 of the special ed, that
goes through a committee, which is our Student Intervention Team, SIT
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Committee. That happens once a month, so we meet once a month about those
kids and discuss.
Ryan, the psychologist at Highland Elementary, explained how students are identified as Tier 3
students:
So, we have different things going on at the same time based off of what teachers select
out of the intervention drive, and we progress monitor through that. And usually, if we're
not seeing that success and we're moving towards that Tier 3 level, we have a child study
process that we [Child Study Team] look at individual students who are not making gains
that we'd like. And we develop more of an individualized plan for that student, whether it
needs to be intensifying intervention, putting some sort of additional component to it,
seeing an interventionist with a more leveled literacy.
Emma, the principal at Florence Elementary, stated:
We have what we call an Instructional Consultation Team called ICT and that's a team
that we meet twice a week. It has teachers, our school psychologist is on that team, our
social worker is on that team, our resource room teacher is on that team, and I'm on the
team. It's a nice mix of special ed folks, gen ed folks, administrator. We've had a lot of
training on how to assess students to try to see where that breakdown is, to really look at
what they can do to see where the breakdown is.
Melanie, the principal of Joy Elementary School, explained
Monthly, we have data review meetings. So, in our monthly data review meetings it's the
grade level, Title 1, I'm a part of those. We try to include the ISD support staff. So, like a
social worker, you know, school psychologist in as many of those meetings as we can,
and then we try and problem-solve, figure out, okay, what needs to come next for this
student?
Theme (5.0): Tier 3 is Typically Delivered by a Math and/or Reading Interventionist
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or Specialist within the School
At Tier 3, participants from each school indicated intense instruction in which there is an
individualized plan and intervention for struggling students. Since the student is at the intensive
level, more assistance is needed from other specialists. Two of the four schools (Highland and
Sunshine) solely depend upon specialists to deliver their Tier 3 interventions. Drew, the
principal of Highland Elementary, explained the following about their school’s Tier 3:
That would be our exclusive pull out time that our specialists do because we do still have
some small group. Typically, what that looks like with three specialists is it could be LLI,
it could be some other specifically designed intervention for students for reading and
math It's AVMR. Advantage Math Recovery.
Jane, a 3rd grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary expressed: “Tier 3 is with instructional
assistance that is three days a week they pull children for extra reading, and two days a week
they do extra math with them. So that's a half hour a day every day.”
Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary added on:
Tier 3 is at a different time throughout the day. After lunch. And we have more aides
[specialists] who come and take — usually it's one, two or three kids — to work.
On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday it's reading, Wednesday and Thursday it's math.
They take those kids for a half an hour and work on whatever skills that they need to be
working on with those to. So, we have a separate Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3.
At Joy and Florence Elementary, Tier 3 instruction is typically implemented by a
reading/math specialist, Resource Teacher, and/or a para-professional in addition to the
homeroom teachers. Students at Joy Elementary receive one-on-one instruction in Tier 3 to allow
for more intense and accelerated learning. Melanie, the principal at Joy, explained:
Well, Tier 3, so our kids have music maybe two or three days a week, so they're getting
that extra instruction one-on-one with the Title 1 teacher doing the one-on-one, and we
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also have a Title 1 paraprofessional that works in tandem with the Title 1 Reading
Teacher, and they will both go into the classroom and work with kids.
Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher at Joy, added on:
I do the Tier 3 two to three times a week. They have specials, and so I actually take them
out of their special, because it is supposed to be an additional 30 minutes outside of core.
And that's hard--when I'm teaching full time. So, we actually stay with our kids. That's
not a release time for us teachers. So, we pull those kids one on one and do Tier 3 with
them.
Charlotte, a 3rd grade teacher at Florence Elementary, explained how teachers and other
educational specialists deliver Tier 3 instruction to their intensive students.
We kind of discussed this whole Tier 3 like, who are these kids? We look at those more
or less as our Special Ed kids, or kids that possibly should be tested for Special Ed would
go also down in that Tier 3 category; so, you know, I'm helping them, our resource
teacher's helping them, and of course para pros and interventionists. So, they can help
them as well. We have them getting as many repetitions or whatever they need.
Theme (6.0): The Coaching Model for Teacher Learning Appears to be a Critical
Factor to help Teachers Deliver Reading and Math Instruction for Tiers 1-3
Three of the four schools had participants who discussed the coaching of teachers
as a strategy used to increase adult learning as well as student learning as part of their
RTI process. The coaching components seemed to allow for specialists to observe
teachers, provide feedback to teachers based on the observations, model instruction for
teachers, and provide teachers with collaborative opportunities on best instructional
practices to increase students learning.
Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher at Joy Elementary, discussed how staff at her school
receive coaching to help implement a reading intervention and an oral language intervention
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for English Language Learners (ELL):
We are very blessed to have lots of professional development, yes. Well, with the
Phonics First, because that is one of our interventions. So, we’ve had coaches come in to
help. K-2 does what's called GrapeSEED, and that's an intervention for language
learners, which we have a huge population of ELL students, and they have had a
tremendous amount of professional development with that. So, we have people from the
company come and actually model lessons.
Melanie, the principal at Joy Elementary explained some coaching that took place in reading and
upcoming plans for coaching:
Phonics First is one of those initiatives that we've started….so we had a trainer come in
this year to model in classes, we have videos that the teachers watched and that they're
going to re-watch together with the Title 1 teacher. We're going to bring in someone for
professional development in August for Phonics First for the day, and then I'm also going
to write into the grant that she come back and coach throughout the school year.
Liz, a reading specialist at Highland Elementary, added on to the importance of coaching
in her building:
We have a great math interventionist that's a great coach to the teachers as well in moving
teachers forward to really understanding common core and things like that.
So, we're providing a little bit more support and coaching now, instead of just saying,
what are you doing and why aren't you doing more?
Emma, the principal of Florence Elementary, mentioned the following about coaching teachers
with instruction for Tier 3 students:
We use our training to sit down with the classroom teacher once they've identified the
student isn't getting it through Tier 1. They've had all these Title 1 interventions, ‘I need
help, my bag of tricks is empty, and I don't know what to do,’ so they request assistance.
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One of the team members takes that case, and then that person and the classroom teacher
work shoulder to shoulder trying to identify. They go through a series of reading
assessments or if it's a math issue, math, or writing, or behavior. It even will help with
behavior, and so then that process begins.
Theme (7.0): Professional Development has been Meaningful and Focused on
Improving Teachers Practices for Increasing Student Learning
There appears to be a high degree of implementation of practices learned through
professional development (PD) activities. Participants at each school indicated
professional development opportunities at their schools were meaningful and useful for
them and other teachers within their daily practices and efforts to increase student
achievement. Some important training included PD in Advantage Math Recovery and
FastBridge at Highland Elementary, research-based strategies through multi-tiered
Systems of Support at Florence Elementary, Phonics First and Reading Workshop at Joy
Elementary, and Response to Intervention at Sunshine Elementary.
Charlotte, a 3rd grade teacher at Florence Elementary, stated the following about a
professional development activity: “I did go to training for multi-tiers last year…. very
eye-opening on different research-based strategies for struggling students. I did definitely
implement some things once I went through that training.”
Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher at Joy Elementary School, said the following: We are very
blessed to have lots of professional development, yes. Well, with the Phonics First, because that
is one of our interventions. It's not only our core, but it is an intervention because of the
decoding.”
Jane, a 3rd grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary, mentioned the following about
professional development, “I've been on the leadership team, and we had to read this book about
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RTI…..so we're on the leadership team, we go to these meetings, we read these books, and then
we come back and teach it to the other teachers.”
Subtheme 7.1: School leaders focused on transforming professional development
learning into action. Principals, and other certified instructional leaders, indicated the value of
professional development for teachers within their buildings which occurred around current
initiatives which teachers received support following the PD and were held accountable for
implementing. Professional developments were not one-time professional development trainings
provided to teachers with the hopes they would return back to their classrooms and implement.
Sally, the Title One Reading Teacher at Joy Elementary, said the following about
professional development:
Our PD since we've had new leadership here, five years, it's initiatives that came
from what we were finding in the data and it continues. It doesn't come and go.
It's an expectation and supported by the administration. They [administration] do
walk throughs, they support, it's like people have time to learn it. And they
[teachers] had a hand in deciding it. And all of our RTI are our initiatives. It's
based on the core.
Drew, the principal of Highland Elementary School, discussed the important professional
development teachers had at Highland:
Mainly, a lot of it [professional development]is our summer institute. Like
ADMR, we're very heavily into in this building. Right now, we have 15 staff that
have been trained in that program. We'll have I think 20 by the end of the summer
just in this building. That is a research-based math program, I call it a program,
that has very systematic assessments. I would say the same thing with reading
instruction.
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Emma, the principal at Florence Elementary School stated the following about P.D. in her
school:
We have a teacher trainer model, so one of my teachers went with me to a training to
learn about STAR and best practices for giving the assessment and then how to do
reports. We came back and we trained the teachers several times throughout the year.
Bob, the principal at Sunshine Elementary stated the following about professional development:
We've had plenty of speakers come in to talk about everything that we do.
We currently had Barb Johnson from Byron Center Public Schools come in and talk to us
about best practices for all running records and ELA content, which we felt really good
about.
Subtheme 7.2: Much work was completed at each school around what to
teach and how to teach standards at each grade level. At three of the four schools
Joy, Highland and Sunshine Elementary Schools, much work was completed by teachers
through grade levels on how to easily interpret and understand what each common core
standard meant for teaching and learning. Participants from these schools discussed
either unpacking the standards or creating curriculum maps based on reading and math
Common Core. Unpacking the standard and curriculum mapping assisted teachers in (a)
instructional strategies for teaching the standard, (b) identifying prerequisite skills
students should have before mastering the standard, and (c) setting clear expectations and
goals for students, through identifying what students should know after learning the
standards.
Ryan, the psychologist at Highland Elementary, discussed the work done by teachers
with unpacking the standards:
The curriculum that we're using right now that's based off the state [common core]
standards. We really had a lot of professional development, a lot of support around what
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each standard means, and unpacking each individual standard, so teachers have a better
understanding of that, because each one [standard] has several different components of
reading and math that are really broken down into some specific things.
Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher at Joy Elementary mentioned: “Math curriculum, we had
mapping for that, we have the mapping for the ELA. So that’s kind of the expectation.”
Jane, a 3rd grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary said the following about working with
common core standards, “Most of our work that we've done, our curriculum maps… were
all written across the district by all the grade level teachers.”
Theme (8.0): Triangulated Assessment Data Results were used to Determine
Movement in and Between Tiers for Reading and Math
Using triangulated assessment to determine students’ movement between tiers for both
reading and math was a common practice used within each school. All students at each school
are screened three times during the year using a benchmark screener to identify students who are
at grade level or may not be successful with their grade level reading core curriculum. For
reading, three times a year, Sunshine Elementary uses running records both as a screener and as a
diagnostic assessment to initially help provide more insight of the reading skills students have or
are lacking. Joy, Highland, and Florence Elementary use a benchmark screener three times a
year to identify students at risk for reading failure followed by a diagnostic running record on
each child who does not pass the benchmark screener. The diagnostic assessment digs deeper
into identifying what reading skills students are lacking.
Melanie, the principal at Joy Elementary, explained their reading assessments, “We do
the initial assessment with everyone for NWEA, [Northwest Evaluation Association] and we
look at the NWEA assessment, but we also utilize the DRA assessment for reading to look more
intensively at reading and to see exactly what [the reading skills] each child is missing.”
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Ryan, the psychologist at Highland Elementary, explained how assessments were used to
determine if students were at grade level throughout the year:
Throughout the year, it again comes down to Fast-Bridge that we have, which is our
screener that we give three times a year. And then based off of how they perform on
those benchmarks, students that are not at core, not at that tier one level, we also provide
that CBM reading measure to get further understanding of ‘is it a fluency issue, is it
decoding’ trying to get more diagnostics so we can make decisions off of more than just a
screener.
Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary, said the following about reading assessments:
We do running records three times a year, so we do it when they come in September, we
do it in January and then we're doing it again now at the end of the year. Throughout the
year we also have the option of doing just a shorter, not a full running record.
Olivia, a 1st grade teacher at Florence Elementary, explained how reading assessments are
administered at her school:
At the beginning of the year, we start out with DIBELS assessment that we give. We
actually give that three times throughout the year. We also do a STAR Early Literacy
assessment, a computerized adaptive assessment. And, we use that three times throughout
the year as well. At the beginning of the year, we also like to use our reading series,
Reading Wonders. I use some of their assessments to track where the students are at.
For math, each school used a benchmark screener assessment three times a year to
determine if students were at grade level identifying learning gaps. Florence, Sunshine and Joy
Elementary Schools’ benchmark screeners also had a diagnostic component that identified
students’ missing math skills.
Emma, the principal of Florence Elementary explained how both their math and reading
diagnostic assessments determine students’ grade level and learning gaps.
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We give the STAR assessment in reading and math to all students at the beginning of the
school year. It's a computer adaptive assessment that will give a student a question and if
they get it right, then they'll go on to a question that's a little more difficult. If they get it
wrong, it'll back track a little bit, go, ‘You couldn't get that, could you get this?’ It keeps
moving them up. They all have the same number of questions, but through those
questions - I think there's 37 questions - it gives them a grade level equivalency and a
scaled score, so we use that. There's actually a grid that says in the fall, all first graders
should be at this level and it will also run a report that will group your students together
with certain scores and it will also print out next steps…here's what we think they should
be working on.
Bob, the principal at Sunshine Elementary School, explained their math benchmark and
diagnostic assessment:
You could do a Delta Math test to benchmark your kids all in one class period and be done in
about 30 minutes. Delta Math is very helpful in moving kids up and down… it gives you kind of
step by step of what you could do. ‘See if they can do this.’ They call them quick checks. If they
can do this, then they move out of your group. If they can't do it, they need to stay in your group
and they give you lessons to work on with them also.
Melanie, the principal at Joy Elementary, explained the following about their math assessments:
It [NWEA] does have a math component, yes, and we do use it for the math. So, our goal
for next year is to look at the skills checklist, and to put them [students] in the curriculum
where they would fall, so that way we could progress monitor using those skills
checklists, because for NWEA you can use the checklist as many times as you want
throughout the year.
Additionally, participants discussed the use of formative assessments from their math curriculum
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to quickly identify learning gaps from concepts taught within the core curriculum to assist in
annual growth for students. Ryan, the psychologist at Highland Elementary explains how they
use multiple forms of assessments in math, “The same thing in math, we look at that data [from
Fast-Bridge] three times a year as well as any data that the teachers collect throughout their
curriculum [math]assessments. And in collaboration with both of those, that's how we're telling
who we need to intervene with.”
Subtheme 8.1: Continuous progress monitoring occurs to determine how much
students are learning mostly in the area of reading. Participants from three of the schools
discussed frequent use of progress monitoring as an ongoing systematic process for monitoring
students’ progress or lack of for students in Tiers 2 and 3. Although all schools use progress
monitoring, the subjects which students are progressed monitored varied and included mostly
reading. Also, the frequency of the progress monitoring varies. For example, at Joy Elementary
School, in the area of reading, students are progress monitored weekly on their progress on lack
of in comprehension and reading levels using the A to Z Reading Program.
At Sunshine Elementary School, students are progress monitored monthly in reading.
Teachers use leveled books to assess student’s progress or lack of completing a running record
monthly to determine if reading interventions are successful.
Highland Elementary School progressed monitors in the areas of reading weekly or bi-weekly
depending on the intensity of intervention needed. After six weeks of progress monitoring, data
results are analyzed by the FastBridge Reading Progress Monitoring System.
Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher at Joy Elementary, mentioned the following about more
frequent assessments to determine student growth:
We also use A to Z books, and so there is a progress monitoring, there's a runningrecords in that as well…. I do the A to Z, so every week they choose the book that they
want to read, and at the end of the week, they have to quiz on that book at their level.
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And so, then I can actually see based on that what comprehension strategies they need to
work on.
Drew, the principal of Highland Elementary explained the following about Highland Schools
progress monitoring:
It's really following the model of, we've identified an area and we're gonna put this
intervention in place. We're gonna progress monitor it [weekly or bi-weekly] over a sixweek period and then at the end of that six weeks, did they or did they not make
appropriate gains? If not, we need to change the intervention. That's the step we're getting
to now, historically we would have kids in LLI [Leveled Literacy Intervention] for…you
know couple months, a few months and they were flat lining.
Ryan, the psychologist at Highland Elementary confirmed:
Now we're scaling back, finding the ones [students] that we need to support initially,
getting the tier two interventions into place for as many students as we can, and then
making decisions off of that after six weeks when we're progress monitoring through that.
It's really driven by that FastBridge system and the data that we're collecting from it,
benchmarks perspective and then progress monitoring.
Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary School, explained how progress monitoring
worked in reading and math at her school:
We also do a progress monitoring once a month. We have different books that we've been
supplied if we think a kid should move up or should move down, [book levels] we can do
a progress monitoring quick read with them to see if they should move up or if they
should move down.
Theme (9.0): Time is Scheduled into School Calendars for Professional Learning
Communities for Teachers to Learn and Collaborate on Curriculum, Instruction
and Assessment for improved learning for students
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Each school appeared to function as professional learning communities (PLC’s)
where teachers and educators were willing to learn from resources outside their school
environment as well as learn from each other within the school environment for the
purpose of enhancing students’ learning. Adult learning for the purpose of student
achievement appeared to be an expectation for teachers and educators. This was evident
by the amount of time set aside for learning and collaborating amongst teachers and other
professional staff within the schools.
At two schools, Highland and Sunshine Elementary, a block of time was
scheduled throughout the year for teachers within common grade levels to meet and
collaborate on curriculum, instruction and assessments. At Highland, grade level
collaboration time was scheduled bi-monthly for 90 minutes per grade level, while at Joy
Elementary, grade level collaboration time was scheduled daily for 40-45 minutes for
common planning or collaboration. Since Joy and Florence Elementary had one section
of each grade level, no block of time was specifically scheduled for solely grade level
collaboration, but a block of designated time was set aside for school-wide PLC’s
At each school, bi-weekly or monthly school-wide PLC’s occurred where a block
of 2-3 hours was scheduled throughout the year for teachers and to learn and collaborate
across grade levels and/or within grade levels. Teachers at Florence Elementary had the
opportunity to learn and collaborate through Learning Labs in addition to having a
monthly three-hour early release to time to collaborate on curriculum, instruction and
assessments. At Highland Elementary, teachers had a 90-minute early release time twice
a month for collaboration on school improvement efforts. At Sunshine Elementary, early
release time occurred every month for two hours and at Joy Elementary, monthly PLC’s
occur for approximately three hours on school improvement efforts.
Melanie, principal at Joy Elementary stated the following about their PLC’s:
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We also have PLC meetings…we try to take care of housekeeping the first 20 minutes
and then the rest of the time we do use it more of a, you know, looking at school-wide
systems and things that we need to fix school-wide. We also have an early literacy coach
from the ISD that works with us part-time, and Mrs. [teachers name], that you met, is
another early literacy coach who works with the K1 and 2nd grade teachers, so a lot of
collaboration goes on there, as well.
Susie, first grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary said the following about how PLC’s are used
for collaboration:
Another thing that we do once a month is we have what's called the two-hour early
release, where our kids leave two hours early for that day, and then we meet among all
the other buildings, all the grade levels. Usually first grade comes to my classroom and
we meet, and we talk about, with all the other first grade teachers, what's working for
them, how they're moving kids, and we just collaborate on things that are working and
things that we can help with each other.
Charlotte, 3rd grade teacher at Florence Elementary said the following about PLC’s at her
school:
Our monthly PLC meetings are a half of the school day. Students typically leave right
before lunch and then we have approximately 3 hours for our meetings. We do have a set
agenda for the meetings which is provided by our principal. The agenda varies, but
typically we come together as an entire staff in the beginning to discuss positive things
happening with students and we analyze and discuss data. Then, we break off into smaller
groups with teacher teams and support staff to discuss the small group instruction for the
students that month. We are also given a little work time to prep materials for groups.
Drew, principal at Highland Elementary said the following about their PLC’s:
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We’ve introduced early release days… that's where a lot of our teachers, learn. and, what
I've seen is if you're not engaging yourself in professional learning you're completely
outdated. That's how much education has changed.

Theme (10.0): There was a Focus on using Research-Based Instructional Strategies
Mostly in Reading for Interventions
Participants from each school clearly defined specific research-based strategies
used for interventions in reading more so than specific research-based strategies used in
math. Reading strategies were based on phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency and
comprehension. Participants at Highland discussed strategies to increase phonemic
awareness and phonics (decoding) skills while participants at Sunshine, Florence and Joy
Elementary mostly discussed strategies used for fluency and comprehension skills.
At Highland Elementary the use of Elkonin Boxes is used to help students break
words into individual sounds and blend the sounds together, which helps increase
students’ phonemic awareness and phonics skills. At Sunshine Elementary choral
reading and guided reading were used to help increase students reading fluency.
Florence Elementary used closed reading, teaching vocabulary words, and repeated
reading for reading fluency and comprehension. Additionally, an intervention strategy at
Florence was that of using teaching strategies that engage students in the learning
process. At Joy Elementary, cognitive flexibility was a research-based strategy used to
assist students in reading comprehension. Sally, the Title One Reading Teacher at Joy
Elementary mentioned, “Cognitive flexibility, it helps kids think about sound and
meaning at the same time.”
Jane, a 3rd grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary, expressed the following about
using research-based reading strategies for comprehension and fluency, “So it's mostly a
lot of guided reading, we do a lot of choral reading and guided reading.”
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Charlotte, 3rd grade teacher at Florence Elementary School discussed researchbased strategies used to enhance students’ reading comprehension skills:
One thing we do is we use close reading. Another thing we do is we do a lot of building
background knowledge and then the close reading is going back into the text multiple
times. Also, we do the vocabulary, plenty of repetitions they [students]need lots and lots
of repetitions. We provide fluency support for kids that are struggling, not at grade level,
with that part of reading. We address comprehension with scaffolds to respond to
comprehension like questions. We use graphic organizers.
Emma, principal of Florence Elementary, added,
Five years ago, we really started focusing in on student engagement and tried to move
from the I'm up in front of the classroom, I'm delivering this information, I'll call on you
to give an answer or I'll call on you to give an answer.
Liz, Literacy Coach at Highland Elementary mentioned the following about research-based
reading instruction used to increase students reading phonics skills:
We really did a big focus on Elkonin Boxes and blending. So, using kind of a researchbased protocol for that we found some good ones online, this is a proven way to use
Elkonin Boxes. And that's one where we didn't just say, here go do it, we showed them
[teachers] how and explained how [to use Elkonin Boxes] and checked to make sure they
were doing it.
Theme (11.0): Teachers Created Community within their Classrooms where Students Feel
a Sense of Belonging
Helping students feel secure, nurtured and supported in the classroom and
throughout the school was discussed by all teachers as important for enhancing students’
academic skills. Teachers discussed the necessity to show students that they are cared for by
teachers and other school staff. Participants from each school discussed building community
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within the school or classroom to help build relationships with and among students through
teaching social skills. Additionally, Highland, and Joy, Elementary Schools, implemented
school-wide initiatives that focus on building relationships by modeling and teaching students’
social skills.
Cindy, a 3rd grade teacher at Joy Elementary, discussed Capturing Kids Hearts as an
initiative that helps build community within her classroom and school-wide:
Capturing Kids' Hearts is making that connection with the learner, you get their heart
before you get their head. We have a social contract that all of us abide by, even in
district school improvement meetings, our staff, our PLCs, we all have social contracts
that we have made that this is the behavior that we follow. We all have consistent roles,
K5 as well, so we all have the same five rules. Capturing Kids' Heart-- so every morning,
those kids get off the bus, they're getting their hand shaked. When they come in my room,
it's a smile and a handshake as well. We just love the kids. You have to love them. They
have to know that. So, if you want anything out of them, you have to give it.
Liz, a literacy coach at Highland Elementary, stated the following about building community
within the classrooms and school:
I think that classroom teachers see the power of class meetings and things like that. That's
something that we know a lot of in our district. Like people that have been in our district
for a while. We used to do the PEAK training and that's something that's huge with that
relationship piece. So, a lot of our teachers have learned a lot about that value.
Jane, a 3rd grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary mentioned a strategy she uses to help her
students feel a sense of belonging:
We have family meetings. Some people do a morning meeting, we have our meeting after
lunch. So, after lunch we all sit on the floor in a circle and we have a greeting, we shake
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hands or what not. We all share, you know, Monday we'll share how was the weekend.
We have to practice listening.
Charlotte, a 3rd grade teacher at Florence Elementary, explained the following about building
community within her classroom:
I work really hard to build a classroom culture and community in my room. It's okay to
make mistakes, we're gonna learn from them. Part of my culture is, when you're
speaking, you're standing, and you look, and you address your classroom. This is a
culture building thing, because they're not comfortable with it at first. We're calling each
other out, we're giving each other constructive criticism, ‘You know, I disagree with you
because ...’ A lot of that community building is practicing it, and that it's okay to share
thoughts and feelings if you disagree with somebody else's answer or work, as long as
you do it appropriately and respectfully. We share good things every day. I do different
team building activities, especially more so at the start of the year.
Theme (12): Teachers Felt Happy, Appreciated and supported by Administration for their
Efforts in Increasing Students’ Learning
Participants from Sunshine and Joy Elementary indicated that staff were pleased with the
culture of their buildings. At both schools, building relationships of mutual respect contributed to
a positive atmosphere within the schools. Teachers overall seemed, content and happy with their
school’s culture of support and respect. Susie, a 1st grade teacher at Sunshine Elementary voiced
her feelings about the schools’ atmoshphere:
I think just our school atmosphere makes a big difference, and I think just the fact that
our building cares about kids, and it makes a big difference. And, Mr. [principal] has
been very good. Our staff is happy, he's happy, and I think it just makes a better
atmosphere for our kids. They're happy, they're excited to be here, it's just a welcoming
place for them to come. And I think that makes a big difference to a lot of these kids.
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Sally, a Title One Reading Teacher, at Joy Elementary stated the following about relationships
between staff and administration:
No learning can occur without rapport. And we treat each other that way. We shake each
other's hands before every meeting. They're [administration] really good to us too. They
appreciate us, they feed us if we stay for conferences. That's how they build rapport with
the staff but among the classroom too.
Teachers at Florence Elementary School felt that administration invested resources and
time in them to assist in student learning. Through the support of their Instructional Consultation
Team, teachers felt valued and supported in their efforts with helping intensive students needing
intense interventions. Olivia, a 1st grade teacher at Florence Elementary explained the support
provided to teachers in their efforts to increase students’ learning:
We have an ICT team, an instructional consultation team at this school. And, I really feel
like that helps us to track and monitor our students, especially the ones that are struggling
a little bit. Because, the IC team really helps with the documentation part of that and we
graph their progress. We're graphing their data, we're keeping track of it, and it just really
helps us think about things in another way too. Because, you're on a team going through
the process with someone else. So, you have someone to talk about the ideas with and
they'll ask you the tough questions. "Well, why do think that is?" And, "What can you do
differently?" And, just really pushing you as a teacher to come up with the best strategy
for your students, and then monitoring all the way through that process and being held
accountable. ‘Yes, we're working on this skill, but is it being successful’ ‘Is their
intervention working, or do we need to modify it?’ ‘Do we need to change it?’ ‘What can
we do different?’ So, that really works.
Theme (13): Each School had Certain Unique Practices, in Addition to their RTI
Components, that may have Helped their Students Beat the Odds
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Participants discussed other factors outside of the core RTI components that may be
helping students at their school beat the odds. Both principals at Joy and Florence Elementary
School, discussed helping students be accountable for their own learning through assisting them
in setting goals and teachers supporting students through the process of meeting their goals.
With goal setting, the teacher and student collaborate on what level they are at academically,
there projected academic growth, and what they need to do to help them accomplish the growth.
Melanie, principal of Joy Elementary contributed the following as making a difference
outside of their RTI process:
At parent-teacher conferences, our teachers talk to parents about the level that they're
[students] at. They[teachers] do goal-setting with the students based on NWEA, and then
they talk to the parents about what the student said what they need to work on in order to
reach that - I talked about the projected growth, they [students] know what their projected
growth is and what they need to do in order to get to that projected growth.
Emma, Principal of Florence Elementary discussed setting goals as an element outside of the
RTI process that was helping student achievement:
We were seeing real high student achievement in classes where the kids were really
informed about how they were doing and then setting goals. I took the STAR test, my
scaled score was 430, I was expected to get 400, so I'm above where I'm supposed to be.
But by the end of the year, I need to be at a 550. What do I want to get in January so that
I can hit that?" They're doing this goal setting all the time, and if a child was below where
they were supposed to be, then the teacher and the student would have a conversation
about, ‘What do you think you're going to need to do, so that you can reach that score?’
At Highland Elementary, participants discussed how they believe the school culture made a
difference with their students beating the odds. The culture has changed from independent to
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interdependent where teachers are more willing to learn and try new practices depending on each
other for learning and support.
Drew, a principal at Highland Elementary School, voiced the following about other
factors outside of their RTI process that was contributing to helping their students beat the odds:
We have a great community. Our parents trust us and it's a huge responsibility [educating
students academically and behaviorally]. I think our teachers are working very hard and
they're willing to recognize that they need to change and there's a willingness to get
better.
Liz, a Literacy Coach at Highland, confirmed:
I think that we're just kind of knocking down the walls a little bit with the teachers that
used to be very closed. I would not feel comfortable walking into another teacher's
classroom because that's not my classroom and that's her classroom. And we've gotten to
where we are in each other's classrooms so much more. We're talking about what we do
in our classrooms a lot more. We're getting the negativity out of it and the competition
between adults out of it. And just doing more of the like, let's just get in there and figure
it out. So, I think we made a huge leap in that direction last year. So that's a good thing.
At Sunshine Elementary School, participants indicated that having high expectations for
their students help them beat the odds. Teachers, the principal, and other staff hold high
expectations for their students. Students are aware of the high expectations and are supported and
motivated by teachers, principal or other staff members to put forth more effort in learning and
accomplishing academic and behavioral expectation. Jane, a 3rd grade teacher at Sunshine
Elementary, explained:
I think they [teachers and administrators] have a sense of high expectations [for students].
For the school behavior plan, we have these pause tickets the kids can earn, but they are
limited, you only get like one a week, so the teacher's got one ticket for a week and she's
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gotta decide who's going to get that ticket right. There's a big deal, if you get it you must
have really done something, and so there's that constant aura of do your best, and before
the M Step Test again this year, Mr. [principal] was in there, saying, ‘Look what you kids
did last year’, ‘look, you guys did this, we can do it again.’
Chapter V Summary
This chapter outlined 13 major themes and 5 subthemes from 12 interviews of my
research. The responses from participants of each school described elements of their RTI process
that they felt helped students at their school beat the odds. Most elements used throughout each
school’s RTI process were similar, however elements implemented outside of each school’s RTI
process were different causing schools to have their own unique initiatives assisting with helping
their students beat the odds.
The next chapter discusses findings of this study regarding RTI components and elements
outside of RTI, and how they relate to my research questions and conceptual framework.
Additionally, recommended future research, implications for practices are discussed.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter sums up the analysis of my study, examining themes and subthemes as well
as additional data outside the themes related to my research questions and conceptual
framework. I also discuss implications of the study and future research.
Analysis of Major Results as Connected to Research Questions
My study aimed to describe and interpret how the RTI process, and elements outside of
the RTI process, helped four high-poverty elementary schools in Michigan beat the odds. The
Michigan Department of Education (2014) identified schools that are beating the odds as (a)
schools that perform better than expected based on risk factors of race, ethnicity, low
socioeconomics or/and English Language Learner populations, and (b) schools performing above
their comparison group of the most demographically similar schools in the state. The responses
from the 12 participants from four schools that were beating the odds unfolds impressive
findings about elements within each schools RTI process that contributed to helping their
students beat the odds. The study also reveals other elements outside each schools’ RTI process
that helped each school beat the odds.
Research Question 1
My first research question asked, for high-poverty elementary schools identified through
the Michigan Department of Education as beating the odds and whose principals attributed their
RTI model as helping students beat the odds, what role does their RTI process have in increasing
academic achievement? My findings confirmed Elliots’ (2008) research study, discussed in
Chapter II, that the three components for the implementation of Response to Intervention
requires: (a) tiers of academic intervention instruction support; (b) a problem-solving method;
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and (c) an integrated data collection assessment system to inform decision at each tier of service

delivery, all of which I found within the RTI process at each school in my study.
Furthermore, my study found other elements within the three RTI components that helped each
school beat the odds. I will discuss these components and elements as they relate to themes
within my research data.
Tiers of academic intervention instruction support. Each school implemented an
academic tiered intervention instructional support as a process for ensuring all students received
the quality of education needed to support them in their academic achievement. Each school had
in place a Tier 1, core instruction, a Tier 2, targeted intervention instruction, and a Tier 3, an
intense intervention instruction. Within Tier 1, my study showed the importance of teachers
teaching their own students (Theme 1.0) due to their passion and commitment with ensuring
minimal gaps in learning. Teachers realized they were responsible for providing high quality
core instruction for their students within the confinements of their own classrooms. They held
themselves accountable for the universal classroom instruction which allowed for constant
assessments through observations, daily work, homework, and formative assessments, as
Charlotte from Florence Elementary reinforced saying, “Tier 1 is me, always, because I deliver
the first good instruction and then go from there once I formulate the assessment piece.”
Critical within Tier 1 reading instruction is teaching reading through a workshop
framework (Theme 2.0). The workshop framework of whole-class minilessons on reading
concepts, students reading books at their independent reading levels or working on some other
task related to the reading concept taught, and teachers one-on-one conferring with students,
were voiced as having a positive impact on accelerating and improving students’ reading skills.
Conferring helped teachers better understand students’ strengths and challenges within reading,
in addition to their reading interests. Jane, 3rd grade teacher shared:
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Okay, so reading is a lot of conferring. While the kids are reading their self-selected
books, I'll pull up a chair next to them and say, ‘read out loud to me a little bit’ and I'll
ask them questions about it. So, based on my teacher observations, I can tell if they're
reading, if they're comprehending, and then I can kind of judge based on the other
students if that kid is lower, is that book too easy for him.
Implementing the reading workshop model assists with increasing student motivation
and student engagement in reading (subtheme 2.1). Since teachers identify students’ reading
levels through assessments and provide books to students at their independent reading levels,
students know their reading levels, and practice reading books of their interest which can aid in
an overall increase in reading fluency and comprehension skills. Cindy, a third-grade teacher,
discussed how the self-selection of students choosing books at their reading level motivated her
students to read. Susie, a first-grade teacher, discussed how engaged and competitive students in
her classroom were with increasing their independent reading levels.
When the core instruction is not enough to increase students’ skills within reading and/or
math, students receive Tier 2 targeted intervention mostly from their homeroom teachers. Each
schools’ targeted intervention support occurs daily for 30 minutes (theme 3.1), mostly with their
homeroom teachers within small groups (theme 3.0), with students experiencing similar learning
gaps. The school-wide daily Tier 2 targeted intervention system implemented throughout each
school provides the support needed to help students catch up while still receiving annual growth
within their Tier 1 grade level core instruction. This daily school-wide dedicated block of time
appeared to be important for teachers to help increase student achievement. As Susie mentioned,
“We have it all blocked into our schedule, which is very nice and very important when you're
doing RTI is to have it all scheduled in, or it kind of falls by the wayside.” Additionally, during
this time, the use of research-based instructional strategies implemented during targeted
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instruction (theme 10) help further accelerate the academic growth of Tier 2 students at risk for
reading failure.
The Tier 3 intense instruction, within this study, was delivered by either math and/or
reading specialists within each school (theme 5.0). This layer of instruction was added for
students who were not responding or had a slow response to instruction in Tiers 1 and 2. Again,
a block of consistent designated time was scheduled for Tier 3 services ranging from 2-3 days
per week and 4-5 days per week with duration times of 30 minutes. Overall, there were three
layers of consistent research-based instruction for targeted and intense intervention instruction
for students in Tiers 2 and 3 interventions (theme 10).
A problem-solving method. A second RTI component Elliot (2008) suggests for
implementing the RTI process is a problem-solving method for increasing student learning. The
results of my research reiterated the necessity of implementing school-wide systems that support
students and teachers within the problem-solving method of the RTI process. These systems
revolve around problem solving within instructional practices for teachers as well as problem
solving within learning for students. At each school, a school-wide Tier 3 system of support
consisting of a collaborative intervention team of educational professionals (Theme 4) provided
instructional support for teachers and learning strategies for students. The development of
individualized learning plans for Tier 3 students, developed by the intervention teams, proved
highly effective with assisting educational specialists and teachers within the school
improvement process and helping students beat the odds. As Ryan, a school psychologist
confirmed:
If we're not seeing that success and we're moving towards that tier three level, we have a
child study process that we [child study team] look at individual students who are not
making gains that we'd like. And we develop more of an individualized plan for that
student, whether it needs to be intensifying intervention, putting some sort of additional
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component to it, seeing an interventionist with a more LLI [leveled literacy intervention]
process, the Fountas and Pinnell, or building words as more intensive interventions.
Within each school, designated blocks of time were scheduled once a month for the
intervention teams to collaborate on the needs of the at-risk students in Tier 3. The
responsibilities of the team members are quite clear in that they continuously diagnose, monitor
students’ progress and change interventions if needed.
The coaching support provided to teachers, from educational specialists on instructional
strategies in reading and math (theme 6.0) helped improve student learning. Educational
specialists worked collaboratively with teachers in a coaching manner providing support through
teaching, modeling and guidance on implementing the most effective intervention instructional
strategies to accelerate student growth especially in the area of reading. Liz, a reading specialist
shared:
We're providing a little bit more support and coaching now, instead of just saying, ‘What
are you [the teacher] doing and why aren't you doing more?’ We’re saying, well, ‘What
can we do to help you know how to do this and how can we get in there [the classroom]
with you and get our hands dirty and work with you?’ ‘What do you need from us?’ So
that we're not just saying, oh, do this, then expecting them to just go do what they don't
know how to do. So, I think that we as administrators and quasi administrators with a
coaching role is looking at how can we help our teachers grow from where they're at to
kinda that next step. So, they know what to do with the kids.
Another element within the problem-solving component was that Professional Learning
Communities (PLC’s) were embedded in school calendars. The PLC’s allowed teachers and
other professional staff collaboration time on curriculum, instruction and assessments (theme
9.0). PLC’s took place in the form of grade-level PLC’s within schools that had more than one
grade level section, and school-wide PLC’s occurred for all schools either bi-weekly or monthly
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ranging from 2-3 hours. Collaboration not only engaged teachers in the learning process by
sharing and discussing curriculum, instruction and assessments, but assisted in holding teachers
responsible and accountable for their students’ learning. As Emma, principal at Florence
Elementary explained:
Our district schedules PLC meetings once a month, so it's an early release and those
meetings our parapros, interventions, everybody stays. We look at data for about an hour and
then the teams go off and they sit and they work and that's when the parapro will say, ‘Geez,
Jimmy is performing way above the other kids in this group, it might be time for him to move up
a group,’ or someone will say, ‘Wow, Lilly is not keeping up with my group, she might need a
little more help in this group that's working on blends in her group.’ so it's constant discussion.
Learning, collaborating and problem solving also occurred within Professional
Development (PD) for teachers, which further accelerated the school improvement process.
Professional Development focused on improving teachers’ practices (theme 7.0) as school
leaders focused on transforming PD into actions (subtheme 7.1). As Sally put it, that PD came
from what teachers were finding in the data results and did not just occur but was practiced by
the teachers and professional staff within the three tiers of instruction and within assessing
students. Sally reiterated the value of PD by saying, “It's an expectation and supported by the
administration.”
My research shows that administrators within each school ensure teachers engage in
meaningful PD or continuous learning of curriculum, instruction and assessments. Additionally,
administrators provided the time and resources needed for teachers to analyze curriculum,
instruction and assessment as they made careful decisions regarding improving student learning.
One of the most critical occurrences during each schools’ PLC’s was the work completed
by grade level teachers and curriculum specialist, on unpacking the standards (subtheme 7.2) and
curriculum mapping. Collaborating on common core standards allowed teachers to learn what
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each standard for both reading and math meant and identify what skills students needed to learn
the standard. Teachers also learned strategies on how to teach the standards in addition to
collecting, analyzing and interpreting data results.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, with curriculum mapping, core grade level content and skills
to be taught were aligned with reading and math Common Core standards. During the mapping
process, grade level teachers sequenced content instruction within grade levels, which allows
grade level teachers to teach the same content for the year. Additionally, with the mapping
including across grade level content that built upon what concepts students should learn prior to
transitioning from one grade to the next, teaching is more deliberately structured and reasonably
sequenced allowing maximal learning for students. Both Cindy and Jane pointed out much work
was completed by grade level teachers on curriculum mapping at their schools.
An integrated data collection assessment system to inform decisions. My research
showed that the ongoing use of triangulated data to inform curriculum and instructional decisions
at each tier proved to be critical in the RTI process with improving student learning. It is the
assessment results that drive the instruction at every tier within the RTI process and determines
how and when students move in, out and between the three tiers of instruction (theme 8.0). Each
school’s assessment of students at the beginning of the year using a benchmark screener help
initially identify at-risk students for both reading and math failure. Benchmark screening during
winter further monitored all students, allowing immediate intervention for learning gaps from
fall to winter instruction, while at the end of the school year benchmark assessment determine
grade level growth of all students in Tiers 1-3 for the entire year. As Charlotte from Florence
Elementary shared:
We do the DIBELS, all of that at the start of the year to figure out where our kiddos are at.
We usually have a pretty good idea before they come to us because of the previous teacher
doing a really nice job of, ‘This is where this kid's at, this is what they need.’ We try to
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really keep a tight communication, so it's not like we're starting with square one with kids
every single year. So that's really nice.
To further evaluate specific learning gaps within reading, participants from each school
mentioned that within the area of reading teachers completed one-on-one diagnostic running
records with Tier 2 students. Using diagnostic assessments for both reading and math at each
school helped further define and specifically target learning gaps. The progress monitoring
assessments that monitored and determined growth or lack of with strategic and intensive
interventions, occurred mostly in the area of reading (subtheme 8.1) As Drew, principal put it:
It's really following the model of, we've identified an area and we're gonna put this
intervention in place. We're gonna progress monitor it [weekly or bi-weekly] over a sixweek period and then at the end of that six weeks, did they or did they not make
appropriate gains? If not, we need to change the intervention.
In concluding the discussion that helped answer my first research question, what role
does each schools’ RTI process have in increasing their students’ academic achievement, the
three components that Elliot (2008) found as required for implementing an RTI process,
including (a) tiers of academic intervention instructional support, (b) a problem solving method,
and (c) an integrated data collection assessment system to inform decisions at every tier had a
significant role in each schools RTI processes. Additionally, the elements outlined by the
findings in my research through the themes and subthemes, further accelerates the learning of
students within high-poverty schools.
Research Question 2
My second research question asks, for those schools within my study, what
elements are being implemented beyond those identified by research as core aspects of
the RTI process, to best support students of poverty?
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Through common themes, my study revealed other elements outside of the RTI
components beyond those identified by research that may have helped the schools in the study
Beat the Odds. These elements include: (a) building relationships of mutual respect with and
amongst students; and (b) administration ensuring a positive school culture for teachers.
Building relationships of mutual respect with students. Building community within the
classroom (theme 11) helped build relationships of mutual respect between the teacher and
students, and between students and their peers. Within my study, I found that classroom
meetings were often facilitated in the classrooms by the teacher. As one example, during such
meetings, as Jane, a third-grade teacher mentions, students share stories with the class, as other
classmates practice using their attentive listening. This community building also extended
beyond the walls of the classroom through school-wide expectations and support. As another
example, Susie, a 1st grade teacher who believed their school-wide PBS (Positive Behavior
Support Plan) definitely helped support their RTI, states:
We have our school social worker, and our OT for a half an hour a week take our kids out
to work on social skills, to work on OT things that helps those kids interact with each
other in the classroom.
This building community within the classroom and school-wide, helped students feel they
were cared for through the nurturing they received by their teachers and other school staff, thus
ensuring a sense of belonging for students.
Furthermore, participants discussed other unique practices in addition to their RTI, that
helped students in their school beat the odds (theme 13). At two schools, Joy and Florence
Elementary, the unique practices involved building community within the classrooms.
Participants at Joy and Florence Elementary school contributed holding students accountable for
their own learning and assisting them with setting their own academic reading goals for
increased student achievement. The setting, monitoring and supporting students with reaching
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their goals appeared to assist with improving students reading skills. Melanie, principal of Joy
Elementary mentioned that students knew what their level of reading was, knew their projected
growth, and were familiar with what they needed to do to get to their projected growth. Emma,
principal of Florence Elementary school explained that she was seeing an increase in student
achievement within classes where students were informed about how they were progressing and
teachers setting goals for them in both reading and math. Having high expectations for students,
holding them accountable for meeting the expectations, while providing support, was contributed
as elements outside of the core RTI process for helping students beat the odds, as Jane mentioned
at her school, “There’s that constant aura of, ‘do your best.’
Administration ensuring a positive school culture for teachers. All teachers who took
part in my study indicated they were happy and felt appreciated and supported by administration
for their efforts in increasing students’ learning (theme 12). The cultures within the buildings
were very positive, as noted by Sally, a title one reading teacher who voiced that administration
was very good to their staff, they focused on building rapport with staff and students, and they
appreciated the staff.
Schools within the study also had their own practices (theme 13), that reinforced teachers’
feelings of being appreciated and supported by their administration. Liz, a reading specialist at
Highland Elementary discussed how she feels more comfortable walking into teachers’
classrooms to observe and coach teachers, since teachers understand she and the administration
play a supportive role and do not point fingers about what teachers should be doing. The positive
school atmosphere that teachers felt helped make a positive difference in students’ achievement.
Within my study, learning for both teachers and students occurred due to teachers’ significant
relationships with their administrators and students’ significant relationships with their teachers
and peers which seemed to result in a willingness to learn and overall increase in student
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achievement. Another practice was that of helping students set their projected reading goals.
Melanie, principal of Joy Elementary, and Emma, principal of Florence Elementary
mentioned that goal setting was an importance practice within their schools.
Connection to Previous Research
I will now explore the relationship of my findings to previous research. Again, the
purpose of my study was to describe and interpret how the Response to Intervention (RTI)
process in four high-poverty elementary schools, help their students beat the odds. In my initial
literature review, as summarized in Chapter II, I included current research on the basic
components of RTI. For my research, the goal was to explore all conditions related to RTI that
might be helping schools beat the odds, and my research data revealed areas not previously
discussed in the research related to RTI. Therefore, I conducted further literature review related
to my findings. As a result, there are some research studies cited in this chapter not previously
summarized in Chapter II, which is a common occurrence in qualitative research. The intent of
connecting my findings to previous research is to contribute to the body of literature pertaining
to the RTI basic components, as well as to determine how elements outside of the basic RTI
components help students in poverty beat the odds.
Table 3 displays the major themes found within my study, and how such findings relate
to current research. First, are new findings related to my study that can contribute to research,
followed by some findings that confirm current research.
Passion is as a strong affection toward a self-defining activity that individuals value, trust
and find important in which they devote time and energy (Vallerand et al., 2003) My study
revealed that students of poverty need teachers who are passionate about teaching (Themes 1.0 )
Teachers devoted much of their time and energy to perfect their teaching craft, through
collaboration during professional learning communities, professional development, and
coaching, to enhance students’ academic skills.
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My study also confirms Cherkowski and Walker’s (2016) finding that flourishing
environments were ones that hosted a strong sense of working together towards a common
purpose, where there was evidence of a strong passion for helping students learn and an
atmosphere of team playfulness and excitement. My study revealed that teachers had a passion
working within teams through professional learning communities, and overall working together
as a staff to enhance students’ academic skills.
A prerequisite factor for effective instruction in RTI is that educators should make sure the
curriculum used within instruction is research based (Harlacher et al., 2010). My study revealed
a focus on using research-based instructional strategies mostly in reading for interventions
(Theme 10). Specific research-based strategies found in my study, centered around reading
strategies in the areas of phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency and comprehension.
Furthermore, implementing the reading workshop framework for reading instruction helps
motivate students of poverty to read and can accelerate their reading growth (Theme 2.0). No
previous research was found, thus Fortenberry (2018) is a new finding.
Reading instruction should include read-alouds, shared reading, guided reading, and
independent reading (Kontovourki, 2012). Theme 2.1 is a new finding from my study and
supports theme 2.0 revealing that identifying, sharing and allowing students to continuously
practice reading at their independent reading levels, as an element of the reading workshop
framework, helps engage students in the process of their reading growth (Fortenberry, 2018).
Tier 2 is a level of instructional support intended to assist students who are at risk for not
meeting the objectives of the core classroom and need more instructional support to do so and
misalignment of Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruction can result in learners receiving different
instructional approaches from different instructional programs resulting in inconsistencies in
instructional approaches (Chard, 2012). This supports my new finding (Theme 3) that Tier 2
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targeted supplemental intervention instruction that occurs daily within small groups mostly by
the homeroom teacher, can accelerate students’ academic growth (Fortenberry, 2018).
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Table 4
Research Findings as Related to Previous Research
Fortenberry (2018) Findings

Previous Research Findings

Theme 1.0: Students of poverty need
teachers who are passionate about
teaching.

Confirms Cherkowski and Walker‘s (2016) finding that
flourishing environments host a strong sense of working
towards a common purpose, a strong passion for helping
students learn, and an atmosphere of team playfulness and
excitement.
Relates to Vallerand et al. (2003) study on passion suggesting
passion as a strong affection toward a self-defining activity
that individuals value, trust and find important in which they
devote time and energy.

Theme 2.0: Implementing the workshop model
for reading instruction helps motivate students
of poverty to read aiding in the process of
accelerating their reading growth.

No previous research found, thus Fortenberry (2018) is a new
finding.

Theme 2.1: Identifying, sharing and allowing
students to continuously practice reading at
their independent reading levels, helps engage
students in the process of their reading growth.

No previous research found, thus Fortenberry (2018) is a new
finding.

Theme 3.0: Tier 2 targeted supplemental
intervention instruction that occurs daily within
small groups mostly by the homeroom teacher,
can accelerate students’ academic growth.

No previous research found, thus Fortenberry (2018) is a new
finding.

Subtheme 3.1: At least thirty minutes of Tier 2
supplemental targeted daily intervention should
be implemented within the RTI Framework.

Confirms Burns’ (2010) findings that Tier 2
interventions are typically provided in small groups
daily for 20-30 minutes.

Theme 4.0: A collaborative intervention team
of educational professionals should plan
interventions for Tier 3 students.

Confirms Nellis’ (2012) findings that teaming is substantially
recognized as a key element in the designing and
implementation of RTI procedures, processes, and practices.

Theme 5.0: Using reading or math specialists to
implement Tier 3 instruction, can further
maximize the learning of Tier 3 students.

No previous research found, thus Fortenberry (2018) is a new
finding.

Theme 6.0: The coaching model for teacher
learning can assist teachers with delivering
quality instruction.

Confirms Blazar et al.’s (2016) which findings that teacher
coaching has a large positive effect on instruction.

Theme 7.0 and 7.1: Focusing (PD) on
improving teachers’ current practices can
improve students learning, and school leaders
can help transform professional learning
activities into action by ensuring (PD) is
aligned with teachers’ current practices.

Confirms Hall and Mahoney’s (2013), and Doolittle and
Bradley’ (2007) findings that recommended more (PD) on
implementing the RTI model related to interventions, data
sources, data collection and analysis, and direct instruction
teaching methods.
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Table 4 – continued
Fortenberry (2018) Findings

Previous Research Findings

Subtheme 7.2: Unpacking the standards and
curriculum mapping can aid in more targeted student
instruction and student learning.

Confirms Hardin’s (2001) findings that curriculum mapping can help
staff and students by showing fundamental components of the
curriculum, and relationships between them.

Theme 8.0: Using triangulated assessment data can
aid educational leaders in making informed
decisions about student interventions, and academic
growth.

Confirms Gilbert et al.’s (2012) findings that screening for reading
disability using a single measure produced false information.

Subtheme 8.1: Bi-weekly or weekly progress
monitoring of intervention response can help
identify the pace and rate of student’s learning
within tiers of instruction.

Confirms Margolis’ (2012) findings that valid decisions about
keeping students in their tiers or changing them requires progressmonitoring measures such as tests measuring progress on recently
taught curriculum.

Theme 9.0: Scheduling blocks of time into the
school’s calendar for collaboration on curriculum
instruction and assessments in allows for growth
opportunities for teachers and students.

Confirms Averill et al.’s (2014), and Harlacher et al.’s (2014)
findings that adopting a school-wide intervention block allows for
collaboration among all school personnel to look at data and
implement a problem-solving framework

Theme 10.0: A focus on implementing researchbased reading strategies within reading instruction
can help students of poverty increase their reading
achievement.

Confirms Harlacher et al.’s (2010) finding that educators should
ensure curriculum used within instruction is research based.

Theme 11.0: Students are more motivated to learn
when teachers build community within their
classrooms where students feel a sense of belonging.

Confirms Church et al.’s (2001) findings student perceptions of their
classroom environment influences achievement goal adoption, which
in turn directly influence graded performance and intrinsic
motivation

Theme 12.0: When teachers feel happy, supported
and appreciated they are more motivated and
engaged in helping students learn.

Supports Zhu et al.’s (2009) findings that transformational
leadership has more positive effects on follower work engagement
when follower characteristics are more positive

Theme 13.0: Other unique practices that may have
helped students in poverty beat the odds include goal
setting and school staffs’ interdependency in the
school improvement process.

Supports Koenig et al.’s (2016) findings that setting specific salient
goals and providing performance feedback leads to greater student
performance.
Confirms Oude et al.’s (2015) findings that teachers’ task and goal
interdependence influences self-efficacy positively.
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This targeted instruction typically occurs 30 minutes daily (Theme 3.1) which is similar to that
found by Burns (2010).
Teams are a strong element of the RTI process and a key element in the designing and
implementation of RTI procedures, processes, and practices (Nellis, 2012). My study suggests
the assistance of a collaborative intervention team of educational professionals for collaboration
and planning of Tier 3 instruction to assist in providing quality intervention support for teachers
and students (Theme 4.0). Additionally, my study revealed that allowing reading or math
specialists to implement Tier 3 instruction can further maximize the learning of Tier 3 students
(Theme 5.0). No previous research was found on this issue, thus Fortenberry (2018) is a new
finding.
Teacher coaching is a key element for improving teachers’ classroom instruction. Blazar
Litke and Barmore (2016) found that teacher coaching has a large positive effect on instruction.
In a similar manner, my research suggests that the coaching model for teacher learning can assist
teachers with delivering quality instruction (Theme 6.0). Three of the four schools within my
study had participants who discussed the coaching of teachers as a strategy used to increase adult
learning as well as student learning. Teachers received content specific coaching, in the areas of
both reading and math.
Teachers’ skill sets are important for the success of RTI especially in the area of literacy
and they must have considerable knowledge of language structure, reading development and
instructional strategies to use RTI to differentiate instruction in reading for diverse learners
(Moats, 2009). Professional development aids in translating new knowledge into classroom
practices and more PD is needed for all staff implementing the RTI model especially in the areas
of direct instruction teaching methods, data sources, data collection, and data analysis (Hall &
Mahoney, 2013). It is critical that educators receive high quality PD in tier interventions, and
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assessments used for screening and progress monitoring (Danielson, Doolittle, & Bradley, 2007).
My study confirms all such previous research and suggests that PD for teachers is meaningful
when it focuses on improving teachers practices for increasing student learning (Theme 7.0 and
subtheme 7.1), and also suggests that teachers must have good knowledge on reading instruction,
RTI, and delivering assessments.
The curriculum is a synthesis of educational strategies, course content, learning outcomes,
educational experiences, assessment, the educational environment, and the individual students’
learning style that benefits both staff and students by showing fundamental components of the
curriculum, and the relationships between them (Hardin, 2001). With curriculum mapping,
students can determine what, when, where and how they can learn, and teachers can be clear
about what concepts are taught, when and how to teach concepts, in addition to when to assess
students. My study showed that unpacking the standards and curriculum mapping aided in
targeting student instruction and student learning (subtheme 7.2)
Past research showed that screening for reading disability using a single measure produced
false information (Gilbert, Compton, Fuchs, & Fuchs, 2012). Gilbert et al. (2012), proposed a
four-step process of assessments including: (a) universal screening of all students in Tier 1.; (b)
progress monitoring student progress all year for students identified as at risk; (c) follow-up with
benchmark progress monitoring using an assessment with criteria for success; and (d) revise risk
classification criteria due to the grade level changes amongst students. My study confirms the
work of Gilbert et al. and suggests that the use of triangulated assessment data can aid teachers
and educational leaders in making informed decisions about student interventions, and academic
growth (Theme 8.0).
Formative progress monitoring refers to data gathered during instruction to determine the
appropriateness of that instruction as manifested by student progress and to assist the teacher on
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how to revise instruction (Wixon & Valencia, 2011). To make valid decisions about keeping
students in their tiers or changing them requires schools to use progress-monitoring measures,
such as tests that measure progress on recently taught curriculum (Margolis, 2012). My study
revealed that weekly or bi-weekly continuous progress monitoring and documentation of
students’ assessment results for intervention instruction can help identify the pace and rate of
student’s learning within tiers of instruction (Theme 8.1)
Tier 1 is the most important tier within the tiers of support, and schools should set aside
structured grade level meetings to look at data implementing a problem-solving framework for a
healthy core Tier 1 instruction (Harlacher, Potter, & Weber, 2014). Many schools are adopting a
school-wide intervention block as a structure to allow for collaboration among all school
personnel (Averill et al., 2014). My study found that scheduling blocks of time into the school’s
calendar for collaboration on curriculum instruction and assessments allows for growth
opportunities for teachers and students (Theme 9.0)
Student success within high poverty schools can be related to personnel building caring
relationships and providing support and structure for students (Strahan & Layell 2006).
Additionally, student perceptions of their classroom environment, influence achievement goal
adoption, and achievement goal adoption, in turn, directly influence graded performance and
intrinsic motivation (Church, Elliot, & Gable 2001). My study found that students can be more
motivated to learn when teachers build community within their classrooms where students feel a
sense of belonging (Theme 11).
Transformational leadership has a more positive effect on follower work engagement when
follower characteristics are more positive (Zhu, Avolio, & Walumbwa, 2009). In addition to
teachers having a passion for teaching, my study revealed that when teachers are happy, feel
supported and appreciated they are more motivated and engaged in helping students learn
(Theme 12).
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Setting specific goals and providing performance feedback regarding progress toward goals
leads to greater student performance (Koenig, Eckert, & Hier, 2016). Task and goal
interdependence influences self-efficacy positively (Oude, Sleegers, & Klass, 2015). My
findings suggest other unique practices that may have helped students beat the odds were goal
setting and school staffs’ interdependency in the school improvement process (Theme 13).
In conclusion, my research findings supported much of the current research on the basic
components of best practices for implementing the Response to Intervention Framework
efficiently and effectively for maximizing student academic growth. The themes devised from
my research describe how other elements can be assimilated into the basic RTI components to
further maximize students’ academic growth. My new findings can contribute to the body of
current literature regarding other elements that can enhance implementation of the RTI
framework which can improve academic growth for students of poverty.
Creation of Enhanced Model
In this section, I will discuss what I have learned from conducting this research and my
interpretation of the findings. I have created an enhanced conceptual framework for
communicating the meaning of what the data reveals given the purpose of the study (see Figure
2). When comparing the conceptual framework from my Chapter 1, the RTI components of
multi-tiered systems of support and integrated assessments from Elliots’ (2008) findings of
required components for implementing RTI are included, as affirmed by findings from my study.
Included in this new enhanced framework are the three required components needed
according to Elliots’ study, including: (a) multi-tiers system of support (MTSS) instructional
intervention; (b) a problem-solving method; and (c) an integrated data collection assessment
system to inform decision at each tier of service delivery. In addition to the required components
noted by Elliot, there are other components and elements found in my study that helped students
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“Beating the Odds” Schools’ RTI Basic Components Per Research
Integrated Assessment Usage
(Theme 8)
•
•
•

Problem Solving Method
(Themes 4, 7, and 10)

Multi-tiered Support
support
Multi-tiered
Interventions
Interventions
(Themes 1,
1, 33 and
and 4)
4)
(Themes

Benchmark screening
Diagnostic
Assessments
Progress Monitoring

-Define student difficulties
-Determine cause of difficulties
-Identify a solution
-Implement and monitor
•
Professional learning
communities
•
Research-based
instruction
•
Collaborative
intervention

• • Tier
Tier 1-School-wide
1-School-wide
(whole group)
(whole group)
• • Tier
Tier 22 Targeted
Targeted
• • Tier
Tier 33 Intensive
Intensive

Components Implemented Beyond-Researched Core Components of RTI

Focused Reading Instruction
(Themes7.2 and 2)
•
•
•

Unpacking Standards
Curriculum Maps
Workshop Model

Culture of Support and Direction
(Themes 6, 7. 11, and 13)
•
•
•
•

Coaching Support
Professional Development
Community Building
Goal Setting

High Poverty Schools Beating the Odds

Figure 2. Updated conceptual framework for high poverty school’s beating the odds (Fortenberry, 2018).

in poverty beat the odds including focused reading instruction and a culture of support and
direction.
My enhanced framework begins at the top left rectangle of Figure 2, which depicts the use
of integrated data collection assessment system to help guide decisions at each tier (Theme 8.0).
It was evident from my data that teachers use assessment results to assist in determining
students’ strengths and challenges in both reading and math, using universal benchmark
screening for all students at the beginning of the school year, again during the winter and at the
end of the year in spring, where scores are compared to grade level expectations within reading
and math. Students are further assessed with a diagnostic tool to determine exactly why they are
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not at their grade levels. If students are placed in Tiers 2 and/or Tier 3, they are provided an
intervention, and receive weekly or bi-weekly quick progress monitoring assessments to
determine if the interventions are accelerating their growth. Participants from all schools within
my study discussed screening their students three times a year using a benchmark screener, to
identify students at risk for reading failure followed by a diagnostic running record, which
provided more information on the particular reading skills the students lacked. Following
implementation of interventions for Tier 2 students, weekly or bi-weekly progress monitoring
occurred to identify the students’ response to the intervention assigned.
The middle rectangle represents the three tiers of instruction within the RTI process. The
multi-tiered instruction ensures that all students are instructed at their grade level determined by
the Common Core Standards within Tier 1. Tier 1 attempts to ensure all students annual growth
according to their grade level standards. Tier 2 instruction targets students who have a minimal
gap between grade level expectations and students’ actual skills within reading or math. This
Tier provides targeted interventions daily within small groups (Theme 3.0) and aims to catch
students up to grade level quickly in an effort that students solely focus on Tier 1 instruction to
accelerate annual growth. Tier 3 instruction is provided to students who are doing poorly in both
Tiers 1 and 2 instructions. This instruction is more intense than Tier 2 and students in Tier 3
always receive Tier 2 instruction as well. My study found Tier 1 as universal, meaning that all
students received Tier 1 instruction. Tier 2 as supplemental instruction for students who were
diagnosed as having difficulties within Tier 1 instruction, and Tier 3 as intensive instruction for
students having difficulties in both Tiers 1 and 2. Within my study, if students at all schools, if
students were not making enough progress with catching up to grade level in reading and/or
math after they have had Tier 2 intervention support with a teacher or a Title 1 para-pro, they
were referred to an intervention team of educational specialists for an individualized plan of
assistance not yet having a referral for special education.
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The third rectangle in Figure 2 represents the problem-solving method used by the schools
in my study within the RTI process. With the problem-solving method, educational leaders
attempt to: (a) determine the problem the student is experiencing, (b) determine why the student
is experiencing the problem, (c) determine what strategies will be used to solve the problem, and
(c) monitor how the student responds to the strategy (Berkeley et al., 2009). As discussed in
Chapter II, much of the current literature read for this study focuses on the problem-solving
method. In a problem-solving method, students’ deficiencies are addressed by implementing
research-based interventions designed for each student, and decision-making teams exist which
can consist of teachers, administrators, school psychologists and parents. My study also found
problem solving teams as a key element for a successful RTI framework and all schools used
intervention teams to assist in helping Tier 3 students accelerate in learning. The problemsolving method for RTI was used through initial benchmark and diagnostic assessments,
assigning research-based interventions, implementing the interventions within Tier 2 and
monitoring students’ response to the intervention through progress monitoring.
My research showed that the professional learning communities, the collaborative
intervention teams, and the research-based interventions used for instruction throughout the tiers
assisted in the problem-solving process with improving teacher instruction and increasing
student learning. Again, my study confirmed all three components, multi-tiered systems of
support intervention systems, an integrated data collection assessment system, and the use of a
problem-solving approach are necessary components of an RTI process. In my study, the
implementation of these components helped students in poverty beat the odds. Furthermore, the
implementation of the elements found within the components had a significant role in assisting
schools in helping their students beat the odds.
Connected to the three rectangles, underneath, is a horizontal rectangle that depicts
elements implemented beyond the previously researched core components in my study that
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appear to help students in poverty beat the odds. The top three vertical rectangles are connected
to the horizontal rectangle revealing that students in poverty may need the core components of
RTI as well as elements beyond core RTI components to help them beat the odds.
The bottom left square reveals the keen focus on reading instruction that participants
discussed in my study. Unpacking the standards and creating curriculum maps facilitated in
teachers becoming familiar with what they must teach at their grade level, assisted them with
organizing the reading curriculum determining when to teach concepts throughout the year, and
aided in identifying skills students need in order to reach mastery (Theme 7.2). Additionally,
within the keen focus on reading instruction targeted reading intervention instruction occurred to
improve students’ phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency and comprehension skills. These skills
were mostly targeted within the reading workshop model (Theme 2) framework for teaching
reading. The implementation of the reading workshop framework within Tier 1 suggested a
positive influence on increasing students reading skills.
The bottom right square portrays that within my study, a culture of support and direction
played a significant role in helping students in poverty beat the odds. Based on my study, the
coaching support (Theme 6.0), improving teachers practices through professional development
(Theme 7.0) and creating a sense of community within classrooms (Theme 11), helped create a
culture of support and direction within each school. Furthermore, other practices unique to each
school (Theme 13) included incorporating activities to build a school-wide community and
incorporating goal setting for students. These elements also provided support and direction for
students.
The arrow pointing in the downward position shows all components and elements within
my new conceptual framework representing findings within my study that helped students of
poverty beat the odds.
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Recommendations
Findings from my study yield proposals for future researchers, higher education
institutions, and K-12 institutions. The findings and conclusions of this research have created a
foundation of recommendations for assisting higher education institutions, and K-12 school
administrators of school systems, in the implementation and refinement of an RTI Framework.
Recommendations for Future Research
My study could be replicated at the secondary level within K-12 settings. So often RTI is
implemented at the elementary level, yet further research on the RTI framework and its
implementation at the secondary level in perhaps middle and high school could add to the body
of literature on RTI implementation within K-12 settings.
Since my study suggests that implementing the workshop model for reading instruction
helps motivate students of poverty to read aiding in the process of accelerating their reading
growth, more research could be done on the role of the reading workshop framework in
enhancing students’ reading skills. Researchers could describe reading workshop components
and how the components engage students in the learning process thus accelerating and improving
students reading.
Recommendations for K-12 Institutions
As previously mentioned, my findings confirmed Elliots’ (2008) research study,
discussed in Chapter II, that the three components for the implementation of Response to
Intervention requires: (a) tiers of academic intervention instruction support; (b) a problemsolving method; and (c) an integrated data collection assessment system to inform decision at
each tier of service delivery, all of which I found within the RTI process at each school in my
study. I highly recommend school districts build district level RTI teams to address professional
development in each component of the RTI framework.
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Implementing the workshop model for reading instruction helps motivate students of
poverty to read, aiding in the process of accelerating their reading growth Fortenberry (2018). I
highly recommend school districts provide much professional development and coaching for
teachers to implement the reading workshop as a framework for teaching reading skills of
fluency, vocabulary and comprehension. Furthermore, I highly recommend districts ensure all
principals and educational leaders within the district receive training on transformational
leadership and important characteristics required by transformational leaders to help transform
organizations.
Descriptive feedback that provides guidance about what is being done well and what can
be improved upon has been shown to increase student achievement (Black, Harrison, Lee, Marshall, & Wiliam, 2003). Much research has shown that performance feedback successfully leads
to improvement in student performance. My study suggests that feedback on goal setting within
reading may have helped contribute to several schools within the study ‘beating the odds.’ It is
necessary for educational leaders to consider more professional development and training for
teachers on forms of feedback and the important role continuous feedback plays in improving
student achievement. I would recommend goal setting, and performance feedback for all students
in the areas of reading and writing and math.
Moats (2009) found that teachers must have considerable knowledge of language
structure, reading development and instructional strategies to use RTI to differentiate instruction
in reading for diverse learners. Three out of four schools in my study implemented reading
instruction through the reading workshop framework. Therefore, I would recommend school
districts consider adopting a reading workshop curriculum allowing for a culture of learning
conducive to accelerating students’ reading skills.
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Recommendations for Higher Education Institutions
The influence of transformational leadership skills from principals of the schools within my
study was obvious through employing school-wide structures for data driven instruction, interim
assessments, analysis of assessments, and problem solving through professional learning
communities and coaching. Burns’ (1978) work united the roles of leader and follower in
generating and facilitating organizational change. Burns’ transformational leader is a goaloriented individual who interacts with followers to raise them to a new level of performance and
motivation in pursuit of a mutually created vision.
The behaviors identified in the four principals that I interviewed included setting direction,
supporting and developing people while redesigning their organization to improve the
educational outcome of students in poverty. With this in mind it is imperative for higher
educational institutions to include transformational leadership courses in educational leadership
preparation programs since my research implies school leaders model and implement practices of
transformational leaders.
The National System on Response to Intervention (2010) defines RTI as an integration of
assessments and interventions within a multi-tiered prevention system used to increase student
achievement using research-based interventions and data from ongoing progress monitoring to
adjust the intervention to students’ needs. Since RTI is a national K-12 school initiative aimed to
assist educators in the school improvement process, higher education institutions must strongly
consider RTI as a course within their teacher preparation program with an instructional focus on
the basic components of the RTI framework used by participants within my study including: (a)
tiers of academic intervention instructional support (b) the problem-solving method of RTI; and
(c) forms of integrated data collection assessment systems that inform decision at each tier of
service delivery.
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Researcher’s Reflections and Closure
Without skepticism, poverty has a negative effect on student achievement and in no state
does a group of economically disadvantaged students ever score higher than its middle class and
wealthy peers on any state assessment, at any grade level (Tienken, 2011). High poverty schools
reflect an accumulation of child and family risk factors. In addition to the income disadvantages,
many children of high poverty schools derive from single parent households of parents with
lower levels of education.
As a researcher, conducting this study led to more questions concerning the complications
of educating economically disadvantaged students. Importantly, I have come to realize that as a
process, RTI is developed and emerges through changes and adaptations dependent upon school
dynamics and culture. With this in mind, additional studies need to occur using various
methodologies with different ethnic populations of students in high poverty schools.
My study explored the topic of RTI as a process and framework for K-12 school
improvement initiative for educational leaders within schools of high poverty populations. The
opportunity to meet and collaborate with such dynamic educators was a privilege and an honor.
These educators are not only helping their students ‘beat the odds’, but are ‘beating the odds’
themselves as educators, through their passion, dedication, perseverance, lifelong learning, and
commitment to making positive significant impacts on the outcomes of student achievement for
students in poverty.
In conclusion, educators within my study went above and beyond implementing the basics
of RTI components to help their students ‘beat the odds.’ Significant relationships were created
with their students, educators modeled expected academic and behavioral outcomes, and
provided high expectations for their students believing that students could carry out the
expectations. These actions, among others, in conjunction with implementation of the core
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components of RTI process, created an atmosphere of direction and support that was conducive
to helping students of poverty ‘beat the odds.’
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E-mail to Administrators
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Administrator Initial E-mail Invitation to Participate

Date: [Date Sent]
Dear [Name of Administrator]
Congratulations on your schools’ status of Beating the Odds! My name is Alina Fortenberry,
and I am a Master Reading Coach for Michigan Education Corps. In my years of education, I
have served as a teacher, assistant principal, principal, and curriculum specialist. I am also a
Ph.D. student at Western Michigan University and invite you to participate in a research study
focused on successful urban schools.
My study’s purpose is to understand how the Response to Intervention (RTI) process within
“beating the odds” urban elementary schools is helping educators accomplish this outcome. The
goal is to interview three individuals per school: the principal and two teachers you identify as
very knowledgeable about the RTI process. The interviews will take about 1-1.5 hours, and will
be confidential. In addition, participants will be asked to share any key materials describing their
RTI process.
Please contact me by [specific date] if you believe your RTI process is making a difference, and
you are willing to participate and know of at least two teachers who might be as well. You can
email me at alina.j.martin@wmich.edu or call 231-343-9422 to let me know of your interest
and/or any questions you might have.
I sincerely appreciate your consideration with participating in this study. Congratulations to you,
and your staff and students on the hard work and dedication you put forth to help your students
beat the odds.
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Appendix B
E-mail to Teachers
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Teacher Email to Participate
Dear Ms. [Name of Teacher],
Compliments to you! Mr. [Name of Administrator] has identified you as a teacher who is
very knowledgeable about your core curriculum and interventions contributing to your school
“Beating the Odds.”
Congratulations on your schools’ status of Beating the Odds! My name is Alina Fortenberry,
and I am a Master Reading Coach for Michigan Education Corps. I am also a student at Western
Michigan University and invite you to participate in a research study focused on successful High
Poverty Schools.
The study’s purpose is to understand how Response to Intervention (RTI) within “beating the
odds” high poverty elementary schools is helping educators accomplish this outcome. I am
interested in interviewing you regarding your RTI (core curriculum and interventions) and how
you are using them to helps improve student achievement. The interview is confidential and will
take about 30-45 minutes. Also, the interview would be recorded to make sure that the
transcriptions of your responses are correct for the study. In addition, if you’d like to share any
key materials to help me better understand your RTI, that would be great! You will receive a
$50.00 gift card to Barnes and Nobles for your participation in the study.
Please contact me if you are willing to participate and we can set up an interview date and
time. Also, if you have questions or concerns please feel free to contact me via my email address
at alina.j.martin@wmich.edu or by phone at 231-343-9422.
I sincerely appreciate your consideration with participating in this study. Congratulations to you,
the staff and students on the hard work and dedication you put forth to help your students beat
the odds.

Sincerely,
Alina Fortenberry
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Appendix D
Administrator and Teacher Interview Guide
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RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION COMPONENTS

Tiered Systems of Support in RTI
Tier 1 -Core Curriculum
Tier 2 -Supplemental Intervention
Tier 3- Supplemental plus targeted intervention
Assessments Usage Within RTI
Benchmark Assessments
Diagnostic Assessments
Formative Assessments
Summative Assessments
Problem Solving within RTI
Professional Development Activities
Teacher Collaboration
Decision Making Processes for interventions and movement
between and within tiers of instruction
Other Possible Contributions to High Poverty Student Success
Relationships
Other
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Administrator and Teacher Interview Protocol
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Administrator Interview Protocol
Project: The Role of Response to Intervention in High-Poverty Elementary Schools that are
Beating the Odds
Interview Start Time:

_______________________________________________________

Interview End Time:

_______________________________________________________

Date of Interview:

________________________________________________________

Location:

________________________________________________________

Interviewer:

________________________________________________________

Participant # and code: ________________________________________________________
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this study. To ensure accuracy of your
responses, I will record the interview using a phone recorder. Additionally, I may write notes as
we talk. As you may recall, the purpose of this study is to understand the role that your Response
to Intervention process contributes to your school being identified as beating the odds. To
minimize my impact on your answers, during the interview, I will not make any comments on
your responses. Do you have any questions before we begin?
What role does RTI have in increasing academic achievement throughout the school?
Let’s now talk about RTI and the structure of your RTI process.
1. What is your definition of RTI?
2. Please describe your school-wide Tier 1, how it is implemented and by whom.
3. Please describe your school-wide Tier 2, how it is implemented and by whom.
4. Please describe your school-wide Tier 3, how it is implemented and by whom.
Let’s talk about school-wide assessments
5. How do you determine if students are at grade level in the beginning of the year?
6. How do you determine where students are having difficulties within content areas?
7. How do you determine movement of students within tiers making sure that learning is
taking place?
8. Explain how you measure your students end of unit or end of year growth?
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Let’s now talk about collaboration in regards to problem solving within the RTI process
9. How do your teachers collaborate on best practices in curriculum and instruction?
10. How do your teachers collaborate on best practices in using assessment data to drive their
instruction?
Let’s now discuss professional development activities
11. Are there any professional development activities your teachers have had to assist them in
delivering research-based instruction and administering assessments
12. What professional development, if any, is planned in the future to strengthen teachers
instructional practice within RTI? Why have you chosen this P.D.?
What more are you doing to best support students of poverty?
Now let’s discuss what more you are doing to best support students of poverty youth
13. What structures are in place to help build relationships with parents and how does the
structures help improve learning?
14. What structures are in place to help build relationships within the community and how do
you think these structures improve learning?
What else have we not talked about which you believe is making a difference in you student’s
achievement?
15. Would you like to share any materials or documents that could assist in understanding your
RTI process?
Thank you for participating in this interview. I will contact you via email to follow up on
activities that will assist me in understanding the role of RTI in helping your school beat the
odds.

Teacher Interview Protocol
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Project: The Role of Response to Intervention in High-Poverty Elementary Schools that are
Beating the Odds
Interview Start Time:

_______________________________________________________

Interview End Time:

_______________________________________________________

Date of Interview:

________________________________________________________

Location:

________________________________________________________

Interviewer:

________________________________________________________

Participant # and code: ________________________________________________________
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this study. To ensure accuracy of your
responses, I will record the interview using a phone recorder. Additionally, I may write notes as
we talk. As you may recall, the purpose of this study is to understand the role that your Response
to Intervention process contributes to your school being identified as beating the odds. To
minimize my impact on your answers, during the interview, I will not make any comments on
your responses. Do you have any questions before we begin?
Thank you for participating in this interview. I will contact you via email to follow up on
activities that will assist me in understanding the role of RTI in helping your school beat the
odds.
What role does RTI have in increasing academic achievement in your classroom
Let’s now talk about RTI and the structure of your RTI process
1. What is your definition of RTI?
2. Please describe your classroom Tier 1, how it is implemented and by whom.
3. Please describe your Tier 2, how it is implemented and by whom.
4. Please describe your Tier 3, how it is implemented and by whom.
5. How is the decision-making process used to determine the instruction used for your at-risk
students in tier 2 and tier 3?
6. What research-based intervention strategies do you use to assist students’ learning within the
RTI process in the areas of reading?
7. What other school-wide structures help support your RTI?
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8.

What other classroom structures help support your RTI?

9. How do you decide how students move between tiers?
Let’s talk about teacher collaboration
10. How do you use collaboration within the school to discuss and learn from teachers about
curriculum, instruction, and assessments?
Let’s talk about professional development
11. What professional development have you had to help you gain knowledge about the RTI
process in regards to curriculum and instruction?
12. What professional development have you had to help you gain knowledge about the RTI
process in regards to assessments?
Let’s talk about your classroom assessments
13. Describe how you use assessments to determine if students are at grade level throughout the
year.
14. How do you diagnose students to determine learning difficulties?
15. How do you determine how students move between the tiers? (probe progress monitoring)
What more are you doing to best support learning within your classroom?
Let’s talk about how you build relationships to assist with student achievement
16. How do you build community or a sense of cohesiveness among students within your
classroom?
17. What structures are in place within your classroom to help build relationships with parents?
18. How do you think these structures improve learning?
What else have we not talked about which you believe is making a difference in you student’s
achievement?
19. Would you like to share any materials or documents that could help me better understand
your RTI process?
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Thank you for participating in this interview. I will contact you via email to follow up on
activities that will assist me in understanding the role of RTI in helping your school beat the
odds.

